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ABSTRACT 

Service centres and rural-urban interaction in the north-west 
Midlands; an appraisal of measures of centrality within the 
lower orders of a central place system. 

This thesis is concerned with a comprehensive analysis and 

interpretation of the functional status and pattern of distribution 

of service centres in a rural part of England, and with the way in 

which these centres interact with their hinterlands. 

It commences with a review of the published work in this 

field, partly in order to try to introduce some order and thematic 

classification into the diverse range of contributions from many 

disciplines which have followed from Christaller's work of the 

1930's, and partly in order that this study may be seen as a logical 

progression from earlier work. The main themes of central place 

study are critically examined, although in order to avoid needless 

repetition with other studies the emphasis is laid upon material 

which has appeared since 1964. Some of the ideas and problems 

discussed are taken up in more detail in subsequent parts of the 

text. 

The first main section (Chs.3-6) deals with the measurement 

of settlement centrality, and the question of grouping settlements 

into a functional hierarchy. A measure of the functional complexity 

of towns and villages in the survey area is built up from information 

gathered from a variety of published sources, and from detailed 

field investigation. By the use of location coefficients an index 

of functional status ie devised, and this is used as the basis for 

arranging the settlements into a ranked order of size. 

Retail functions are considered as but one element of a 

settlement's total functional composition, and in order to broaden 
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the base of measurement, particularly for smaller centres, service 

functions and social facilities are also examined. In addition, the 

complex inter-relationships of these functions, both within individual 

centres and across the whole range of settlements, are discussed. 

Several alternative approaches to the measurement of centrality 

are presented and compared, but it is the method based upon each 

settlement's provision of retail and service facilities which forms 

the first part of the procedure for ranking centres into a functional 

hierarchy. Different ranking and clustering techniques are 

examined, and an iterative grouping procedure which produces a 

logical statement of the hierarchy, together with a measure of accuracy 

for each inter group boundary, is explained and implemented. This 

method, which is described in chapter 6, scans a list of settlements, 

each of whose functional status is expressed as a single numerical 

score, and systematically amalgamates the most similar items into a 

subset. Similarity in this context is measured in terms of the 

Error Sum of Squares, and a hierarchy with eight distinct orders of 

settlements is described. 

It is suggested that measures based solely upon a centre's 

functional provision give a very restricted, and often inaccurate, 

assessment of centrality. In order to avoid this, and in an 

attempt to illustrate a totally different facet of the involved concept 

of centrality, the second section is devoted to an analysis of the 

use characteristics of the service centres and the nature of their 

zones of influence. The information upon which this section is 

based was mostly gathered by means of a postal questionnaire survey. 

An examination of the Journeys made to towns and villages for 

shopping and for services,forms the initial part of an investigation 

into the way in which these centres exert their influence over the 

surrounding rural areas. The frequency of such visits, and their 

destinations, are analysed and~nodal structure of the area is 
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outlined. A consideration of the journeys to shop for a selected list 

of goods and services leads to several qualifications to the concept 

of the range of a good being suggested. 

The delimitation of urban hinterlands by both theoretical and 

empirical means is discussed, and several different hinterlands are 

constructed and compared for the towns in the study area. The 

boundary of a town's hinterland is in fact a zone of transition, and 

there is shown to be considerable overlap between the areas of 

influence of adjacent towns. There are also certain areas, in the 

interstices in the network of urban hinterlands where no town exerts 

a dominant influence. Individual rural people however are dominated 

very strongly by a single town for the provision of goods and services. 

Empirical hinterlands are constructed for the main urban centres, 

and the internal structure of these areas is examined. It is suggested 

that thera is considerable variation in the strength of a town's 

influence throughout its hinterland, with the main independent variable 

being distance. The decline of a town's influence with distance 

for a number of different measures, can be described in general terms 

by a negative exponential function. The precise nature of this 

distance-decay function, and the numerical value of the exponents, 

is shown to vary according to the grade of the town. In this 

respect two distinct regimes of influence are shown to exist for 

grade 1 and grade 2 centres, thus confirming the distinction between 

these two orders previously found on the basis of their functional 

provision. 

finally the irregularities of the hinterlands of the towns 

in the study area are discussed, and the characteristics of grade 1 

and grade 2 hinterlands for a range of different goods and services 

are outlined. 
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General conclusions are presented at the end of sections I and II, 

and the text is accompanied by fifty figures, thirty-six tables and 

five technical appendices. 
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PREFACE 

The almsof this thesis are fourfold. In General terms they 

are as follows :-

(1) An examination of the system of cen"cral places of a predominantl;y 

rural area lyinG in the counties of Staf:':'ordshire, Shropsbi -re and 

Cheshire, to examine alternative approaches to the problem of 

ranking centres. and to determine ",:wther a central place hierarc:J.Y 

exists. 

(2) A criticism and appraisal of the many published theories on 

centrality, to assess their validity both in a general sense and i.n 

their application to the study area. 

(3) To contribute to the analytical tecimiques available for the 

study of central place patterns. 

(4) To invest:Lgate the way in which service centres exert their 

influence over stu~rounding rural dis-c.icts. 

The thesis beGins with an outline of the development of 

classical central place theory. and continues with a critical 

appraisal of more recent work, for "If we wish to keep on the tl~ack ••• 

we must first look back of us to see in what direction the track 

has led". (i) Any responsible research effort must be built from 

previous work, althoUi;h in view of Berry and Fred I s compre~1ensive 

bibliography of 1964 (11) the present review concentrates on work 

Published since that date. 

(i) Hartshorne H.. 1939. 1':.'1e Nature of Geography. Ann. Ass. Am. 
Geog. Vol 29. Nos. 3 and 4. 

(ii) Berry B.J.L. and Pred A. 1961+ Central Place Studies: a blbHo
graphy of theory and applications. RGc;ional Science Researoh 
L'lst. Phili.\delphia. 
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T..'1e division of the major part of the text into two sections 

emphasises the duality of the approach. The first section is 

concerned with the functional basis of the central place system, 

it examines the incidence and distribution of selected funct:i.ons, 

and derives measures of the absolute and relative functional 

status of each centre. Settlements are ranked on the basis 0:' 

their total functional provision, but comparisons are also sou;~l:t 

between the separate rankings resulting from the use of retail, 

service and social criteria. 

In the belief that social and service functions, rather than 

retail development, are particularly sisnificant in recognisins 

rank distinctions ~mong the smaller settlements of a dominantly 

rural area, these aspects of centrality are given greater attent:i.on 

than they have received from previous 'Norkers. The section concludes 

with an analysis of the techniques for identifying a functional 

hierarchy of settlements. Such a hierarchy is established for 

the study area, but it is shown that different hierarchies can 

be produced by different techniques. 

The second section examines the use characteristics of the 

various centres within the context of centrality studies. The 

arGuement is developed that the use made of a centre by the 

hinterland population 1s an alternative approach to the study of 

central place systems •. It is in some senses to be preferred to the 

classical approaches to ranking, based as they are chiefly on a funct

ional analysiS, for it measures centrality directly rather than 

inferentially. TL1US the behavioural patterns of rural conswners 

and the nature of the rural-urban l~caGes are measured initially 
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by means of a questionnaire survey. and the concept of distance-decay 

in rural-urban affiliations is developed as a possIble rankln<.;; device. 

A nodal structure of settlements is identified at various orders, and 

hinterlands of rural-urban interaction are established and :lnvestil:ated. 

Introduction to the study area 

Tne area in whicc1. this study was undertaken straddles three 

county boundaries; in essence it contains the rural west of StaffordsLlre, 

the greater part of north Si.1ropshire and much of rural south C:1eshire. (i) 

Together these areas form a considerable rural salient reaching into 

that system of semi- continuouS city regions to which the term "the 

English Megalopolis" may be applied. 

TJ:1e limits of the area are somewhat arbitrary. but they had to be 

set within constraintsof financial and manpower resources. and the 

accessibility of the area from the base (The University of Keele). 

The primary objective of the study was to examine the middle and low 

order ranks of a central place system in an area lying within a zone 

of competition and conflict between peripheral higher ranJeing centres. 

The latter therefore define the margins. The area thus lies within 

a ring of substantial towns -Le. Newcastle-under-I.yme.Crewe, Shrewsbury, 

and Stafford, and these must clearly be included for purposes of 

functional and hinterlan::l analysis. More distantly even higher order 

centres flank the study area, e.g. Wolverhampton, Hanley, Birmingham 

and ~~chester, but no attempt was made to include these in the analysis. 

(i) The administrative districts of Shrewsbury M.B., the urban districts 
of Newport. Wellington, Whitchurch, Wem, Market Drayton, the rural 
districts of Wellington, vJem, Drayton, the parishes of Ashley. 
Albrie;hton, Uffington. Upton Magna, Withington, Shimal, Sherrifhales, 
Tong, Stafford M.B., Newcastle M.B., Stone U .D., the rural districts 
of Stone. Stafford and Newcastle. that part of Cannock R.D. which 
lies north of the A.5 trunk road, Crewe M.B., Nentwich U.D. and 
Nentwich R.D. 



The area thus defined was a mainly rural one in which primary and 

tertiary occupations dominated, and wllich afforded examples of a broad 

range of service centres, from sUbstantial county tovms dm\'!l the scale 

to very minor settlements. TJ.lis was also an area in which the central 

place system had not previously been examined. 

TI"e administrative divisions of the study area are depicted in 

Figure 1 as they existed in 1961. Although subsequently several of 

the smaller towns have been amalgamated with their surrounding rural 

districts to form larger units, the map is presented thus to indicate 

the areas for which data was collected in the 1961 census. In all the 

area is some 55 x 55 kms., covering 225,000 hectares and occupied by 

450,000 people. 

The district occupies part of a Triassic basin between the 

Potteries and North ".;ales coalfields, or in a wider context between 

the Pennine and Clwydian/BeM1yn uplands. Keuper 1-1arls fill much of 

the trough, but occasionally upfaulted outcrops of Bunter sandstone 

form lOla (max. 200 metres) plateau-like hills. The details of the 

landscape are mostly of glacial origin, and extensive belts of 

boulder clay, sands and gravels blanket the district. TllC whole area 

is well drained by the rivers vleaver. Severn and Trent, and their 

tributaries, although locally the lack of slopes and heavy soils can 

impede drainage. 

Here then is a gently undulating landscape with occasional 

sandstone hills which is well drained and which has a fairly uniform 

precipitation of just below 30 inches per year. Agalnst this physical 

background the type of agriculture practised varies little. The 

main agent of variation is the soil. Most of the area is covered 

with gley soils and brown earths, giving rise to the extensive high 

quality pasture although arable land increases in importance on 

the higher soils of the drift free areas, and the sandstone hills 

are frequently crowned by deciduous woodland. 
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Everywhere there is an emphasis on livestock, espec:i.ally dairy 

cattle (i) and self-conta::.ned farms with specialised dair;)T berds are 

typical. Most of these farms ~row a certain amount of ."heat or oats, 

although in all three counties small pockets of intensive arable 

cultivation exist. 

The hiGh proportion of good quality land in this part of Enbland 

is largely responsible for the consistently high prices vhich the land 
(11) . 

fetches both to rent and to buy but ~t also permits very hi~l 

stocking ratios. (iii) Cheshire and Staffordshire in fact have a 

greater density of dairy cattle than any other county in Britain. 

All of these factors contribute to an intensively farmed livestock 

economy. with a high overall level of prosperity, and it is against 

this socio-economic background that consumer movement patterns were 

investigated. 

Rural settlement patterns at any staGe in time are frequently 

obscured by subsequent patterns, but detailed analysis S110"'IS that 

different stages of colonisation are recognisable. (iv) 

(1) For a detailed survey see Simpson E.S. The Cheshire Grass-Dairying 
Region. Trans. Inst. British Geog. No 23 1957 -p141-162. 

(ii) ~ee Grigg D.B. 1965 An index of .regional change in English farminG 
Trans. Inst. Brit. Geog.· 36 p. 55-6'7. 

(iii) 1955 Density of dairy cattle. Cheshire 270/1000 acres.Staffordshire 
- 20'7/1000 acre, National Average 98/1000 acre. Source: Simpson 

1957. Ope Cit. 

(iv) For instance Sylvester D. 1969 The rural landscape of the Welsh 
borderlands. Macmillan. 
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Particularly in the north and west of tr.e study area, in Chesili.l'c 

and nortt: Shropshire there is stron.; ev.i-den:.;e of lonsiderable 

Celtic settlements. CelticJ{ielsh place names are frequent 

indicators but elevated church sites as at Barti1omley, vJrenbury 

and I\larbury also sUGGest pre-AnGlian settlement. At t11is stac;e 

larce or nucleated villages would have been rare and a l)attern of 

scattered hamlets and farmsteads developed. Subsequently, the 

eviden:e 0::: - ingham, -ton and - burJT (bur-h) place names po::.nts 

strongly to the emercence of more nucleated Anglian villages, and 

many of these today form the basis of the pattern of central plaC!cs 

of low order. 

Norman times brought an in.:!rease in commerce and a period of 

relative prosperity. 'Ihis v;as especially important in Shropshire 

and Staffordshire ",'here it promDted an in:.~rease in the number of 

churches and markets, and stimulated tbe further development of 

nucleated villages. Norman settlement developed in Chesh:ire was 

mainly in the form of park estates, or the seigneurial boroushs 

from which most of south Cr1eshire' S present to1tms have developed. 

From late medieval times to the mid 18th century little new 

development occurred in the settlement pattern, but the enclosure 

of common lands (Cheshire 1'765-1898) provided the stimulus for tne 

growth 0-: many small hamlets. e.:3. Prees Heath, JUne Heath, Poynton 

Green. Sylvester (1) sucr;ests that the enclosure of c:ornmons, the 

(1) S;{lvester D. 1969 Op Cit. 
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turnr:::i.l~inG o~ roads .. the in"reas1.ns ,ros!Jer.:.ty o:C a;::;r-,.cul ture ancl 

t;lC spread of nonconformist c:'a;.Je1s s::;attered tLe cotmtr,'{s ide V.l_ t.~l 

di.spersed di':e11incs and hamlets. 

S.izeab1e villa,::;es are rare and v:ldely spa.:.:ed .. n Shr()·.~sil:;'Y'c; c'.n 

Ci1eSL1ire, and dispersed !'iaDlets and farr.l.steads constitute mu:::;r: o:~' t:.e 

settleraent pattern, al thouSh thi.s is not true of Staffords:lire. In 

tt,e former area t::e multi-township parish, \I,11:ere a parochial v:.Llla::;':3 

is surrounded by many satellite hamlets is common (e. £:;. t.)~mbu.'1bury, 

,,:here the 182~0 parish embraced 18 satellite townships and. Wem '.'li th 

10. ) 

Nore recent population Crowt::1 and settlement patterns in tl:e area 

have been largely in response to economi~ factors. Industrial 

development is concentrated in a crescentic band from Crewe (1) throu£:.;..11 

the Potteries dm-m the axis of the Trent valley to Stafford, and then 

intermittently westward taldn;; in the Telford New TmiD area and 

terminating at Shrewsbury. This leaves a large rural heartland \'1116re 

employment is almost wholly in services and asriculture, (e.2;. Drayton 

R.D.C., lW.5 percent of economically active males are in agric;ulture. 

Hem R.D.C. , ,36.1 percent). 

The recent population changes in the area are also closely 

linked to this crescent of economic opportunity. The main population 

increases have been in the south and east, while the central, northern 

and western districts have experienced a decline. All of the 

population increases between 1951-61 occurred in, or close to the 

major urban areas. Staf.~'ord, Shrewsbury, \';ellin::;ton and Nant,'lich 

(i) which until its selection as a main railway junction in l8i~2 was 
a small agricultural hamlet knO'\'!U as ~1onks Coppenhall. 
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all gained substantially, but the decade also saw larGe i.ncr'eases 

in the parishes most conveniently located for daily corrul1ut:!.ng 

journeys into the main employm,ent centres. In the central rural 

area widespread population decline has prevailed, thouc£h the small 

market to\tms all show very modest increase. 

The growth of industrial populations and manufacturing towns 

has therefore been far more localised than the earlier development 

of settlements. Tne inner edge of the cre~nt represents an advancln • .; 

suburban frontier, the effect of which upon the pattern of central 

places will be discussed in a later section. 

This preface has served as an introduction to the scope and 

content of the study, as well as outlining the nature of the area 

under examination. It has been necessary to review the physical, 

agricultural and historical features of the area, for they are 

the framework upon which a system of central places has developed. 

The specific objectives of the study have been outlined, but the 

thesis as a whole has an additional, secondary purpose. TI1rough 

exploration of the complex linkages which exist between service 

centres and their surrounding rural district it is hoped that this 

study will contribute towards an understanding of one of the most 

challenging problems facing today's planners; that is the integration 

of town and country. 



Chapter I - An outline of central place theory and a 

review of the conceptual models. 

In the thirty-five years since Christaller published "Die 

Zentralen Orte in Suddeutschland" Central Place Theory and the 

associated problems of ranking towns as service centres within 

an urban hierarchy have come to occupy an important position 

in the study of Urban Geography. Nor is this interest purely 

academic, for with the increasing need to plan for the orderly 

growth of towns their functional status must be examined in the 

regional context of the urban hierarc~~. No town can stand 

completely independently, or isolated from its neighbours and 

the complex patterns of social and economic interaction between 

town and country, and between one town and another engage the 

interest of the Planner as much as the Central Place Theorist. 

f.1any workers suggest that these social and economic patterns 

are faithfully reflected in the geographical spacing of 

settlement foci, and that a degree of geometrical regularity 

can be identified such that Central Place Theory provides a 

genuine rationalisation of the distribution of urban populations. 

This indeed was an essential premise of Christaller's work but 

its application to more densely populated and highly industrial

ised countries such as Britain seems both uncertain and limited. 

It is the intention of this chapter to outline the 

development of Central Place Theory from Christaller to the 

present time. vfuile the writer does not necessarily believe 

that W. Christaller was the earliest worker in this field (1) 

it does seem that Die Zentralen erte in Suddeutschland (1933) 

was the inspiration from which much subsequent work has sterruned. 

(1.) See for example H. Bobeck: Grundfragen der Stadt Geographie 
Geographischer Anzeiger 1927 p.213. 
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In order to review the immense ar:lount of work on Central 

Place Theory and the urban hierarchy in some means other than 

through simple chronological account,a classification is necessary. 

Any such system of classification must to some extent be arbitrary 

but the one below is suggested on the grounds of simplicity and 

completeness. ~herent in this groupinG is the recognition that 

two main streams of thought are evolvin8 side by side: on the 

one hand the theoretical approaches and on the other the 

empirical studies. It should not be thought however that the 

two are totally divorced for many workers, (e.g. Chrlstaller 

himself) illustrate their theory by applying it to a specific 

area. 

I THEORETICAL 

1. The Urban ~1esh as a geometrical pattern. To this group 
If 

belong those workers such as Cb~istaller and Losch who 

looked at the urban mesh in terms of geometrical patterns 

and locationa1 economics. 

2. The testers of the above ideas and the model makers such 

as Dacey, Horril and Thomas. 

II E!llPIRICAL STUDIES 

1. The Urban Approach. Under this heading appear the 

various studies which examine the urban settlements: they 

are largely outward looking studies l and can be subdivided 

as follows 

(a) the identification of key services and associations of 

services 

(b) analyses of the summation of all services and functions 

of the centre 
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(c) analyses of selected urban data -- e.g. consideration of 

retail turnover in relation to population. 

2. The Hinterland Approach - or the analysis of the linkages 

between town and country or between towns. These are 



essentially lm1ard looking approaches and can be divided 

into two groups. 

(a) those which measure the accessibility of different 

centres larsely by analys1s of public transport services 

(b) those which measure the attraction of central places in 

terms of the actual use made of competinb centres b;<,r tlle 

surrounding population. 

THEORE.'TICAL STUDIES 

1. The Christaller f>1odel and its theoretical principles. 

3 

Christaller1 recocnises the pioneer works of Weber2 and Von 

Thunen3 but his own work on the geographic# economic, social and 

political components of the urban/economic system has provided the 

take off point for most subsequent central place study. Christaller's 

ideas are based mainly upon economic principles and to some extent 

he recognises and regrets that there are many geographical and 

historical criteria which have been omitted. He considers that 

economic factors are decisive in the location of towns and rural 

settlements and suggests that the raison d'etre of most towns is 

that of a functional centre for a surrounding rural area. 

Centrality in this context refers less to the locational position 

than to the central nature of the services provided. Each central 

place will have a hinterland of its own for which it acts as a 

collection point to which it supplies or distributes goods not . 
produced by the rural economy. Clearly not all centres can offer 

all goods and services. 



Christaller discusses the range over which a good or service 

may be distributed (in this example the services of a doctor) in 

terms of price-willingness of the surrounding population to purc~ase. 

He shows that in some cases an increased supply of a good at an 

auxilIary central place can stimulate increased demand in that a 

greater proportion of the district's population will now be close 

to the distribution point and that consequently less effort will 

be required for purchase of the good. 

In short Christaller was seeking a group of laws which would 

bring order to the seemingly arbitrary distribution of urban 

services and to the apparently individually determined sizes of 

settlement foci. Working from commercial principles he evolved 

a spatial pattern and a BTaded order of service centres with 

circular trade areas. In order that these areas would fit together 

in a network leaving no unserved interstices the circles were 

modified to hexagons fig 1.1. 

The mathematical relationships between the numbers of centres 

of various ranks and sizes are summarised by the following 

arrangement of an L-System. The letters represent towns of 

diminishing rank and size from L (the largest and most fully 

equipped as a service centre)to M (the smallest and least fully 

equipped) • 

lL; 2P; 6G; l8B: 54-K: l62A; 486M. 

Each rank contains three times as many representatives as the one 

above it. Fig.I.l shows how each lO~'ler-level centre is located 

at the midpoint of three higher-order centres and how each 

higher order centres is surrounded by a ring of six lower order 

centres situated at the points of its hexagon. The figure also 

shows that the progression of trading areas in the same system 

is 1:3:9:27:81 •••.•.. i.e. a series which also progresses by a 

factor of three. TIlis has been called by LOsch and others a 
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(a) (b) 

Circles to represent market areas (a) Clustered (b)OveIOfPing to form hexagons 

A hierarchy of centres with hexO<p1Ol trode areas according to Christaller's 

marketing principle. 

figure 1.1 The theoretical pattern of trade areas (after Christaller) 
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K=3 network. 

Each of ti.lese centres has a dependent and tributary 

region. Tne fJl-place for instance has a re;:;ion of theoretical 

r'adius", 4km. Tne A place has two regions which are super

imposed: one in respect of M goods and of radius 4km and 

one for A goods with radius = 7km. L'lkewise for the K-place 

the regions are, an fJl r'egion of r :::: 4km, an A-region of 

r= 7lcm and a K region of r == 12km. Herein 1183 the principle 

of the nesting of service areas by which a town supplies 

goods appropriate to its individual degree of specialisation 

but also those goods of orders lower down the scale. Tile 

complete scheme in an L-system is as follows 

Grade of Town: 

I Marktort fJl 

II Amstort A 

III Kreis stadt K 

TV Bezirkstadt B 

V Gaustadt G 

VI Provinzstadt P 

VIr Landstadt L 

Approx. 
Pop'n. 

1,000 

2,000 

4,000 

10,000 

30,000 

100,000 

500,000 

Radius of 
Region. Km. 

4.0 

6.9 

12.0 

20.7 

36.0 

62.1 

108. 

Area of Service 
Region. sq.km. 

44 

133 

400 

1,200 

3,600 

10,800 

32,400 

In addition to economic factors Christaller examines 

traffic networks and their effects upon the pattern of central 

places. He suggested that this tends to distort the previously 

noted pattern; dominance of traffic factors will lead to the 

development of a larger number of centres than the minimum 

required by the marketing principle and the trade areas will 

often lose their hexagonal regularity. A third kind of 

organisation 1s the socia-political one based on a town's 

importance as an administrative centre. This may also distort 
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the theoretical pattern since towns with high administrative 

rank __ perhaps as a result of a historical accident -- will 

possess a commercial advantage. A dominating influence of the 

administrative pattern on the urban framework is more likely 

in federal situations such as Germany, but it is stunted in 

centralised states such as France. In the competition of the 

three principles discussed, one does not necessarily triumph. 

The above factors are largely static ones; they are 

momentary abstractions from an ever changing set of processes. 

Christaller is aware of this and he enumerates various 

continually changing economic aspects and their effects upon 

the central place patterns. 

One of the more important dynamic processes is the growth 

of population which is accompanied by an increasing demand 

for services and the development of auxilIary central places. 

If a region's population grows evenly in town and country 

then a new service centre will develop at a point as far away 

as possible from the old established central places. If 

however all of the population growth t~~es place in one large 

town, no new central place will form. Any inequality in the 

distribution of population growth will distort the theoretical 

pattern. Christaller also discussed the effects of technical 

progress and production costs upon the central place network. 

As a result of changes in any of the above factors concomitant 

changes can occur in the distances between central places, in 

the typical sizes of central places, or in the location and number 

of central places. 

Although concerned primarily with economic factors, 

Christaller indicates various geographical features such as 

variations in soil, climate or physical landscape which can 

'r 



seriously distort the ideal pattern. 

In part 2 of Die Zentralen Orte in Suddeutschland the 

problems of determining the rank of central places and their 

characteristic functions is discussed. The following nine 

groups of functions are cited as diagnostic. 

1. Adminstrative: e.g. local government, police and law courts. 

2. CUltural and Religious: schools, churches and libraries. 

3. Health: doctors; dentists, hospitals and vets. 

4. Social: cinemas; newspapers, theatres, sports stadia, etc. 

5. Economic and Social: guilds, Co-Ops, Chambers of Conunerce. 

6. Commercial and Financial: retail shops, warehouses, 

markets banks. 

7. Utilities: gas electncity, garages. 

8. 

9. 

Importance as a Labour Market 

Transport and Communications: stations, G.P.O.s 

telephone Headquarters. 

The idea of adding all of these functions together with 

suitable weightings for their relative importance, to gain a 

measure of a town's importance is dismissed as inadequate. At 

this point Chrlstaller indentifies what is still one of the 

main shortcomings of Central Place study and that is the absence 

of a satisfactory method by which the total importance of a 

town as a serviceoontre may be expressed. Christaller chose 

to analyse the distribution of telephones and he stated "one 

need only to count the number of telephone connections; the 
,,4 

number coincides rather exactly to the importance of a place •• 

After the elimination of localised errors the following formula 

for the specific importance of a place is obtained. 



SBz = Tz( ~ \ 
4Ctrg } 

whGre SB 

Tz 
E g = a 
40Tg 

z 
specific tmportance 

= No. of telephone cormectlons at that place 

E .. ,. 
reduction coefficient found by relating 6 

Tg 

= 
No. of inhabitants 

in reGion 

No. of telep:'lon::s 
in rec;::on 

to the normal ratio of inhabitants to telephones which Has 1+0:1 

in S. Germany. 

This formula was refined by Christaller to give the importance surplus 

(Zz) ot a town, a far more accurate measure of centrality. 

Tz = No. of telephones in town 

Ez - population of town 

Tg = No. of telephones in rec:;j.on 

Eg = population of region 
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The theoretical pattern of settlements derived by this central place 

theory \"as found to correspond closely with real conditions in Southern 

Germany. Furthermore, the use of the formula based on telephone connections 

faithfully reflected the importance and relative ranking of the centres 

examined, but the system was upset by local factors such as industrial 

concentration or main transport routes. 

Before proceeding to an examination of the enormous and varied body 

of work which has suceeded the publication of Die Zentralen Orte in 

SUddeutschland (and largely derives from it) a critical appraisal of 

Christaller's work must be attempted. It should however be noted that the 

author was aware of some of the shortcomings of his work. 



The first criticism is that mooted by Bobek 5 who pOints out 

that two-thirds of the population of Britain and Germany live in 

cities, many of which are essentially industrial and that only one

third of these cities are true central places in owing their grm~th 

to the importance of their regional functions. It may be argued 

that Christaller's choice of Southern Germany as an area for study 

was somewhat subjective and that the area can be seen from a 

cursory examination to lend itself well to this kind of study. It 
fault 

is a seriousJ...that the method cannot be readily adapted for use in 

an area with an entirely different population distribution and 

economic system; in particular it fails in the congested urban and 

industrial regions in which an increasing proportion of the world's 

population lives. 

No allowance is made in ,this system for hinterlands which overlap 

although it can clearly be seen that this is a feature which prevails 

almost universally. Nor does it take account of the effects of 

proximity to a metropolis which commonly results in the repression 

of smaller centres. The proximity of Augsburg to Munich is mentioned 

in this respect, but only briefly. Ivloreover the system proposed is 

not sufficiently flexible to account for differing regional population 

densities,or the variations in demand which are imposed by different 

socia-economic groups. Christaller mentions, but falls to incorporate 

historical factors and the momentum of long established centres. 

IJttle Central Place study followed in the 1930s and the 

impact of the war probably delayed scholarly reaction to ~nristaller's 

book. The late 1940s and the 19506 saw a great increase of 

interest in central place study and reaction to 
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Christaller's work found its clearest expression at the 

International Geographical Union Symposium at Lund in 1960. 

Many workers criticised Chrlstaller's theories on the 

grounds that they were designed to operate in ideal conditions, 

within a geographical vacuum with a uniform economic structure 

and an even population distribution. Much of this criticism 

is summarised later in specific references to Lund papers 

but it should also be noted here that some of the critics 

missed the point by their failure to recognise that Christaller's 

system is not an explanation for the location of urban 

settlements in general. He concerns himself specifically with 

the tertiary services and market orientated commodities, and 

his theory therefore concerns the location of centres with 

dominantly tertiary functions. 

A second major contribution to Central Place theory is 
6 that of A Losch who also examined the arrangement of trade 

centres from an economic Viewpoint. He is concerned largely 

with the balance between two sets of forces: the forces tending 

(by economies of scale) to concentrate production in a relatively 

small number of locations, and the forces of decentralisation 

which minimise distances and transport costs. There is some 

analogy with ~~istallerrs work in that similar idea! 

conditions are assumed, but great difference in that where 

Christaller laid out his metropolitan centres first, Losch built 

his system from the lowest order good upwards. 

The Loschian economic landscape also postulates hexagonal 

service areas as the basic unit but for each commodity the 

areas will vary in size so various hexagonal networks are allowed 

to coexist. By superimposing all of the hexagonal lattices on 
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a single point and rotatlng the nets about that point Losch 

obtained six sectors with many centres,and six sectors with 

few, fig 1.2. With this arrangement all nets have a centre 

in common (which will develop as the metrolpolis), the 

greatest number of locations coincide and the transport lines 

are reduced to a minimum. In contrast to Q1ristaller's 

hierarchy which consists of a number of definite ranks of 

settlement sizes,that of Losch is far less rigid and consists 

of a nearly continuouS sequence of centres. C",ntres in this 

economic landscape become specialised and settlements of the 

same size do not necessarily perform the same function; 

moreover larger places do not necessarily have all of the 

functions of smaller settlements. There is no constant ratio 

between the various sizes of hexagonal service areas so they 

do not 'nest' in the manner proposed by Christal1er. 

The basic difference in the two approaches can be 

summarised as the difference between a fixed-k hierarchy and 

a variable-k hierarchy. That is to say that while Q1ristaller 

saw a constant ratio between the number of settlements of each 

rank and also between the various sizes of trade areas, Losch 

saw this fixed-k assumption as a limiting case and recognised 

no such relationship. In comparison the methods are both 

deterministic and both represent the locational patterns in 

algebraiC terms. Losch's system is considerably more 

complicated and less easy to analyse, but it also appears to 

be more in accord with reality than that of Q1ristalle~. 

~1is outline of the work of Christaller and Losch sets 

the scene for the more recent studies, particularly those which 

have soue-'1t to test and modify the Christaller model. 
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The theoretical pattern of 00 economic landscape after A _ Losch 

The theoretical economic loodscape with hexogond netWCll"ks rotO!l!d about the 

central metropolis to proc:;.n sectas alternately rich ood poor in bcations-_ 

figure 1.2 The theoretical econo mic landscape (afte r Losch) 
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I. 2. The testers of Christaller I s f1odel. 

Among the more prominent recent theoretical workers who 

have sou8ht to test and modify Christaller's system of central 

places is Edwin Thomas7 who treats the spacing of cities as an 

interdeterminate stochastic model with two requirements :-

(1.) completeness, i.e. it must account for all eventualities; 

(2.) relationships must be fairly stable over a period of time~ 

although in conclusion Thomas tends to forget this condition. 

His basic contention has been pointed out by Christaller and 

others,that pairs of large cities are further apart than pairs 

of small ones. In considering groups of towns Thomas frequently 
8 uses the phrase "same population sizet! and he follows Hald in 

\ 

defining this in terms of a permitted margin of difference. 

By applying probability concepts to actual examples from 

t:te State of Iowa, Thomas shows that the relationship between 

the population of a sample city and the distance of that city 

from its nearest neighbour of the same population size is 

statically significant and appeared stable over 50 years. 

Although incomplete this is a useful contribution to 

literature on the spacing of cities. In effect it is a natural 

extension of much of Cbristaller's research and adds quantitative 

weight to the idea of a discernible relationship between city 

size and separation. 

In any review of theoretical central place study the work 

of Michael F. Dacey must occupy an important posltion,though 

many of his ideas are accessible only to the mathematician. In 
one of several studies Dacey 9 choses the empirical work of 

BrushlO in \O,Tisconsin as a suitable platform from which to analyse 

central place patterns, in particular the hexagonal principle. 
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In the pattern of minor central places in Wisconsin postulated 

by Brush. a hexagonal lattice is implied but not demonstrated. 

Dacey takes the central place pattern as a point pattern and 

tests it for form: he suggests that wnere there is absence 

of a systematic pattern the distribution of points is random. 

A non-random distribution los either "more clustered than 

random" or "more uniform than random". Tne nearest neighbour 

method is used to measure the degree of deviation from random 

of a point distribution. In a suspected hexagonal lattice 

this means that each point will be equidistant from six other 

points and it is necessary to evaluate these points in order 

to identify the hexagon. A refined nearest neighbour method 

is outlined by Dacey and applied to the example above of S. 

W. Winconsin. He finds that the central places do not conform 

to a hexagonal lattice distribution and that they are in fact 

scattered randomly. Central place theory as a whole is not 

rejected as it is not fully examined. (i) 

Simulation models are used as a tecl~ique for central place 
11. tt study by Morrill who a empts to simulate patterns in a 

temporal frame and his probabilistic approach contrasts strongly 

with the deterministic ideas of Christaller. He is concerned 

with explaining a general pattern of settlement, not with the 

exact location of centres, and he takes into account the fact 

that different places are at different stages of growth at any 

given point in time. Morrill uses a Monte Carlo model in which 

random irregularities are considered and where behaviour is 

governed by a set of probabilities. No unique mathematical 

solution is possible by this method, but it does provide a ------_._--------_._----
(i) Dacey takes the classical hexagonal lattice as a framework and 

brings this pattern nea.:>er to reality by assuming that the 
lattice is an equilibrimm. state and that actual locations of 
central places are stochastic displacements. 
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procedure for evaluatin~ different cases. One point which is 
made succinctly in this work is that although locations are 

largely static, populations are dynamic, that is, they may be 

increasing or decreasi~~. This may lead to a hinterland 

temporarily being too large or too small for the central place 

to which it belongs. Morrill's work also suggests that one of 

the main problems for the future lies not so much im improving 

the mathematics of Central Place Study as in identifying and 

isolating the most realistic set of laws. 

12 
In a work entitled "Theoretical Geography", William 

Bunge lucidly discusses many of the theoretical tenets of 

Central Place Study. Dimensional analYSis and Location Theory 

are the main tools with which Bunge shapes his own contributions 

to Central Place theory and in these terms he analyses spatial 

aspects of the economy and settlement pattern. 

Much of the contemporary theoretical content of Central 

Place study stems from the work of Berry and Garrison in 1958.13 

The concepts proposed by these, and other associated workers 

have been largely dravm together and suwnarised by Berry14 so 

their discussion here will be fairly brief. In 1958 two concepts 

were used to develop the central place system. These became 

known as threshold (i.e. the minimum population which would 

support the entry of a good) and range (Le. the maximum distance 

consumers are willing to travel to a centre). Herei.n lies a 

fundamental weakness of Berry's argument for he perpetuated 

traditional economic theory in assuming that consumers will travel 

to the nearest centre that provides the good or service they 

require. Subsequently these concepts are consolidated 15 and 

presented as a set of equations. "TIle equations empirically 
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derived, but theoretically meaningful, reveal that both a 

continuum of places and a classic central pla,e lnerarchy 

f d · . ,,16 I C:' .. t are to be oun ~n any reglon. n .... nOr~omlsh coun y, 

Washington a hierarchical class system of settlements was 

identified wi"lere each class possessed specific groups of 

central functions and was characterised by a discrete 

population level. Sixty-three central fun0tions were 

identified and of these, 52 were described as variates;- that 

is the number of outlets performing these functions varied 

from place to place. Ttle other functions were described as 

attributes, a centre either possessed them or it did not. 

AnalYSis revealed that when these functions were raru{ed by 

their threshold levels three groups could be identified. 

Correspondingly three groups of central places were 

distinguished, and tentatively labelled hamlets, villages 

and towns. 

Berry finds a link between Central Place studies and 
17 

generalswstems theory and Olssen relates Central Place 

systems to the more general theory of spatial Luman interaction. 

Olssen suggests that the 'use of scientific models may be 

limi ted by the inevitable neglect of many impor'tant factors in 

the processes of developing a workable model from formal theory. 

In spite of these difficulties it is susgested that since the 

behaviouristic assumptions upon which most of the deterministic 

C",ntral Place l\1odels are based are clearly unrealistic, 

simulation models may offer the best means of approach. 

A useful link between the preceding theoretical formulations 

and the outline of more pragmatiC approaches which follows is 

provided by L. King 18 'Vlho attempts to identify the real 

factors which account for city size and d~stribution. Selected 

social, economic and physical variables are tested for their 
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correlation with the distance of separation of 200 randomly 

selected American cities. Total population density was the 

single factor which accounted most sip;nificantly for the 

separation, but physical features were also found to be important. 

In the first part of this chapter we have seen how Central 

Place Theory has evolved from principles enuciated by economists, 

into a model intended to explain geographical realities. In 

recent decades the new tools of the behavioural and locational 

sciences and the techniques of regional science have made 

valuable contributions, but this revieN illustrates the 

inconclusive position of Central Place theory today. Central 

Place Theory is a consuming academic problem Nhich occupies a 

focal position in the content of Theoretical Geography and it 

also has important practical applications for planning purposes. 

For these reasons Central Place study "lill doubtless continue 

to attract much interest, and it is possible that with the 

development of new, high capacity computers capable of handling 

the immense number of variables concerned many of the problems 

may be resolved. 
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Chapter 2 - A cl":Ltical discussion of empirical approaches 

to central place studZ. 

A totally different approach to the geoGraphy of Central 

Places has found greater popularity in this country; this is 

essentially an empirical group of methods of investigating the 

urban hierarchy. All methods discussed in this group are 

pragmatic and experimental approaches and all are concerned 

with investigations of actual settlement patterns. In essence 

these methods consider the centres per se and seek 

to rank them and analyse their functions without a primary 

concern for their regional relationships or hinterland 

linkages. The three main groups utilizing an urban approach 

are outlined on page 2 and will now be examined in greater 

detaiL 

II 1. THE URBAN APPROACH 

(a) The Identification of key services 
\ 

The approaches involving an identification of key services 

and logically derived associations have developed largely from 

initial \'lOrks by Dickinson
l 

and Smailes2 • 

Chronologically R.E. Dickinson's study of the smaller 

urban settlements of E'st Anglia is the first major work in 

this field, but in comnon with many later works it suffers 

from being subjective and largely intuitive. Without doubt 

it is possible to recognise a ranking of urban settlements 

which embraces such divisions as "TOwns", IIminor cities" and 

"major cities", but neither Dickenson nor Smalles put forward 

any concrete or entirely objective parameters for these classes. 

Dickenson recognises these difficulties -- he identifies an 

urban settlement in a rural area as a focus of human life 
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and activity and of commercial, industrial and cultural 

functions but agrees that it is difficult to distinguish 

between a town and a village on functional grounds. 

Dickinson's hierarchy may be cited as an example of the 

arbitrary nature of much of tnis early work, viz: 

(i) Rural villages -- mainly agricultural but with a small 

proportion of the in."tabitants providin3 non-agr~.cultural services. 

(ii) Urban villages with higher functional status. A larGe 

proportion of the population is engaged in retail trades and 

handicrafts -e.g. plwnbers, saddlers, drapers, chemists etc. 

Towns are distin0uished by a greater number and variety 

of services and by specific facilities su~h as schools, 

soltcitors and banks. 

In one of the more widely known studies of this nature 

Smailes 3 ranks the towns of England and Wales according to 

their posseSSion of widely applicable key factors. In 

addition there are identified trait complexes, or 

associations of these factors which, it is suggested. are 

particularly diagnostic. Having identified urban characteristics 

such as secondary schools. hospitals and cinemas, Smalles ranks 

towns into groups according to their scale of eqUipment in 

these functions. The range thus identified is an overall 

urban hierarchy as distinct from a Central Place hierarchy 

and many of the criteria chosen are no longer valid. 

In a study of shopping centres in London Smailes and 
4 

Hartley carry the analysiS of urban eqUipment a stage further. 

into the hierarchy of service centres within the conurbation. 

It is suggested that since shorter distances are involved, and 
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public transport is superior in urban areas some of the 

advantages of concentrating functions at one spot no longer 

hold. For example there is no real disadvantage in locating 

hospitals and schools away from the main shopping foci. TI1e 

key functions chosen in this study frequently show anomolies 

in their occurence and it could almost be suggested that the 

divisions between groups in the hierarchy have been chosen 

intuitively and the centres fitted in afterwards. One of the 

advantages of choosing a few, significant indices is that 

this cuts down the data to be handled and permits consideration 

of large areas. 

Carruthers 5 subsequently ref1ned this methodology 

by incorporating a measure of the intensity with which 

facilities were used. Rateable values were suggested as a 

measure of the intensity of the use made of a centre by 

shoppers, but a bus service analysis proved more useful. Each 

centre in the conurbation was graded according to the 

nodality of its public transport system and according to the 

number of incoming buses per hour. A points system was 

devised whereby each centre achieved a score according to 

(1) its shopping provision, (2) its rateable value and (3) 
its incoming bus traffic. Although inherent in this is the 

assumption of a linear relationship between centres of 

successive orders. 

Carruthers continues by giving brief consideration to 

the changing status of various centres but this aspect is 
6 

pursued more comprehensively by Smith. Smith compares 

Smailes 1938 data (which he admits to be insensitive) with 
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equivalent information for 1965 and concludes that centres 

of all types were remarkably stable in their distribution 

and relative status over this time period. He observes 

that if regional population is static or declining, any 

advantages are gained by the larger eentres, but that in 

areas of considerable population growth a new range of minor 

or convenience centres are generated. 

Other works which are based upon the selection of key 
'7 indices include those of Duncan J.S. in New Zealand and 

8 Boustdet who examined the significance of bus indices by 

means of a dispersion factor. The ease of application of 

this general method is illustrated by its use in a recent 

survey into the proposal to build a regional shopping 

centre at Haydock Park in Lancashire. 9 An assessment was 

made of the hinterlands and status of shopping centres in 

a large area of N.W. England, the West Midlands and Wales 

by means of the following diagnostic criteria: 

A. Specific Indices; Department Stores 
Variety Stores 
Theatres and Cinemas 
Grade I Markets (i.e. 

B. General Indices; Banks 
Chain Stores 

10,000 sq. yards 
floor space). 

Markets - Grades I and II 
Building Societies. 

Group A includes those factors which play a major role 

in attracting people to the shopping centre and Group B includes 

shops and offices selectively chosen to typify the sum total 

of indices present. From the graph the centres were ranked 

into five groups ranging from Manchester and Liverpool in 

Group I down to quite minor suburban and rural shopping 

localities. As noted with other similar methods there is a 
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lack of completely objective rules in tDe rankine process 

and it is hard to justify the breaks in t~e graph which have 

been chosen as group boundaries. 

Most of the methods discussed in this section attempt to 

give a qualitative measure of t,-,e status of central places, 

but the apparently arbitrary manner in which the hierarchical 

groups are chosen and delim~ted must inevitably lead to 

criticism. In the face of more sophisticated and quantitat~ve 

work this method of specific indices may appear to be almost 

naive,but it can be argued that it is based upon the thou;:.;i:1tful 

slfting of actual survey results and is very much in touch 

with real conditions. The absence of exact numerical data 

and lack of rigorous statistical treatment is not necessarily 

a shortcoming but it seems increasingly likely that 

quantitative methods will lend themselves more readily to 

universal application. 

(b) Analyses of the summation of all Central Functions. 

Tne second approaCh to the study of the settlement node as 

a Central Place 1s that which conSiders, or sums all of the 

central functions. Sometimes this is a relatively crude 

addition of all retail and service outlets but various 

refinements are possible in terms of the Size of establishment, 

or the intensity with which it is used. 

Tl f lO d h' he names 0 B.J. Berry an ~s associates are closely 

linked with this kind of study but their observations are 

largely theoretical (but based on empirical researcll) and so 
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have been discussed in an earlier section. 

11 Peter Scott has analysed the urban hierarchy of 

Tasmania and in the absence of satisfactory weighting factors 

it is accepted that a summation of central functions will be 

sufficiently accurate. In some respects the resulting 

technique is a compromise between that of Smailes and the 

more sophisticated methods of Berry. Scott records the 

total functions of each nucleated settlement having at 

least two functions and identifies four groups. 

To differentiate the classes, the relationship between 

the numbers of functions and the number of functional units 

(or occurences of these functions) was examined by means of 

a log linear graph. This pattern revealed three breaks of 

slope and four regimes. Three of these regimes were called 

hamlets, villages and towns respectively and the fourth 

contained only the towns of Devonport and Burnie, It 

was suggested that these latter could be designated cities, 

but major towns would be more realistic. 

Each group is held to contain a discrete range of 

functions and those functions common to at least 75 per cent 

of centres within a group are called typical functions~ As 

an example 171 villages were defined and these were typified 

only by post offices, telephone exchanges and general stores. 

A recent example of more exact and sophisticated work 

along these general lines 1s that done by W.K. Davies 12 in 

south Wales. Davies makes use of Location Coefficients to 

give a measure of the focality of urban functions. In 

considering retail establishments to which Davies largely 
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confines his interest, the location coefficient can be 

expressed as 

C = ~IOO 
T 

where C = Location Coefficient 
t = one outlet 
T = Total Number of outlets. 

In short he ranks functions by their rarity of occurence in 

the study area. 

Forty-nine functional types are identified and for each 

function the multiplication of the location coefficient by 

the number of outlets in each centre results in the 

centrality value given to that centre by that function. The 

addition of all the centrality values for one place gives 

its functional index. An array of centrality values was 

constructed to include all of the central places ranked 

according to their functional indices,and the degree of 

similarity between adjacent pairs was determined by Spearman 

coefficients of association. 

In this way five groups of settlements are confirmed. 

Naturally groups were not functionally identical but the 

variations in complexity within any individual group were 

not sufficient to destroy the overall hierarchical pattern. 

In common with most other workers Davies found that centres 

of each higher order perform all the functions of lower 

order centres as well as those endemic to their own rank. 

The frequency of occurence of establishments in the 

study area ranged from grocers# of which there were 221 and 

ladies clothes shops (185) to photographic dealers (3) and 

shops selling surgical and health goods (1 only). He·· 
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establishes that distinct rank groups do occur and that on the 

basis of functional provision members of anyone grade are 

sufficiently alike to be distinguished from any other group. 

The method is valuable in that it is capable of widespread 

application but it is questionable whether the groups of settlements 

identified in S. Wales will be comparable with those found elsewhere. 

It is a serious criticism that Davies has assumed a closed system 

of self-contained service provision --this may well be adequate 

for investigating a confined Welsh valley, or within the sphere 

of influence of one major central place but it would be difficult 

to justify in other circumstances. The small area chosen for 

study underlines the immense amount of labour which would be 

required in a larger district. 

In perspective it would seem that the approaches outlined 

above which consider all of the functions provided at a settlement 

focus offer useful tools for further Central Place study. It is 

however possible that these methods could confuse the precise 

meaning of centrality and they are not always accurate in their 

representation of the centrality of towns in their regional 

context. On the other hand these methods lend themselves admirably 

to quantification and to statistical analYSis, and results can 

usually be presented precisely and succinctly. 

(c) Selective urban approaches 

There is a school of workers, who have looked at central 

place ranking from a more selective view. This often involves 

consideration of one specific feature such as the retail structure 

or turnover. Frequently there is no attempt to distinguish 

different types of shops or services; and in considering work 

of this type we should remind ourselves that a "retail centre ll 

is not necessarily the same thing as a central place. 



In 1954 Fleming 13 made a study of retail trade of the 

whole of Sotland. This was designed to provide a basis for 

comparison between one town and another but in the process 

a crude hierarchical ranking emerged. Previous surveys relying 

on a simple count of shops were dismissed as inaccurate by 

Fleming who makes use of the 1951 Census of Distribution to 

ascertain annual retail sales per capita for each Burgh with 

a population exceeding 2.500. By incorporating the population 

of a town"s bus-service hinterland it was calculated that 

annual sales per person ranged in 1950 from £20 to £.180. The 

correlation between total sales and total population of town 

and hinterland for all Scottish centres was 0.98. Fleming's 

article illustrates the potential of the census of distribution 

for this kind of work but unfortunately it has limitations. 

Not the least of these is the fact that for towns below 

50. 000 population the total retail trade for the local authority 

area is not distinBuished from the central area trade. Towns 

with populations below 25.000 are not tabulated in any detail. 

Another interesting study in the 1950's was that of P.A. 

Brown 14 in the East Midlands. Brown's main tool is again per 

capita retail turnover and he suggests that there are three 

determinants of total trade of a town 

i. the size of population served 

ii. range and attractiveness of facilities 

iii. regional variations in spending power. 

Knowledge of retail turnover in a town and the regional per 

capita expenditure permits calculation of the expected 

hinterland population of that towrt. In this respect Brown found 

close correlation with the hinterlands of the Ordnance Survey 
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1/625,000 Local Acessibility Map. 

For the East Midlands area the per capita sales for each 

town are assigned to one of six grades and mapped accordingly, 

A comparison of this map with Smailes' map of the urban hierarchy 

reveals more differences than similarities. The larger cities, 

e.g. Nottingham, Derby,-Leicester have a fairly low per capita 

sales grading whereas several small market towns are very high. 

It is true that the larger centres may have high per capita sales 

in certain specialised retail sectors, but their overall per 

capita retail sales do not match their importance as regional 

centres. 

Siddall 15 uses a slightly different approach in examining 

large American urban areas. He suggests that wholesale/retail 

trade ratios are good indices of urban centrality. Throughout 

the county wholesaling is shown to account for 18.8% of the 

total workers in wholesaling and retailing combined. A figure 

higher than 18.8% for an individual city indicates that it is 

overdeveloped as a wholesale centre and it must be serving a 

disproportionately large retail hinterland. 

This is a method which can only be accurately applied to 

large urban agglomerations and Siddall limits his study to 

fifty-six standard metropolitan areas exceeding 300,000 inhabitants. 

Among these cities the ratio is found to range from a maximum 

of 25.~~ in Omaha to a minimum of l2.~i in Washington. 

Centrality measured in this way is largely independant of 

population. 

16 
Tarrant points out that the existence of a function in 

a settlement is not an indication of a central function performed 

by that settlement. In order to get round this difficulty in a 



Central Place study of part of Yorkshire he considers three 

apsects of each town1s retail structure, viz. (1) total number 

of shops, (2) number of types of shops, (3) nunilier of specialist 

shops (which are defined according to circumstances). Having 

collected these three types of data, a hierarchy is constructed 
17 using a method of grouping outlined by Berry which permits 

groups to be formed at varying degrees of generalisation, and with 

measurable losses of accuracy. Trle number of different types of 

shops in a centre emerges as the best measure of a towns status. 

An examination of retail centres for the whole of Britain 
18 . 

was undertaken by Thorpe uSlng data from the 1961 Census 

of Distribution. A subjective hierarchy was suggested, based 

upon seven groups of retail turnover from Regional Centres doing 

over 35 million pounds of business every year do\\'D to village 

or small suburban locations with less than one million pounds. 

The "average centre!: is shown to be very rare" so within the 

hierarchical groups there is considerable diversity. 

19 
In Sweden Sven Godlund approaches the problem of centrality 

from a different angle. His study is interesting in that it is 

one of the very few based upon an occupational index. Qodlund 

attempts to measure the capacity for service and trade in each 

centre:for this purpose he derives an index of centralisation 

as follows :-

31 

index of _ No. of persons actively ~~aged in retail &serviee ,x •. 100 
centralisation Total population of the urban settlement 

The higher the index the greater is the importance of the town as 

a centre for a hinterland. The average index for all of Sweden is 

3.9 and the following settlement ranks are identified 



1- Regional Centre Index > 6.5 

2. Townlet Centre 5.5- 6.4 

3· Township Centre 4.5- 5.4 
4. Market Centre 3.5- 4.4 

5. Special Urban Centre C. 3.5 

Godlund's main contribution to central place studies is through 

his work on bus services and hinterlands but this will be reviewed 

in a later section. 

!vIore recently in this country the main contributions in this 

sphere have come from planning circles; the study of retail trade 
20 

in the Midlands by Lomas 1s a good example. In this study, 

centres are defined by bus hinterlands from the Local Acessibility 

Map and the aims are threefold : 

(1 ) to estimate the total population supporting 
each centre 

(2) to evaluate and classify central area facilities 

(3) to compare towns as service centres, one with 
another. 

Five key retail groups are chosen, and these, together with two 

non-retail functions, are graded by points from 1 to 8 according 

to different degrees of provision of the function. Tl:ms the 

maximum number of points attainable is a maxlmun of 8 in seven 

sectors - a total of 56 which is attained solely by Birmlnp;ham. 

The research group of the West Midlands &anch of the Town 

Planning Institute 21 have made use of a new range of tecr~lques 
in aWest Midlands shopping survey. Some correlation is found 

. .. . 22 
between the indices used in the Haydock shopping survey and 

the total central area turnover in durable goods in many centres. 

The correlation is especially good in larger centres but the 
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smaller ones possess so few ct: the key indices that the presence 

or absence of just one could sway the result by as much as 25%. 

Clearly, if smaller centres are to be included in the investigation, 

more commonly occurring indices will have to be chosen. 

Catchment areas were defined for the shopping centres us:Lng 

a combination of the Haydock technique and Reilly's Law. The 

. attraction of centres was assessed by comparing the known retail 

turnover for each town with expenditure generated within their 

hinterlands. The latter was calculated from Ministry of Labour 

Regional Expenditure' figures. Only tmms large enough to be 

included in the Census of Distribution were considered and the 

resulting pattern fDr parts of Staffordshire, Cheshire and 

Shropshire is shot-.rn in figure 2.1 

A sophisicated approach to the study of shopping centres 
23 has been undertaken in south London by W10des and Whitaker 

using a modified form of gravity model. This is essentially 

a consideration of consumer spatial behaviour but it 1s included 

in this section because it concerns only one aspect of a centre's 

attributes - that 1s its retail status. Similar investigations 

have been made elsewhere and the gravity model may prove a useful 

tool in future central place study but it requires more empirical 

application to put it on a firm foundation. 

This section is not an exhaustive study of all the documented 

work which has been done in this area. Space has permitted only 

brief discussion of the principles behind the research 

contributions quoted. ~IDny of the studies cannot be considered 

as pure Central Place l:Ulalyses but they offer interesting 

techniques and often valuable results,so they have been inclUded 
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Fig. 2.1 
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in this review. In some cases no attempt has beem made to 

construct a hierarchy of centres but even where these attempts 

have been made they are frequently unconvincing. In particular 

many of the studies lack an acceptable identification of the 

common characteristics within each grade. Despite their short

comings these techniques should not be dismissed,for their 

advantage over theoretical or more geograpllical methods is that 

they possess widespread practical applications. They are 

valuable tools for the urban developer and tbe town planner, 

II 2 Hinterland Studies 

(a) Hinterlands determined by accessibility to the Central Place 

In this section it is proposed to examine those methods of 

Central Place study \<Thich concentrate upon the linkages connecting 

a centre with its hinterland or zone of influence~ and attempts 

at measuring the accessibility of the centre. The concepts of 

centrality and accessibility are closely allied: the greater the 

accessibility the more pronounced is the centrality of the place 

and the greater and more specialised its economio development. 

Many investigations of town hinterlands have been undertaken 

in the last few decades but only a small nWIIDer are germane to our 

discussion. Frequently there is no attempt to rank the centres 

into a hierarchy and sometimes only one level of the scale is 

considered. Nevertheless these studies are valuable in that they 

help to identify the regIonal importance of central places. 

One of the earliest studies of this kind in Britain was that 
24 undertaken by F.H.\1. Green in the southwest of England. In hi.s 

25 subsequent major study Green considers the ~ul01e of England and 

Wales. Somewhat blandly and without explanation he intro.-1.uces the 
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concept of a five-fold hierarchy of centres and suggests that 

fourth order centres and their hinterlands can be particularly 

well defined using data provided by bus timetables. A centre 

was at least fourth order if bus routes radiated from it and 

served no place larger than the centre itself. Hinterland 

boundaries were drawn where services to one centre gave way 

to those from a competing centre. Hinterlands thus defined 

were found to overlap slightly and Green discussed the use of 

questionnaires and other means of fixing the boundaries. 

Comparing the 700 fourth order centres defined by this 

method with the ~{08 found by Stnailes using different criteria, 
26 

there was found to be considerable Similarity. In 1952 
Green attempted to show that his bus service index was a suitably 

flexible technqiue for investigating a changing situation. He 

compared a hinterland map of 1947 with one for 1949/50 and found 

that no place had fallen in status. but that in the south of 

England seventeen new centres had qualified. Some attempt was made 

to grade centres into a hierarchy. For each centre the number 

of buses per day was plotted against the percentage serving no 

place larger, and lines ",ere drawn to separate second and third 

order centres from others, but Green's reasoning is tenuous and 

his results are to some extent presupposed. 

In this am a subsequent article, 27 Green subscribes to the 

view of Losch that for each product or service there is a lattice 

of hexagonal trade areas covering the area in question. However 

the lattices are arranged, there will be points where the centres 

of two or more hexagons coincide; at the point where they all 
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come tOGether will be found the metropolis for that area. Lesser 
coincidences represent smaller trade centres. For Britain Greon 

identifies the following main orders of centres :-

(1) First order or metropolis, (2) Second order or provincial 

capitals such as Glasgow, Manchester. (3) Third order, subdivided 

into 3A, 3B and 3C. (4) Fourth order or district centres. 

(5) Fifth order or service villages. 

This work by Green points to his belief in separate orders 

in the hierarchy of settlements,but it falbshort in explaining 

how these raru{s can be objectively identified, and the features 

by which they are characterised. 

28 A similar study was undertaken by Carruthers who 

concentrated on fourth order ar~ above centres. Town/country 

associations, and thence a measure of a townS status were 

deduced from an analysis of bus services. A graph of the total 

number of Saturday buses into a centre against the percentage 

servlng exclusively smaller places revealed a continuous ranGe 

from small towns to major regional cities with no obvious breaks. 

This study owes something to the works of both Smailes and Green 

but again no objective basis can be discerned for the selection 

of hierarchical groups. 

The contributions of Scandinavian geographers to the study of 

central places has been considerable. and among these t<?orks is the 

comprehensive analysis of public transport services undertaken in 

Sweden by Godlund. 29 It has already been seen in an earlier 

section how Godlund derived an index of centrality" but he further 

points to the need to consider those services and functions which 

cater for the needs of a town sepa.rate from tl:ose which serve the 
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centralised region. Nuch of this study is concerned with the 

growth of central places and. urbanisat1.on, and it is snown towns 

with the highest centrality index also had the earliest 'bus 

services. In many cases, lonG-established central places tended 

to stagnate if they were by-passed by the railway. One of the main 

tenets of Godlund's discussion is that the influence of a 

centre varies in intensity trJJ:'oughout its t field t and that the 

field of the tovm has no boundaries but decreases in strength 

to zero at an infinite distanee from the centre. The term 

umland is prefered to describe that part of the field in which 

the one central place 1s dominant over all others. 

It is shown that in southern Sv;eden most of the smallest 

settlements are located on the bo~~dary of the 'bus hinterlands 

of the larger towns. A series of graphs - Fig;ure 2.2 - illustrates 

conditions favourable to the gro\,lth of a central place. A and B 

are central places of similar size and the vertical lines betlt(leen 

them represent smaller settlements. The curves show the degree 

of influence between the central places and small settlen~nts. 

All of the latter have very low centrality and equal opportunities 

for growth. In ii the new central place is developing at C, 

where· the influence of A and B 1s wea.l<€st. In 111 it has gro"m 

further and possesses its own sJ::"lall area of influence and ::!.n iv 

it has attained the same degree of centrality as the two oriJinal 

centres ~~ the process is beginning again between A and C and C 

and B. 

In an extended prograrr.me of :research into the social 

geosraphy of a part of north \'lest Yorkshire Johnston 30 has derived 

an index of accessibility from a study of transport patterns. 

In an area containing nine towns and 223 villages he has examIned 

the t bus services according to the following four dlvis:i.ons t ... 

(l) ~ourney to work 

(3) travel to entertainment 

(2) travel to shopp:lng 

(l~) length of Journey 
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Each village 1s considered in turn and points are awarded to 

it for every accessible centre. Tlie system is based on the 

village's weekly 'bus services. For the journey to work, a bus 

arriving in the relevant centre before 8a.m. scores two po:::'nts 

and one arriving before 9a.m. scores one pOint. A point is awarded 

for each service which arrives in the town between 9.00a.m •. and 

3.00p.m. allowing at least an hour for shopping before the return 

service. Points are also scored for 'buses which return to the 

village late at night and in all cases a Journey of less than 

half an hour rates a higher score than one of longer duration. 

The village is finally placed in the hinterland of the town wh:i.ch 

claims the largest number of the village's total point score. 

The hinterland of a town is defined as the area dominated b~' its 

provision of servlces,and the boundary occurs where one town 

becomes more accessible than another. 

Very little correlation is found (0.54) between village size 

and accessibility to a centre. Accessibility is in fact dominated 

by the pattern of the urban areas and by the inter-urban tbus 

routes. No hierarchy is postulated but it seems that if slightly 

modified this metllod could provide a measure of town/country 

relationships,and particularly of the degree of dominance of 

individual towns. 

The analysis of public transport patterns would seem to have 

their greatest value in the investigation of the smaller urban 

centres. The more sophisticated approaches indicated by Johnston 

are certainly deSirable but they must be seen in the light of 

increasing personal mobility and the decreasing importance of 

public transport. 
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(b) Studies of comsumer movement patterns 

The final aspect of central place study to claim our 

attention is an examination of those methods which seek to 

determine which towns are most frequented by rural dwellers. 

Essentially these are investigations into country/town 

relationships and assessments of the degree of attraction of 

competing centres. An increasin3 awareness of the limitations 

of central place studies which examine only the functions possessed 

by settlements had led to many investizations of the links between 

centres and their surrounding populations. 

One of the earliest works of this kind was that conduc.ted 

by Bracey between 1952 and 1960. In seeking a satisfactory 
31 method for examining the towns of Sornerset,Bracey dismissed 

a direct count of shops and services as being inaccurate and 

unsuitable for towns larger than 2,000 people. (1) His alternative 

was to prepare a questionnaire to reveal which towns were used by 

the rural dwellers for their shopping and professional needs. 

This form was circulated to responsible people in each parish 

but in no sense was a genuine sampling attempted. ~~e respondents 

were·asked where they obtained the following :-

Clothing: gents, ladies boots and shoes: household goods: 
hardware, electrical, radio, furniture. Medical services: 
doctor, dentist, optician, chemist. other professional 
services; barut, solicitor, accountant, auctioneer. 

(i) a separate study examined the service provision of snmller 
centres. These are classed as 1st order villages l~ving 20 
or more shops, 2nd order - 10-19 shops and 3m order - 5-9 
shops. The total number of different services available is 
more diaB'lOstic than the number of establishments. 
Bracey H.E. English Central Villages: identification, distribution 
and functions. I.G.U. Symposium, Lund 1950 p. 169. 
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Each service was awarded one point and for every village the 

15 points were allocated to the centre or centres at which the 

relevant services were normally obtained. In the event of p€ople 

from one parish regularly visiting more than one centre the point 

was split between those centres. No account was taken of the differ

ences in parish populations and inadequate allowance was made for 

the parishes with more than one distinct village nucleus. For 

each town the addition of the scores of all villages allied to 

it resulted in an index of centrall ty. In Somerset thj.s was 

found to range from a maximum of S15 for Taunton to less than 

30 for small service centres,and it was observed that six to~ms 

formed a group with indices greatly superior to all other centres. 

The index illustrated that size is not always an accurate 

indication of a town's importance as a service centre, and Weston

super-mare, the county's second largest town was ran."'ed eighth. 

Plotting the villages' scores on a ma.p revealed that ar01.md 

eachtown there aI'e three fairly distinct zones with the degree of 

affiliation to the centre decreasing outwards. The ir..ner, or 

intensive zone embraced villages awarding more than half their 

maximum number of points to the town in question; this was followed 

by a belt designated the extensive zone with villages scorin(!; less 

than half the possible number, and finally an outer, or fri~~e 

zone with very low scores. 

Bracey suggested that with so few centres a hierarchy would 

be difficult to demonstrate. However the following grouping was 

tentatively put forward. 

First grade - containing eight tOvms with certain features 

in conunon. All t~ave service areas with populatlons exceedi.ng 

IS,COO,and large intenslve zones. These towr~ were called 

District Centres. A second grade with lower indices of centrality 
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and small intensive areas were named Local Centres. Further 

division would be questionable, but it is possible to recognlse 

an additional group of small towns and villages with distinct 

central place functions. 

In conclusion Bracey suggested that a system W111ch considered 

only shopping, ban.1dng .. medical supplies and entertainments could 

reliably replace the unwieldly 15 point qU6stionnaire,and in a 

later study 32 this is tested. The field area is also extended 

to cover six contiguous English communities - Somerset.. vJil tSll1re, 

Dorset, Hampshire .. £;erkshire and Qx.fordshire. Towns in this area 

are divided into two e,"!'oups,lare;;ely on the basis of the relative 

size of their professional and shopping indices. The first group 

is the IUgr.er District Centres with a shoppi!li) index e;reater ttan 

the professional one,and the second grouP .. or Lower Distrj.ct Centres 

have their indices reversed. The method. illustrates the relatively 

minor centrality of ooastal and specialised towns such as 

Portsmouth and Aldershot. The paper was written in 1956 and Bracey 

recognised the flu:1.dity of the sltuation. Post-war town centre 

renewal may have altered the pattern conslderably,and the position 

of Southampton for instance was no doubt underestimated. 

Spatially, a fairly open .. evenly spaced network was identified 

with the mean separation of hiaher district centres being 21 miles. 

Excl1pt in the case of the New Forest the whole area was well served, 

and there was found to be a frequent slight overlapping of 

hinterlands. 

1m interesting comparison of this method~and assessment of 

cenvral plaoe functions has been carried out by Bracey and Ea~u~h 33 

in southern EruJland and SoUtll west Wisconsin. In the latter area 

centrality was determined by assessin;~ the busineSses and fUl1ct!'ons 
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found at the centre,and in England Bracey's index of rural 

centrality was used. In both cases service areas were mapped. 

A higher order of centres could be recot;nised in the two areas 

but no sharp break separated them from lower order settlements. 

Many coincidenoes were found ln the two countries, especially 

with regard to tLe spatial distribution of centres. In England 

the higher order towns show well developed shopping fun~::tions I 

but a surprisingly large ranze of professional services can 

still be found in the smaller centres;although this 1s not true 

of tHsconsin. 

Following directly from the lead of Bracey 1s a study by 

\<1h1 telaw 34 in New Zealand. This is an examination of the 

competition and varying degrees 0:' attraction between towns,. 

and shows that such areas are not homogene::>us, and are neither 

exclusive nor necessari.ly continuous. As Bracey found in 

Somerset" so \\1hitelaw identifies in the ',iaikato that there are 

zones of decreasing itenslty of attraction extending outwards 

from the centres. The method developed by these two workers is 

most useful in analysing town/country relationships,and is 

especially SUitable for di.sti~'1.lishing between urban and rural 

components of centrality. It offers a method of grading centres 

without indicating class boundaries or characteristics with 

any clarity. 

One of the directions in which contempor'ary central place 

study is moving 1s towards an examination of consumer behaviour 

in the context of hinterland - centre relatlonships,and an 

example of this is the study by Thorpe and Nader 35 in Durham. 

A questionnaire approach was used to investigate consumer 

orlentation,and it was found tllat there was conSiderable ~vidence 
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for four ranks 02 shopping centre::.:;. It::..s also oS.hown that t}u;: 

trading areas for shopping centres overlap and compete \<;11:;11 one 

another and that tllere is never a state 01' equilibrium. The 

concept of threshold is extended an:1 it is suggested that for 

any given type of good, the threshold is increased higher up 

the hierarcrlY because the type of outlet changes. The work of 

Thorpe and Nader i.B a valuable contribution to the understanding 

of central place systems, but it should be noted they use 

"central place" and Itshopping centre II as synonymous term,s. 

In south Hampshire Davies and Hob ins on 36 have exaf:1ined 

the mobility and orientation of consumers in order to identify 

a nodal structure for the reg:i.on. AgaJn, a questionnaire approach 

was used and the method has been concentrated en shopping journeys, 

which, for the individual vary considerably as to their freQucmcy, 

distance and ezact purpose. T~1e area was d1 vided into small units 

and from each of these sub-areas the flows of people to other 

places \'Jere ranJwd according to ti:.e size of movement. At t11e 

first order of flow, nine dominant nodes were identified plus 

eighteen subsidiary and three isolated centres. No indication 

of' the size, or relative importance of the centres is given but 

this method does produce a fairly accurate picture of the lir~aGes 

between towns and their tributary areas. The work bas been 

criticised by Thorpe 37 who sut:2:csts that the situation has been 

oversimplified, especially wi tl1 recard to the lack of con;sideration 

of frequency of trips and to the lack of distinction between 

different types of' Journey. 

For the most part this Chapter has concentrated on a 

critical examination of the methodolo2,Y end teo,rc.niquG's wh:td'l 

have been used for central place study. It has not been poss:ble 

to do justice to the contributions of all workers, but examples 

have been given of most of the ma:in categories of research, and 

the reader is referred to the bibliograp~~ complied by Berry and 
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8 
Pred 3 for more detailed referen :;e:3. Pat~ers \<:hir;h are 

directly relevant to central 91ace study, and whLh have 

appeared s.Lne 1964 are selectively Lsted in the follm'ilD:C; 

bibliography. 
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Chapter 3 - Centl'~l~ty, ~he funct:~onal complE:yj'~ 

settlements. 

vJithin the aroostudied the functional complexity of settlements 

as service centres ranges widely; from the small village or hamlet 

with only one or two identifiable functions to the laree urban service 

centres with many hundreds of discrete functions. A large volume of 

data relating to the distribution and incidence of these functions 

has been gathered, and it was decided that the method of presentation 

which would allow most meaningful analysis and which would permit the 

most straightforward comparison of the aggregate' centrality of the 

different settlements was that of a large matrix. Accordingly a 

matrix, Appendix A, was prepared, in which settlements were listed 

in rows, and the functions they possessed in columns 

.It would be virtually impossible to measure (and subsequently 

impracticable to process) all of the diverse retail, service and social 

functions performed by a'large town or city. Tl1erefore in compiling 

a selective list, some subjective Judgements must be made. It cannot 

be denied that some degree of order obtains among the aggregate of 

these functions, from the most lowly and commonly occuring, to the 

highest order functions found only rarely and then only in major 
1 

centres. J.D. Carrol approaches a definition of this functional 

complexity by stating uThe smallest cities will perform a small 

pyramid of functions. At the base of the pyramid will be the most 

ubiauitous functions - perhaps friendship and visiting. Next may 

be grocery and drug stores, and at the top will be that single 

function which is most specialised of all that city's functions -

for,example a departmental store. tt In choosing a range of index 

functions with which to measure the status and centrality of 

settlements ranging in size from hamlets ot less than 100 people to 

towns of nearly 100,000 one must be aware of the different importance 

"m",_.<~ __ .•.. ~~functlons at different levels of.~~~·pyramid. For instance t it 
"." ..... -



would be possible" although in this case shortsighted" to chose 

a range of functions \'/hich were unduly weighted in favour of one 

particular size of settlement. The extreme mi&~t be to consider 

solely butchers' shops, in which case the town with a dozen such 

establishm:mts would be shown to be twelve times as important as 

the village with only one, and a settlement without any would be 

perhaps falsely, shown to have nil centrality. No list of 

functions can hope to be exhaustive and still remain manageable; 

the only practicable approach is reasoned selection but some risks 

of bias are bound to be introduced. In selecting functions for 

incorporating in the matrix many major high order functions have 

been included, but a number of humbler functions towards the 

base of Carrol's pyramid have also been selected, since these 

are particularly significant in isolating ranlt differences low in 

the hierarchy. 

Sixty functions were deemed to be relevant and measurable 

in the present study, although for some purposes a partial list 

was used. Wnerever possible 1969 was taken as the base year" but 

in the few cases where this was not possible the discrepancies were 

not considered vital. Details of the sources of the data used are 

shown in appendix A. 

Traditionally the retail functions of a town have been given 

great prominence as a index of centrality, so there is SUbstantial 

precedent for their continued use. The value of retail measures of 

urban ranlt is well documented but two aspects are worthy of 

emphasis. Shops, of one kind or another, are probably the most 

extensively and frequently used of all a town·s functions, and the 

task of measurement and comparison is feasible, although complicated 

by varying size of units, turn-over, labour employed and the quality 
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of goods offered. In addition a certain amount of statistical 

material is available from the 1951 and 1961 Censuses of 

Distribution, altho~1 again it requires careful treatment. 

Against the advantages must be set the fact that a town's retail 

proviSion paints an incomplete picture of overall urban status. 

It will be shown later that in most cases the retail status of 

a town is closely correlated with its standing as measured by 

other criteria, but for the moment reta.il functions must be 

considered only as a part of a settlement's centrality. 

The dangers associated with measures of rank based only 

on retail functions do not operate uniformly throughout the scale 

of settlements; in particular such measures tend to minimise 

the importance of small towns and villages which often have a 

service and social centrality greater than their retail importance. 

The Functions 

A substantial proportion of the functions included in the 

matrix are therefore of a non-retail nature. Broadly the functions 

fall into five groups; (1) retail (2) professional and financial 

services (3) personal service (4) county services (5) social 

facilities and activities. These groups are in no way exhaustive, 

neither are they definitive; rather they have been chosen as groups 

of functions representative of five aspects of centrality. Throughout 

this study it has been attempted to extend the scale of investigation 

to include settlements which are very minor centres, but the degree 

of functional provision at the lower level is often such tl1at these 

minor centres have been excluded from the fullest analYSis of the watrix. 

l'Jithin the retail group no absolute distinctions were made as 

to the size of units, but a fairly fine subdiVision into functional 

types of establishment provided a realistic classification. For 

instance tlfood shops" were subdivided into (a) general stores" 
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(b) grocers (c) supermarkets (d) grocers/greengrocers (e) green

grocers/fruit/flowers (f) butcher (g). dairyman (h) poultry/game/ 

wet fish (i) bread/flour confectioners (j) health foods/delicatessan. 

For some purposes it was found useful to reduce the retail groups 

into a number of coarse divisions - e.g. food, clothing, hardware, 

etc. 

In order to standardise the survey data, the central area of 

each settlement within ~:hich shops were listed was defined as in 

the Board of Trade Census of Distribution. The boundary was thus 

taken as the point along the shopping streets at which more than 

one building in three was occupied by non-retail functions. The 

problem of delimiting the central area became more severe for the 

larger towns, and the most complete solution would have been a 

detailed C.B.D. analysis. This however was not practicable, and 

the 'rule of thumb' standard worked satisfactorily. 

In the larger to~ms the focus of the central area was found 

to be occupied by large units, usually extensively modernised, or 

newly built, and the typical functions included departmental stores, 

clothing shops (especially ladies outwear), multiple stores, and 

banks. Progressing outward from the centre shop units generally 

became smaller and sales areas were confined to the ground floor. 

The appearance of shops at the margin is generally dowdy, and 

functions typically present were second-hand/jilllk shops, small 

clothing stores, pet shops,"do-it-yourselfand builders merchants, 

small general stores and other neighbourhood types. The fluidity 

of the central area boundary was frequently sho~n by vacant shops 

and derelict sites. 

In the smaller tOwns, which have attracted little retail 

investment, most of the shop units were found to be modest in size 

and apparently not modern in appearance or organisation. Nonetheless 
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towns of this kind, such as fllarket Drayton, Whitchurch and 'vJelllngton 

show strongly nucleated and well defined central areas. 

The professional and financial group of functions was chc)sen 

for its relevance to rank-order among the smaller settlements as well 

as for the larger towns, but in practise it naturally gave pre-

eminence to the latter. Nine representative functions were considered

post office, bank, doctor, dentist, optician, solicitor, accountant, 

auctioneer and vetinary surgeon. As with the retail group, banks 

and post offices were tabulated according to the number of 

establishments; the others were list according to the number of 

qualified members of the relevant profeSSional body associated 

with each. Personal services was a small group composed of ladies 

hairdressers, dry cleaners, turf accountants and travel agents. 

For many analytical purposes this group was included with tr~ one 

above under the general heading of Hservices". County services 

constituted a group including several functions with a very widespread 

occurrence, so it was one which made possible the inclusion in the 

matrix of many small villages. The members of this group were 

(a) primary school (b) secondary school, (c) district nurse (d) library, 

or"visits by a mobile van (e) police. It could be argued that some 

of these are not true measures of centrality for the service itself 

is mobile, but the posseSSion of the function does give a village 

some centrality, and the location of the services must be decided 

with due regard for an efficiently spaced coverage. 

The fifth group, that of social functions, was a relatively 

unusual one. The range of social facilities and activities present 

in a settlement has not previously been considered as an aspect of 

centrality, but at the village level this can be an important element 
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in the overall pattern. At higher levels social functions provide 

a more dubious index of centrality for they tend to be suburban 

in location and organisation,and in substantial towns it is almost 

impossible to survey them completely. 

The data from which the social provision has been assessed has 

limitations. Much of it is perfectly consistent, for instance the 

presence or absence of village halls and churches was obtained from 

rating lists and addresses supplied by the Councils of Social 

Service. Information on social organisations within the villages 

was obtained from a questionnaire sent to the Clerks of the parish 

councils or village hall committees, and like all questionnaires 

it met with an element of non-response. The useable response 

rate.was at .the very high level of 8'"(.5 percent, but where replies 

were not forthcoming, this was taken as an indication of a lack 

of social activity or organisation in the village concerned. The 

details of the social investigation and the interpretation of the 

results appear in Cnapter 5. 

The settlements 

In the original collection of data a settlement was included 

if it possessed even one of the functions being considered. This 

process gave rise to a list of some 274 separate locations and 

included many small hamlets with specious claims to centrality, so 

a constraint of minimum functional requirement was introduced. Due 

to the varied I and by no means uniform functions which occurred in 

lower order villages it was decided to include only those 

settlements which possessed at least two functions from the short 

list of (1) post office (2) shop (3) primary school (4) village 

hall. 'lhe resultant list then included 191 settlements. No 
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population constraints were imposed, but the settlements listed 

ranged from Newcastle with a population of nearly 80,000 to 

numerous small and functionally Simple villages of less than 

100 people and typically boasting no more than two or three 

functions from the list. 

The raw material of the matrix was transformed into a more 

maneagable form by the use of location coefficients as demonstrated 
2 

by W.K. Davies. Briefly this method is based upon the calculation 

of a location coefficient for a Single outlet of any functional 

type. TI1e greater the rarity of a function, the higher will be 

its centrality score. The location coefficient (C) is given by 

t t = one outlet of function t C = _ x 100 
T where T = total number of outlets of function t. 

Each functional type then gives a centrality value to each 

settlement which possesses that function, calculated as C x 

number of outlets of that function in the sett1emen·c. (1) 
the 

An 

overall functional score can then be derived for each sett1em0nt 

by the addition of all of its centrality values, and in'this 

manner the list of 191 settlements was ra.nked according to their 

functional complexIty. 

It should be noted that the main weakness of this method is 

that it is based solely upon tile frequency, or rarity of occurrence 

of establishments of different functional types., and not upon use 

characteristics. Thus an establishment dealing in office equipment 

will have a very high centrality value based upon its rarity of 

occurrence, although the large majority of people will seldom, if 
--------------------_._,----------------------_.----------------(1) A refinement of this method allows for each outlet to be 

. welghtedaccordlng to its turnover or number of employees. 
Details of retail turnover however were not available, and the 

size of the study area made personal interviews with every 
shop manager impossible. 
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ever, require such an establishment. Conversely the frequently 

used, and frequently occurring grocers store will have a low 

value. Measured in terms of Journeys generated, then, the 

functions would be arranged almost in the j.nverse order of their 

centrality values. 

In the present situation the advantages of the method were 

seen to outweigh :i.ts disadvantages. Chief among the advantages 

was the fact that it was possible to compare unlike variables in 

an objective fashion -- for instance it was possible to compare 

retail establishments with service functions. Additionally it 

allowed the total functional complexity of each settlement to 

be expressed by a single number. 

Results 

One of the main purposes of the matrix of settlements and 

functions was to enable comparisons to be made between the rankings 

afsettlements according to different criteria. These Criteria were 

the broad groups into which the functions were divided, but 

population rank was included for purposes of comparison. It proved 

possible to perform complete rank correlation tests for only . 

the 34 largest settlements. (1) The reasons for this were twofold; 

smaller settlements could only be ranked according to the three 

broad groups of retail, service and social functions; for there was 

insufficient detail to permit these groups to be subdivided, and 

in any case the social group had no counterpart among the larger 

centres. Secondly, below a certain level of functional complexity 

(1) here defined as those with the highest combined score on 
retail and service funwtions. 
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many villages recorded identical scores giving tied ranks which 

reduced the reliability of statistical rank correlation methods. 

A complete list of settler:Ients with their scores and ranks is given 

in Table 3.1. 

The short list of 34 settlements was ranked by these 

centrality values under the following headings: 

1. Food 7. Professional and finaeial services 
2. Clothing 8. Personal services 
3. Hardware 9. County services 
4. other retail 10. All services 
5. Non-food retail 11. Total retail and services 
6. Total retail 12. Population. 

The basic object of the rank correlation exercise was to 

measure the degree of correlation between the twelve independent 

rankings of the 34 settlements. Obviously some of the rankings 

are more important than others for comparative purposes, and 

equally obviously not all of the dozen rankings are completelY 

exclusive. For instance, a high degree of correlation between 

No. 1 food,and No. 6 total retail would be expected a priori 

since the former is a major component of the latter. 

When the settlements are arranged together it can be seen 

superficially that there is substantial agreement between their 

raru{ orders. This is confirmed for those columns which are 

exclusive i.e. food, clothing, hardware, other retail.professlonal/ 

financial services, private services and county services, by a 

Kendall's coefficient of concordance of W= 0.847 which is significant 

at the one percent level. 

A more refined view of the intercorrelations is obtained 

from Spearman Rank Correlation coefficients ca.lculated 

for each of the twelve methods. This results in table 3.2, a 



Settlement 

(1 ) 

Shrewsbury 

Newcastle 

Staf:"ord 

CreV.'e 

Nantw jc[J 

Wellington 

't.h1 tchurch 

Market Drayton 

Caken-ates 

Stone 

Newport. 

Sh!fnal 

Wem 

Donn':no....-ton 

Hadley 

Penkrlde;e 

Ecclesr.all 

Aud1e), 

rrnos a l l 

Shav n ~on 

Blgnall _~d 

AlXl l em 

S:18wbury 

Wl1laston 

Yioore 

j.1ade l ey 

naslln-ton 

Great Haywood 

Barlaston 

Hodnet 

"''neaton A!:ton 

Betley 

Bunbury 

Prees 

Wistaston 

Hixon 

Holmer !I'd 

Wrenbury 

Asnley 

Loggerheads 

=ngmond 

Weston und er Lizard 

Hi nstock 

l,.'eston (Crewe) 

Haughton (Staff) 

Weston (under Trent) 

Woodscaves 

Tlttensor 

Swynnerton 

Wrockward we 

Blythe Bridge 

Als8gers Bank 

Worleston 

Milford 

High BreaU 

Cheawardine 

:1ctall 
Score 

(2) 

705.35 

506 . 57 

543.32 

36£ .46 

322 . 15 

251' . 54 

235.83 

11:1.27 

138.62 

135 .ct: 
10- .41 

66 . 40 

66 . 50 

60 . 13 

51.96 

44 .67 

)6 .03 

2 / . 90 

11..60 

23 ·4" 

23 . 7 6 

15.93 

13·61 

14.4 

1C.53 

10. 46 

10. 7 9 

7 .05 

e.53 

8 . 05 

10. 25 

5.b5 

3.64 

5.39 

1.21 

1.28 

3.43 

1.29 

0 . 40 

0 . 24 

1.29 

.48 

· 90 
.48 

. 77 

. 48 

. 48 

.48 

.24 

. 24 

.73 
2 .66 

1.21 

.24 

2.00 

TABLE 3. 1 

CENTRALI'l'Y VAllr..s AND THE RANKING OF S=ID!ENTS 

Service 
Score 

(3) 

259.67 

2)4 .07 

173. 95 

163. 70 

107 . 91 

123.84 

61.86 

78. 70 

79 .08 

61.52 

71.30 

)0.65 

30.38 

1b .17 

11.02 

17 .)6 

21 . 42 

26 .1S 

14 .71 

7 .99 

5.67 

13·22 

11. 70 

4 . 92 

[ .1 4 

6 .16 

6.50 

9.03 

5.69 

6 . 16 

3 . 16 

7 · 02 

7 . 99 

5 . 99 

6.79 

5. 46 

3 ·23 

4 . 21 

4.40 

4.56 

3 . 50 

4.05 

3 ·53 

3.94 
2.56 

3.53 

3·51 

3. 51 

3·59 

3 ·54 

3 ·03 

0 · 99 

3· 59 
2 . 24 

. 3 · 17 

1.39 

Reta!.l+ 
Service 
Score 

(4 ) 

965. 02 

740.64 

717·37 

552 . 16 

430.06 

362 .38 

2~·.6y 

259· 97 

217 .71 

196.6G 

178 . 71 

97·05 
96 .88 

78 .30 

62.90 

62 .03 

57·45 

54 .08 

33.31 

31. 43 

29. 43 
29.15 

25·31 

19.66 

16.67 

l e .62 

F .29 

16.08 

14. 42 

14.21 

13. 41 

12.&7 

11.63 

11 . 38 

8 . 00 

6.76 

6 .66 

5.50 
~ . SS 

4.80 

4 .79 

4 .53 

4.43 

4.42 

4.35 

4.01 

3·99 

3· 99 
3 .78 

'.78 

3.76 

3 ·65 

3.59 

,.~5 · 

3.41 
,.)9 

neta!l 
Rank 

(5) 

3 
2 

4 

5 
6 
7 

8 

9 
lC 

11 

1, 

12 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

2l 

20 

19 

22 

24 

23 

26 

27 

25 ,1 
29 

30 
26 

32 
)4 

33 
44 _ 

43 

35 
41_ 

5&-
95-
41_ 

56-

50 

5&
,a 
56-

5&-
56-
95-

95-

51-

)6 

160-

44_ 

95-

37 

(6) 

2 

4 

3 
6 

5 

10 

6 

11 

9 

12 

13 

16 

21 

17 

15 

14 

18 

25-

34 
19 

20 

35 

24 

23 

30 
22 

3' 
31 

51 

27 

25-
32 
26 

29 

49 

,a 
37 

)6 

48 

39 
44_ 

40 

6, 
44_ 

46-

46_ 

41-

43 

5' 
141 

u-
7}-

50 

105-

Retsil+ 
Service 
Rank 

2 

3. 

5 
6 

7 

8 

9 
10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

1S 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 
)4 

35 
)6 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

ItS 
46 

47-

"7-
49-

49-

51 

52 

53 

54 
55 

56 

Social 
Score 

(e) 

2.29 

1. 77 

18 . 93 

9 .t3 

S.43 

15.06 

11. 79 

·52 
9.10 

11. 16 

. 26 

le.,7 
lC·99 

12 . 20 

6.co 

6.92 

11.58 

6 . 47 

9.94 

11.17 

1.51 

10·52 

5.29 
1.26 

1.00 

1).&2 

9 . 31 

3 ·01 

9.&1 

1. 51 

7.42 

4.06 

. 26 

1.26 

1.00 

.26 

·52 
.74 

1.71 

lC.42 

9·01 

SOCJ.sl + 
Retail .... 
Serv!ce 
Score 

(9) 

4c .61 

64 .7b 

eo. 96 
67 . 26 

62 .51 

41.. . 37 

U3.22 

29 · 95 

3& . 25 

)6.1. 

1<;.92 

29 · ( 

29 .61 

29 . 49 

22 . &C 

21.)4 

25· 79 

19. £:8 

22.1:2 

22 .bC 

12 . c9 

10 . 53 

12.05 

7 .92 

6.50 

16 .70 

4.60 
14 . 12 

7 . 54 

14 . 24 

5. 93 

4.'5 

11.43 

1O . C5 

4.26 

5.04 
4. 76 

4.02 

4 . 17 

4.27 

5.16 

13 .82 

12.40 

SOt 181 
Rank 

(10) 

Ie 

15 

23 

2 

t 

1X-

2C 

"j 

1~ 

16C-

18 

65 

16 

73-

160-

24 

49-

13&-
75-
8)-

130-
130-
124_ 

71-
12 

21 

F.r.a~ 

"V3.nr. 

(11 ) 

1-

;1 

1.'= 

2 

22 

29 
42 

21 

,1 

25 

45 

24 

6e 

77 

30 
41 

to 
69 
72_ 

£4 

01 

79 
64_ 

26 

2" 



(1 ) 
Bromstead Heath 

Sandon 

Wal ton 

Alpraham 

Cnurch Ea ton 

Wood Lane 

OulLon 

Hllderstone 

Whitmore 

Brocton 

Cl ive 

Cotes Heath 

Croxton 

Great Bridgeford 

Prees Higher Heath 

Dunston 

'1ailey 

Albrlghton 

Ha l es 

Seighrord 

f>iuck l cslone 

Slandon 

Bulkley 

Hopton 

Ba11wlns Gale 

Watprs Upton 

Spurs lowe 

Loprington 

Wetwood 

lI'ybunbury 

Cl101mondeley 

St.owe by Chartley 

Tong Norton 

rr.lles Green 

Tern Hlll 

~:8rbury cum Quols1ey 

!'\Ilford 

Ash Magna 

Knlghtley 

Ga llantry Bank 

\':lnterley 

RedIngton 

Norton 1n Hales 

Tibberton 

Horinell 

Blymhill 

Tllstock 

Church Minshull 

Ch llds Brcall 

Preston Weald Moore 

Acton 

Moreton Corbet 

Whixall 

8J.rleydam 

Knighton (Maer) 

Grinshill 

Derrington 

Stanton u Hi ne Heath 

Lill.shall, 

Yarn fie I d 

Aston (Maer) 

Norbury (Staffs) 

(2) 
.73 
.48 

. 48 

. 97 

. 2~ 

1.76 

. 48 

.48 

·73 
• 48 

. 24 

. 24 

. 48 

.48 

. 24 

. 24 

. 24 

. 2~ 

. 24 

. 24 

. 24 

. 97 

. 24 

. 24 

. 48 

.48 

. 97 

. 48 

1. 70 

. 24 

.73 

. 24 

. 73 

. 2~ 

. 97 

. 48 

.48 

. 48 

. 48 

. 48 

• 48 
. 48 

.48 

. 48 

.48 

0) 
2 .64 

2 . 8'5 

2.84 

2. 24 

2. 94 

1.39 

2.65 

, 2.65 

3.11 

2 . 42 

2 . 45 

1.39 

2 .64 

2. 25 

2.25 

2.64 

2.64 

2.36 

2. 28 

2. 26 
2.26 

2. 24 

2 . 24 

2. 24 

1. 51 

2 . 19 

2.19 

1. 99 

1.89 

1.39 

2· 33 
1.84 

2. 24 

. 53 

2.19 

1: 92 

1.39 

1.88 

1.39 

1. 75 

.99 

1.40 

1. 40 

1.40 

1.40 

1.40 

1.1tO 

1. 40 

1. 40 

1.40 

1. 40 

1.86 

1.83 

1.52 

1.52 

1.52 

. 99 

1.39 

1.39 

1.39 

1.39 

1.39 

(4) 
3·37 

3. 33 

3 .32 

3· 21 

3. 18 

3. 15 

3 . 13 

3·13 
3.11 

2.97 
2. 93 

2.88 

2.88 

2. 73 

2.73 

2,.64 

2.64 

2 .60 

2 . 52 

2 . 50 

2 . 50 

2 . 48 

2. 48 

2 . 48 

2. 48 

2 . ~3 

2. 43 

2 . ~7 

2. 37 

2. 36 

2 . 33 

2.32 

2 . 24 

2 . 23 

2.19 

2. 16 

2 . 12 

2 .12 

2. 12 

1. 99 

1.96 

1.88 

1.88 

1.88 

1.88 

1.88 

1.88 

1.88 

1.88 

1.88 

1.88 

1.86 

1.83 

1.76 

1.76 

1.76 

1.72 

1.63 

1.63 

1.63 

1.63 

1.63 

{5 ) 
51 c 

58-
5B
~6-

95-

39 

58-
58-

160-

51-

58 ... 
95-

95-

58-
58-

16a-

160-

95-

95-

95-

95-

95-

95-

95-
46_ 

95-

95-

58-
58-
46. 

160-

58-
160-

40 

160-

95-

51-

95-

51-
95-
46_ 

sa
sa-
58· 
58-
58· 
58-
58-
Se
sa
~ 

160-

160-

95-

95-

95-

5I-

95-

95-

95-

95-

95-

(6) 

59-

55 

5Q 
D -

54 
105-

57-

57-

52 

65 

64 

105-

59-

71-
71-
59-

59-
66 

68 

69-

69-

73-

73-

73-

93 

79-

79-

82 

84 

105-
67 

87 

73-

179-

79-

83 

105-

8S-

105-

89 

141_ 

94· 
94-
94-
94-
94· 

94 · 

94-
94· 
94· 
94-
86 

88 

90-

90-
90-

141-

105-

105-

105-

105-
105-

(7) 

57 

58 
59 

60 

61. 

62 

63-

63-

65 

66 

67 
68_ 

68_ 

7a-

7a-

72-
72-
74 

75 

76-

76. 

78-

78-
78-
7B-
82_ 

82_ 

84_ 

85 

86 
87 

88 

89 

90 

91 

92 

93-

93-

93-

96 

97 
gB
gB. 

98-
gB

gB-
/gB • 

gB. 

gB

gB
gB-

l oB 
109 

lla

lla

Ua-

113-

114-

114-

ll~_ 

114_ 

114_ 

(8) 

),.00 

1.00 

. 74 

. 52 

4. 03 

. 77 
5.26 
3. 46 

13·92 
6. 15 

6.04 

~ . 28 

1. 26 

5.36 

1.00 

1. 00 

.26 

3. 42 

3. 68 
.26 

3. 88 

1. 00 

. 26 

. 26 

1. 00 

1. 00 

.52 

. 74 

1. 26 
. 26 

3.81 

. 26 

. 26 

1. 00 

9. 29 

1. 00 

.26 

. 74 

. 52 

6 . 99 
, 6 . 32 

5. 94 

4 . 87 

4 .1 ) 

3.56 
3· 17 
1. 00 

. 26 

1. 00 

1. 00 

1.26 

.26 

1.00 
4.2) 

5.22 

6 . 15 

5.73 
4 . ~1 

3·51 
1. 57 

(9) 

4·37 

4. 3) 

4 . 06 

3.73 
7 . 21 

3 · 93 

8 . 93 

6. 59 

17.03 

9. 12 

8 . 97 

5.67 

~ . 14 

8 . 09 

2 .73 

3 .64 

3.64 

2.85 

5. 95 

8 . 18 

2.76 

6 .36 

3. 48 

2.74 

2 . 74 

3. 4) 

3.43 

2 . 99 

3· 10 
3.62 

2 · 59 

6 . 13 

2. 50 

2 .2) 

2 . 4" 

3 . 16 

11.41 

3. 12 

2.38 

2.73 

2 . 48 

8 .67 

8 . 20 

7. 82 

6 .75 

6 . 01 

5. 43 

5. C5 

2.88 

2 . 13 

2.88 

2 . b6 

3.09 

2. 02 

2 . 76 

5. gB 
6 . 94 ' 

7.78 
7.?h 
6 . 04 
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(1) (2) (3) (4 ) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) 

Ellerd ine Heath . 48 .46 .94 58- 182_ 178- 1. 26 2.20 75- 129-

Bunbury Heath . 94 .94 160- 167- 178- 1.26 2.20 75- 129-

Colwich . 48 . 46 . 94 58- 182- 178- 9 . 58 10.52 17 }} 

5ambrook .94 .94 160- 167- 178- } . 84 4.78 52 72 

Fradawell . 24 ·5} . 77 95- 179- 182 .26 1.04 1}8- 176 

Lee !lrOokhurat . 24 . 46 . 70 95- 182- 18}- 1.00 1. 70 8}- 15}-

Poynton Green . 24 .46 . 70 95- 182- 18}- 1.00 1. 70 8}- 15}-

<:nneley .24 . 46 .70 95- 182_ 18}- }.67 4.}7 58 75-

Steel Heath . 24 . 46 .70 95- 182- 18}- .70 168- 177 

Hanchurch . 24 . 45 .69 95- . 188 187 4 . 18 4 . 88 47 70 

Brindley .24 . 40 .64 95- 189- 188 1.00 1.64 8}- 158 

Gayton . 54 · 54 160- 177- 189 1.00 1.54 8}- 161 

Moreton Say . 40 . 40 160- 189- 190- 1. 00 1.40 8}- 168 

Chapel Chorlton .40 . 40 160- 189- 190- 2 . 95 }.}5 66 95 



Table 3.2 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

The Matrix of Spearman's Rank Correlation Coefficients between twelve alternative 
rankings of the 34 largest settlements in the study area 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 

food .859 .898 .B89 .919 .967 .824 .868 .810 .B87 .960 

Clothing .819 .768 .857 .857 .791 .806 .B40 .895 .862 

Hardware .896 .958 .961 .855 .874 .860 .884 .951 

"Other Retail" .946 .945 .823 .843 .864 .847 .941 

Non food .976 .858 .874 .880 .907 .973 

Total Retail .816 .887 .858 .899 .994 

Prof/financial .818 .867 .927 .830 

Personal Services .781 .907 .907 

County Services .927 .862 

All Services .926 

Total (Overall) 

Population 

All correlations are significant at the 0.1% level 

12 

.879 

.804 

.859 

.876 

.880 

.902 

.698 

.784 

.803 

.789 

.890 

0\ 
'-D 



12 x 12 matrix showing how every method of ranking compares with 

every other. A glance at this matrix shows that all correlations 

are positive and that all are hi&~. 

One of the more important correlations on this matrix, and 

one which we originally set out to test, is that between the 

7U 

ranking of settlements on the basis of their retail provision and 

ranking by service provision. Table 3.2 shoNS that there is substantial 

agreement between these two, with a coefficient of r. +0.899. A 

comparison of retail and. service rankings with overall rankings 

give r values of 0.994 and 0.926 respectively. Since the retail 

and service rankings are equal components in the overall figure 

this suggests that the ranking of settlements on the basis of 

their retail provision is marginally preferable to a ranking on 

service attributes. 

Within the retail group the"non-food" division correlates 

most strongly with the total, and it naturally correlates closely 

too with the overall retail plus service total. There is little 

variation within the services group, but private services 

correlate slightly less well with the total than do the other 

subdiVisions. (Perhaps because this group contains only a limited 

number of functions). 

The rank correlations between population and the other factors 

are always positive and high, but they do vary over a small range. 

Population ranking correlates most strongly with ranking on the 

basis of total retail provision, and least well. although still 

significantly, with professional and financial services. 

For smaller settlements it was not possible to perform tests 



of ranking correlation in the same way due to the lack of fmlctional 

distinctiveness, and the prevalence of tied positions. It was however 

possible to compare the ranking of villages according to social 

activities represented with that based upon the combined retail and 

service provision. In this casep=+ 0.493 which is Just significant 

at the one percent level. This degree of correlation is the principal 

justification for the inclusion of a social component alongside retail 

and service ones in assessing the centrality of small settlements. 

We have seen that there is close correlation 'between the ranking 

of the 34 largest settlements by their different functional attributes. 

Table 3.3. indicates the way in which these functions correlate with 

each other. The size of the coefficients shows that all retail groups 

and service groups tend to be very closely associated in their occurrence. 

In other words, for any settlement, a high score on one retail or service 

group implies that all other groups will also score high. Asain a 

certain amount of correlation between overlapping groups would be 

expected, but even the exclusive groups correlate strongly wit11 all 

others. Table ).). is valuable in that it quantifies the associations 

between the various functional groups and because it indicates a high 

degree of correlation between retail and unrelated service functions. 

Tables ).2 and 3.3 together show that although retail analyses are only 

a partial assessment of the centrality of an urban place they are also 

a good guide to total centrality; at least in the higher and middle 

ranges. 

All functions are seen to correlate with variable No. 13 which 1s 

the distance from each settlement to its nearest neighbour. (1) Column 

14 in Table ).3 shows the correlation between each of the retail/service 

functions and the distance from each settlement to the nearest urban 

centre with more than 25,000 people. Without exception these coeffioients 

are negative, but they are generally significant only between the one 

percent and 5 percent levels. The highest correlation in this column is 
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(1) Here defined as the nearest settlement of equal or larger population. 



Table 3.3 

Settlement functions, Simple Correlation 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

1 2 3 4 

food - 91 96 91 

Clothing - 96 95 

Hardware - 98 

Other Retail -
Non-food 

Total Retail 

Prof/financial 

Personal Services 

County Services 

All Services 

Grand Total 

Population 

Dist. to Nearest Neighbour 

Dist. to Nearest Settlement 
larger than 25,000 population 

Signi ficant Ii» 5% where r > 0.35 

1%" r > 0.45 

0.1% " r > 0.55 

5 6 7 8 9 

93 95 89 88 86 

97 97 96 92 91 

99 99 95 93 89 

99 99 97 92 89 

- 99 98 92 90 

- 97 93 90 

- 92 94 

- 88 

-

The decimal point has been moved two spaces to right 

Underlined coefficients are negative 

10 11 

90 94 

97 97 

96 ,98 

96 99 

97 99 

97 99 

99 98 

95 94 

96 92 

- 96 

-

72 

12 13 14 

85 71 42 -
88 68 Q 

86 77 ~ 

87 79 44 

88 77 43 

89 77 ~ 

93 74 44 

84 71 ~ 

92 56 44 

93 71 .1a 
90 76 .4! 

- 54 .§.§. 

- 11 

-

; , 



with population. The inverse relationships shown in colunm 14 serve 

as a further illustration of the way in which the development of small 

towns and villages is influenced by their proximity to a major centre. 

Correlation between centrality and population size. 

The relationship between centrality and the population of a 

settlement is a fundamental aspect of central place study# and it is 

evident that there is a direct relationship between the two variables. 

Thus ceteris paribus, the greater the population of a settlement, the 

greater its functional complexity will be. 

Perhaps the most obvious facet of this correlation is the increasing 

range of facilities which are offered by increasingly large centres. 

Figure 3.1 shows that the relationship between population size and 

the number of shops possessed by settlements in the Stlli1Y area is log

linear for the 34 largest settlements. Certain clusters of centres 

may also be identified on this graph from prior knowledge - thus groups 

of market towns, dormitory villages and service villages have been 

provisionally outlined. 

The nature of the population Size/central functions relationship 
3 4 has been established by Berry B.J. and O'Farrell amongst others so 

con~ent here will be limited in the main to a broad expression of 

agreement with these two workers. Figure 3.1 was a preliminary mode 

of investigation in which the total number of shops was used as a crude 

measure of settlement rank. Perhaps a more significant measure is 

the total number of functlonal types which are represented in a centre. 

Thus in Figure 3.2 the total number of retail and service functions 

for each of the 191 settlements has been plotted against their population. 

The relationship illustrated by Figure 3.2 is a curvi-linear one, 
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Figure 3.2 Relation between the number of retail and service 
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Nl th the lInear form providing tl-:.e best fit for the largest settlE;ments. 

The relationship becomes non-linear, indeed one may suggest that ::.t ;;'3 

dissociated from the population size, at the lowest level. BGrry and 

0' Farrell independently suggest t~lat t~JO regimes can be rec02;nlsGd. 

wi th hamlets comprising the one. and all other centres tht::; second. 

Although no clear cut division is evident in Fie~re ).2 the recression 

line does provide a better bo.sis for predicting tbe number of functions 

from the population in the upper ranges, consequently two nascent 

regimes may be proposed. 

on the baSis of ignoring all settlements below an admittedly 

arbitrary population of 100, t~e correlation between resident population 

and the number of functions in the remaining settlements 1t:as found to 

be r "" 0.884, and the equation for the regreSSion line was 

log Pc "" o.0394b + 2.)02 Pc "" Population of settlement 
b "" No. of' functions 

Direct comparisons with the studies of Berry 4 and O'Farrel15 are 

not possible since the range of f~~ctions considered dlffers in eacll 

case bu~ the gen0r'al natur'e of the conclusions here, and the equation of 

the regression line serve to endorse the earlier work. It follm'ls from 

the nature of the logarithmic relationship that in the upper ranse of 

settlement size a new central function 1s added when a centre increases 

by a constant proportion of its previous size. 

Figure 3.3 shows that much the same relationship holds when only 

retail funct:l.ons are conSidered, although it also serves to illustrate 

the simplicity of the retail structure of settlements below 300 population. 

With only one exception villages smaller than this have only one distinct 

functional type of retail outlet. It should be pointed out that this 

outlet is typically the generally store. Althou;;h counted as a single 

functional type, the general store frequently provides many types of 

16 
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goods but the emphasi.s is upon food, confectionery and tobacco. B(}lo~v 300 
population most villages ac;hieve a degree of centrality t:nrou;:;h their 
prOVision of services (especially county services) rather than throuch 
their retail facilities. 

The balance of retail and service facilities. 

78 

A fairly superficial: e)~alnination of retail and service facilities reveals 
that certain functions tend to be more concentrated in their location, and 

occur in fewer centres than do other, more dispersed functions. Table 3.3 
showed that retail and service functions are closely correlated in their 

d:stribution, and that a h1En score in one croup implies a high score in 

all of the others.. but it can also be sUGGested that tm-ms at different 

hierarchical levels will become particularly well developed in certain 

sectors of the functional spectrwn. 

T..'1ese are rather imprecise statements, and in an attempt to Give them 

a sounder analytical basiS, and a more precise meaning .. localisation 

coefficients have been computed for broad functional groups. For smaller 

settlements the imprecision of this kind of analysis almost certainly 

makes it meaningless, but at the upper level of towns and large villages 

it does help towards an understanding of the complex relationships and 

distributions of central functions. 

TIle concentration of groups of functions into a greater or lesser 

nurr~er of centres is here discussed in terms of a coefficient of 

localisation. 5 Central functions were divided into four croups of retail 

types and five service groups. TIle coefficient of localisation is in 

effect a measure of the e::tent to which the distribution of sayan 

individual retail group varies from the distribution of all retail i'unotlons. 

and 1.n this sense it can be used to construct a functional profile of 

each settlement. vlithin the uniVerse of settlements, the difference 

between the two distributions is identified as the arithmetic differ6nce 

between the percentage of the given function "j" .. in a particular centre 

"Olf (= pjc) anci the percentage of all functions (= pc) in that centre. 

The coefficient of localisation 



1s then calculated by the formula :-

o L (pJc - pc) 
c 

100 

In practise it is quicker to sum all of the positive (or negative) 

differences. rather than calculating the absolute sum of differences 

then halving it, for the result will be the same by either method, 

the positive and negative differences cancelling each other. 

The limits of the coefficient are 0 and 1. If the giVen 

function is distributed in exa.ctly the same way as all functIons, 

the value of the coefficient will be zero. If complete 

concentration occurs in one centre the value will be unity. 

In the present exercise retail functions were grouped into 

(1) food (2) clothing (including footwear) (3) household goods 

(hardware, furniture and electrical goods) (4) others. Banks, 

doctors, solicitors, primary schools and secondary schools were 

chosen to represent the service sector, but the method could be 

used for a wlde range of functi.ons. 

Table 3.4 shows the tabulations upon which the coefficients 

of localisation were based. TIle functions in the whole settlement 

(1. e not just the central area) have been considered in each, 

case. The values of the coefficients calculated were as follows:-

Table 3.5 
1. Solioitors 0.372 6. Clothing stores 0.122 
2. Secondary schools 0.350 7· Household goods 0.116 
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3. Banks 0.320 8. Other retail 0.084 .' 
4. Primary schools 0.266 9. Food 0.073 
5. Doctors 0.260 

Solicitors and 'secondary schools show the highest degree of 
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Tabl, 3.~ Th, Percentages of Selected Retail and Service Establishments 
in each settlement, compared with the total distribution 

(Positive deviations are underlined) 
... ... .... .... 

..... c c: -0:; I I '"t:> on .,. ..... .. 

.... or; .s: c 0 U .. ... ... .... L. or; o- w 
0:: ..- - ..c .. CD L t .... ..... -.:0 ..... ...... ." .. co ..... .c o ..CI o ::00 "" ... or; ....... ~ .. .., o .., ..... - o .., .... en 10 -- ......... I..) 0 :x 0 CI .... 
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Shrewsbury 13.66 12.70 ll.84 liala l.W§. 11.85 10.63 
Newcastle 18.13 17.78 lQ..Q1 15.44 ~ 9.22 8.51 
Stafford • 11.66 9.92 ll.Jlj ~ l£Ji 9.01 8.51 
Crewe 17.06 15.96 ll...ll lMl 16.78 7.4~ iJ1 
Nantwich 4.04 1a.Q2. ~ 3.82 3.90 3.85 1.& 
Wellington 6.34 ~.70 ~ ~ 5.55 ~.76 i.1Z. 
Whi tchurch 2.99 2.14 .1.2Q ~ .l&ll 2.58 ~ 
Market Drayton 3.50 2.93 4.24 lJ1 ~.02 2.58 hl.? 
Oakengabs 2.54 ill 1.87 1.33 2.48 2.53 ~ 
Stone 2.04 1.86 1.87 ~ ~ 1.92 2.J1 
Newport 2.09 2.18 1.74 1.83 1J.Q 2.43 l.ll 
Shtfna1 0.82 .70 .75 .J2 1,06 1.22 M 
Wem 1.39 1.07 !...2.2. lJ.Q. Wi 1.52 l..ll 
Donnington 1.05 Ll .75 .83 .83 .91 oWl 
Hadley .64 .~ .25 ..91 .Jl .56 
Penkridge .70 .1i .25 ..22. .J1 .86 ill 
Eccleshall .59 .56 ..§1 .JU .47 1.06 ill 
Audley ~59 ~ .25 ~ .J.l .91 .l.J)Q 
Gnossal .34 ~ .25 .33 .24 .71 1.06 
Shav1ngton .32 .23 .25 .17 ~ .46 
8igna11 End .50 &. ~ .35 .20 
Audl811 .25 .J.!! .25 ,11 .24 .61 Lll 
Shaw bury .25 .23 .25 .J.Q .12 .61 1,06 
Willaston .25 .J1. .17 .24 .30 
Woor. .20 ..£!i .J2. .17 .12 .35 1,06 
Madeley .20 .J1 .J1 .17 .12 .56 1.06 
Haslington .27 ~ .25 ...ll .12 .46 ,1.06 
Great Haywood .20 ~ ,12 ..l!! .51 
Barlaston .18 .J2.. .12 .J2. .46 
HodnQt .20 .all .12 .17 ~ .46 1,06 
Wheaton Aston .20 ~ ~ .17 .25 
Betley .14 .14 J1 .ali .51 1.0~ 
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Ji&2 l2.12. 7.32 llJ§. 
8.64 .lZ...Ql ~ .l.2.all 

llJl l1.all 8.94 11.76 
lQ.J iJi ~ l.Lll 

3.78 .2al!i 1.62 ~.42 
3.78 Ul 3.66 .w.2 
.lJ.!t .lJl 0.81 lJi 
2.16 ill 0.81 1.47 
l.1i !.1.2 2.4~ 2.9~ 

lJ.Q 1.29 1.63 lJ.!t 
:w.9. lJ]. 1.22 4,41 
1,62 .86 .81 Lll 
2,16 1.72 1.22 ~ 
1.62 .81 
1.08 .J! l.i1 
leOa .43 .81 lJl 
W1 lJl .41 .L.il 
.l..9! 0.86 .81 lJ1 
1.08 .81 1Jl 

! .U 
& 

.54 .41 l..ll 
1,62 .81 
Ali & 

I .all 
.54 .41 .L.U 

1.08 .41 
1,08 J1 
1,08 .43 .41 
1,62 .41 
.ali .all 

1.62 .41 
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Bunbury .16 .J1 .all .12 .51 .?J1 .J!! .41 
Prees .16 ~ .12 .J1 .12 .41 .l&ll& ...a ,41 
Wistaston , .11 ...?1 .51 1,06 .41 
Hixon .09 .ali .all .35 .Ji .all !all 
Halmer End .16 .J.!! .J1 .15 
Wrehbury .09 .all .J1 .30 l..S& ..2i .&. 
Ashley .05 .Jl2. .30 & 
loggerheads ,02 ...Q2 .25 l.Jl 
Edgmond .09 .ali .all .25 .all 
Weston .. u-l1zard .05 ~ .30 J!t .Jl 
Hi nstock .05 .05 .J1 ,25 .Jl 
Westoll (Crelle) .05 ~ .30 .2.i .all .Jl 
Haughton(Stafford) ,07 .a!l2. .all .15 
Weston-u-Trent .05 ~ .25 : & 
Woodseav8I ,05 .a!l2. .25 .all 
T1ttansor .05 .a.Q2. .25 ...ll 
SlIynnerton .02 ,.Q2 .25 .Jl 
Wrockwardine .02 ...Q2 .25 .all 
Blythe Bri dge .07 .all ,15 
Alsagers Bank .11 .J.2. Jl ,10 
Worleston '. .25 : ...u 
Milford .07 ~ .J1 .15 
High Ereall .02 ...Q2 .25 J!t .& 
Chesward1ne .09 .all. Jl ,15 .Jl 
Brollstead Heath .07 .all. ,20 i .& 
Sandon ,05 ,.Q2. ,10 .J1 .Jl 
Walton .05 .a.Q2. ,20 : .all 
Alprahall . .09 .J.2. ,15 I 

Church Eaton ,02 ...Q2. ,20 .J1 
Wood lane .11 .ali .15 .Jl 
Ou1ton .05 ...9i .20 ...ll 
Hllderstone .05 ..Q2. ,20 .all 

, .. 

~.' 
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Whitmore .20 
Brocton I .01 .al!! .15 
Clive .05 .Q2. ,25 1,08 .Jl 
Cotes Heath ,02 ...Q2. .20 & 
Crodon ,02 .a!l2. .• 20 .all 
Great Sri dgeford ,05 .Q2. .15 
Pree. Higher Heath .05 ...Q2. .15 
Dunston .20 & 
Ganey .20 r .Jl 
Alorighton ,02 ...Q2. ,20 
Hales ,02 ...Q.2 ,20 I .all 
Seighford ,02 ...Q.2 25 , - .all 
Mucklestone ,02 ...Q.2 ,20 ! &. 
Standon ,02 .&92. .15 
Bulkley .02 ..9.2. ,15 
Hopton ,02 ...Q.2 .15 
Baldwins Gate ,09 .ali .15 ..2t 
Waters' Upton ,05 .-Q2 .20 ...a all 
Spurstowe .02 ...Q2. ,10 .ail 
loppington .05 ...Q2. .15 1,06 i 

Watwood' ,05 .Q2 ,15 
Wybunbury .09 .all .15 ...u 
Cholmondley .• 20 & 
Stowe-by.Chartlay ,05 ...9l .15 , Jl 
Tong Norton .15 ! 

Miles Green .11 ~ .J1 ,05 , 

Tern Hill .15 .ail 
Marbury-c.Quoisley .02 & ,20 .Ji & 
Fulford ,02 ...Q2. ,15 .til 
Ash Magna .02 ...Q2. ,15 , .' 
Knightley .07 .14 .15 ,41 
Gallantry Bank ,02 .05 ,15 ,41 

, 
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Winhr1ey ,09 .J.2. ,10 
Rodington • ,05 ...Q2 ,15 & 
Norton 1 n Hales .05 ~ .15 .all 
Ii bbedon .05 ~ .15 .Jl 
Hadnall .05 ...9.2. .15 & 
Blymh111 .05 .am. .15 .Jl 
Tilstock .05 .am. .15 .Jl 
Church Mi nshull .05 ...Q2. .15 \ . .all 
Childs Ereall .05 ...Q2. .15 I .Jl 
Preston Weald Moor ,05 .Jl2. .15 .Jl 
Acton .05 .a!!2. .15 , .all f 

Moreton Corbet .15 
Whixall ,15 : 
Burl.ydalll .02 ...Q2 .15 ..2i 
Knighton (Maar) .02 .J!2. .15 ..2i 
Grinshill .15 .Jl 
Derrington .01 .all ,10 
Stanton-u-H1na Hth .02 .J!2. .15 .all 
l il1ashall .02 ...Q2. .15 .Jl 
Yarnfield .02 ,a.Q2 .15 i .Jl 
Aston (Maer) . .02 ...Q2. .15 .& 
Norbury (Staffs) ,02 ,a.Q2 .15 .J1 
Keele .02 ~ .• 15 .all 
faddiley .02 ..!l2 .15 

I .& 
Chebsey .02 & ,15 ! .Jl 
Upton Magna .02 ~ .15 .Jl 
Ightt1eld ,02 ~ ,15 , & 
Crudgington .02 ~ ,15 .J.!. 
Hyde Lea .02 ...Q2 ,15 .J! 
Bednall .02 .J!2. .15 .ail 
L1 tUe Madeley .02 .J!2. ' ,15 .all 
Calverhall .05 .Jl2. ,10 " 

< 
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Sound .05 .J2. .10 
Hatherton • .05 .J)l .10 i 
Bradley .05 .J12. .10 
Cold Hatton .05 .J12. ~lO 
L Htle Haywood .05 .s!!2. .10 
Adderley .15 .& 
sto~ •• u.Ter:'n .05 & 
RantoR .15 ...ll 
Warmingham .02 & .15 i ...ll 
Great Bolas .15 .r.ll 
Hankelow .15 I & 
Aston .15 .& 
Preston Brockhurst .15 & 

;f 

Adbaston .15 .&. 
Sherri fhales .20 .&. 
Stretton .15 .:il 
Hi gh ottley .05 ~ .10 & 
Stapeley ,05 ~ ~15 & 
Wardle .07 .all .05 
Whtanwick ,02 ..Q2. .10 , 

Weston-u-Redclstle .02 ..Q2 ~10 
Acton Trussel .02 ~ ;10 
Barthomley .02 ..Q2 .10 
Norton Bridge .02 .sQ2. .10 i 

! 

Wi th1 ngton ,02 .J!2 .10 
Slindon .02 ...Ql .15 

, 
i 

High Onn .02 ...Qi .10 , 
Thall ,02 ~ .10 
Hough .02 & .10 
Prees Green .02 ..92. .10 
Balterley .02 ...Q2. .05 
Platt lane .02 ..!l2 .10 
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Chorley .02 ~ .10 
Great Chatwell I 

.02 ~ ,10 
Milwich .02 '...91 ,10 .J1 
Bi shops Offley .02 ...Q2 ,10 & 
Buerton .02 ...Q2 .10 
Maar ,02 ~ .10 .til 
Church Aston ,02 ..Q2 ,10 
Bradfield Green ,02 .J]2 .10 .& 
Admaston .05 .af12. .05 
Ellenhall ,10 i Eyton upon Weald ,10 

Moor 
Kynnersley , .10 : j' 

Moddershall .10 
Uffington .10 
WhHgreave .10 
Wolledon .10 
Knighton .10 
Ellard! ne Heath .05 .a!l.2. .05 
Sunbury Heath .10 .all 
Colwich .05 .s.Q2 ,05 
Sam brook ,15 ..it 
fradswell .02 ...Q2 .05 

1 lee Brockhurst ,02 ...Q2 .05 
Poynton .02 ...Q2 ,05 I 

Onneley .02 ..Q2 ,05 
Steel Heath ,02 ..Q2. .10 i 

,,' 

Hanchurch .02 ...91 .05 
Brindley .02 ...9.2. ,05 
Gayton ,05 

I 

Moreton Say ,05 .& 
Chapel CharI ton ,10 

:-\ 

Dispersed 1,09 2.23 3.95 1.08 2,44 

, 

: 

)..,J.~. , 



concentration from this short list, with coefficients of 

0.372 ani .350 respectively, followed closely by banks at 0.320. 
The coefficients are relatively .snall, but it should be remembered 

that we are effectively measuring the concentration of functlons 

not in one centre, but in a group comprising the dozen or so 

larger centres in the universe of settlements. Of the nine 

functions studied in this way food shops were, predictably, 

,the least concentrated in their mode of occurrence. The 

I/Stlll1P .. group" of "other retail" establishments had a 

coefficient of 0.084 showing marked Similarity in distribution 

with the overall pattern, but household goods and clothing 

with coefficients of 0.116 and 0.122 were more concentrated. 

This variation in the coefficients of localisation illustrates 

the ubiquity of the general food store, and it shows that 

there are higher order goods and services such as clothing 

shops, barncs and solicitors which cluster together in a few 

large centres. At a more specialised level of enquiry the 

coefficients for shops dealing in photographic equipment 

and those providing office furniture are 0.446 and 0.683 
respectively. 

Table 3.4 also reveals structural differences between 

the composition of the retail and service provision of the different 

centres. For example most of the larger centres show positive 

deviations in the clothing and footwear, household goods and 

'other' retail sectors, and a deficit in food. In one or two 

cases there are positive loadinss on food - e.g. Nantwich, 

and Oakengates, but this can be explained by,the fact that 

these towns are overshadowed by more important neighbours. 

These positive loadings are an expression of the balance of 

different functional types within each townJ i.e. a positive 

deviation in one sector indicates that a town has more 
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establishments of that type than it would have if tne members of that 

Sector were distributed in the same way as the overall pattern. 

Of the urban centres.. Shrewsbury" N'.;;wcastle" Crewe.. Stafford, 

vJelllngton .. Whitchurch, Harket Drayton. Stone and ,,'em :show positive load.ings 

on at least two of the three non-food retail sectors. A few of the 

larger villages show positive deviations on non-food groups, explained 

by the provision of vUlase drapers/cloth:Lng shops or hardware stores. 

Examples of this group are Shifnal .. Penkrldge .. Hadley .. Eccleshall, 

AUdley.. Shawbury" vloore etc. The commonest pattern however was for 

the smaller villages to show a small positive loading on food establishments 

and primary schools, and a deficit (not tabulated) in all other sectors. 

Figures 3)+ and 3.5 show the spatial pattern of centres with positive 

loadings on various retail and service sectors. In 3. 4 the circles which 

l'epresent centres of different orders have been split into four sectors, 

fOOd, clothing, hardware and other retail; where a centre has a positive 

deViation in one or more of these sectors the circle is shaded appropriately_ 

Of the urban centres only Oakengates has a positive deViation in the food 

Sector and the other tONns most frequently have deviations in the other 

th~ee divisions. 

Figure 3.5 shows that there are many more centres withpositlve 

loadings in service sectors than there are for retail groups, and it has 

already been n~ted that many of' the smaller settlements owe much of the:!.r 

Centrality to their provision of services. In most of' the minor (i.e. 

grade 6, 5 and 7) centres on this map however the deviations in the 'banl{ I 

Sector for places such as \-'1oore, Hodnot and Sha'i,Ybury are accounted tor b~r 

a Single establishment. It is for this reason that centres have been shown 

by their hierarchical grade (i), obviously a one percent deviation in any 
~,---,~-.,.... ... - .... -.. -.. "."'.-" ........ ~ ... ~.,~~--,~",---.~ .. ,-.-........ -..,-:--.->'< ........ -'<.~ .. -'''--... '''' ... ---------...,-......,. ... - ..... - ...... --, ... ...------~ .. ,..,..-,"'~----

(1) Defined here by the progressive &,Touping method. described in chapter 
6. 
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sector is larger in absolute terms for a ;::;rade 1 centre than for a 2;ra~:lc 

6 settlement. 

It is not legitimate to make direct comparisons between centres from 

these figures. Thus it t'lould be wrong to conclude for instance that 

because Staf.Cord has a positive deviation in the clothing sector, it 

has better shopping facilities of this kj.nd than does Shrewsbury which 

shows no such positive loading. Rather the figures are a comment U90n 

the structure of retail and service facilities in each centre and 1n 

the above context it would be possible to say that Stafford has a 

greater provision of clothing stores than one would expect from its 

total number of retall establishments. 
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Chapter 4 - Alternative approaches to the measurement of 

The previous chapter examined in some detail the incidence 

of a broad range of retail, service and social functions in 

different centres, and the way in which these can be used to 

measure a settlement's total functional status. It is instructive 

however to approach the measurement of centrality from several 

alternative directions, since each direction will illuminate a 

different aspect of a settlement's total centrality. This 

chapter examines alternative functions and functional relationships, 

but it should be pointed out at an early stage that many of the 

approaches discussed prove to be unsatisfactory analytical tests, 

(at least in the context of the present study), and that to some 

extent the conclusions reached are negative ones. 

Alternative retail measures. 

f,1easures of centrality based upon some aspect of retail 

business figure prominently -indeed dominantly -in most central 

place studies, and the reasons for this are fairly clear. Retail 

functions are relatively easy to measure, they are widely 

distributed in settlements of all sizes, and since retail 

establishments are visited by the general public as consumers more 

frequently, and more consistently than commercial or ~rofessional 

establishments, they must form the most important element of a 

town's centrality in relation to its hinterland. 

Retail functions were examined by means of a location 

coefficient in chapter 3, and in terms of functional surplus and 

deficit later in this chapter, but other approaches have been 
1 tried by a number of other workers and R.L. Davies has recently 



compared alternative measures of retail centrality and attractiveness 

in shopping models. One of the primary difficulties in merely 

using the number of retail units is that shops vary in size, quality, 

variety of stock etc: hence different workers have tried to 

develop refinements which break away from a crude counting of 
2 shop units. DaVies however suggests that at many levels of 

enquiry the collection and processing of extensive functional 

data, and its subsequent use in sophisticated measures of 

centrality presents few advantages of accuracy over more straight

forward measures. Additionally Davies W.K.D?has shown a close 

correlation (Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient = +0.99) in 

the Rhondda between centrality values based upon simple shop 

numbers and those calculated from data weighted by the number of 

assistants. . 

Berry 4 has suggested that the number of different business 

types which occur in a settlement identify the centre's status 

more accurately than the number of business establishn1ents. In 

short, variety of prOVision is more diagnostic than volUme. 

Fig.4.l shows the relationship between the number of establiShments 

and the number of distinct retail functions for all the settlements 

in the study area, and it can be seen that the relationship is 

far from simple. At the lowest level on fig. 4.1 the relationship 

is virtually meaningless, for at this level many settlements 

possess only a single retail establishment, represented by a 

general store performing several different, although not 

necessarily distinct or obvious, functions. At high levels the 

functional breadth of the retail proviSion increases only slowly 

with increasing size (measured by n~nber of establishments). Thus 
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the characteristic'of the upper level centres is a multiplication 
of outlets, and consequently an increase in compet:i.tion and the 

range of choice for a given good, rather than an increase in the 

diversity of retail equipment. 

Only in the middle order do the number of retail functions 

distinguish rank differences more sensitively than do the number of 

establishments. The variation which the relationship between 

retail functions and retail establishments undergoes throughout 

the scale of settlement size means that its value as a grading 

deVice is limited. 

In the higher levels of the sca1e,competition between 

direct rivals intensifies as the number of units in each branch 

of retail business increases. This leads to the distinction which 

has often been drawn by previous workers between the principles 

of I1convenience rt and"competition" in shopping behaviour. 

Convenience shops provide a wide range of relatively 

standardised, perishable and non-perishable 'everyday' goods which 

are quickly consumed and frequently purchased. More specialised 

shops provide relatively durable goods, required less frequently 

and where an element of choice and comparison is important to the 

purchaser. with its corollary that suppliers are in direct 

competition. '!his distinction is reflected in the general shape 

of the relationship in fig.4.1. As the hierarchy is a.scended 

so the principle of competition between like establishments in 

the non-food groups becomes stronger, and the range of choice 
) 

between lik~€Stabllshments is a more important aspect of 
I 

centrality. 

Thus an infrastructure of convenience shops, especially food 
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and general stores is found throu.chout tl~e l'anse of settlement 

sizes and types, but it is only j.n the truly central places of 

substantial size that the specialised srlOps occur and multiply 

competi tively. tJlore precisely this statement should be reversed. 

i.e. it is largely the possession of spec1.alised shops which gj.ve a 

settlement its centrality. As Boesch 5 points out f' .•. the qual~.ty 
of services available in a locality defines its degree of centrality, 

while the quantity of services available is in general only a fun~tion 

of the mll'Hber of people served". 

The Itconvenlence-versus-competitive" division has achieved 

widespread use in the procedures for planning new shopping 

development, and the principle can be applied to the problem of 

rank measurement. The most easily applied, and conveniently used 

division of the total retail structure is derived by equatinG 

food shops to 'convenience'trade, and non-food to the competitIve, 

or durable sector, and this is useful despite its crudeness. 

This division dismisses the small centres catering only for day

to-day food requirements, and gives a proper emphasis to those 

centres with a higher proportion of speCialised shops. Fig 4.2 
shows the larger, more important centres to have relatively small 

sectors representing the food shops; if central shopping areas 

only were to be conSidered, the sectors would be proportionately 

still smaller. 

Table 4.1 lists the larger centres in order of the percentaGe 

of non-food shops in the central area. A rudimentary index of 

retail centrality (H. C.) can be derived from this data, w~"ere 

(R.C.) = Total No. of Central Area shops x % of non-food Central 
Area shops 

100 

Column 3 of table 4.1 shows the index of Retail Centrality (R.C.) 
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Table 4.1 The Proportion of Non-Food shops and the Index of Retail Centrality (RC) 

1 2 3 4 5 

Town/Village % Non-Food Index of Retail Rank Rank by retail score 
Central ity (RC) from Table 3.1 

Shrewsbury 85.4 233.14 1 1 

Crewe 83.5 132.76 4 4 

stone 78.3 46.98 9 10 

Wellington 78.1 89.82 6 6 

Newcastle 77.7 149.96 3 3 

Stafford 17.5 155.00 2 2 

Nantwich 76.4 100.08 5 5 

Oakengates 75.5 46.05 10 9 

Whi tchurch 72.8 74.98 7 7 

Shifna1 71.8 24.41 13 13 

Market Drayton 71.6 68.03 8 8 

Newport 70.0 35.00 11 11 

Shavi ngton 64.3 9.00 19 20 

Wem 60.5 26.01 12 12 

Eccleshall 58.3 13.99 16 17 

Shaw bury 54.3 5.97 21 24 

Hadley 53.8 13.98 17 15 

Aud1ey 52.2 12.00 18 18 

Penkridge 50.0 15.00 15 16 

Betley 50.0 3.00 25 32 

Audlem 45.5 5.00 22 22 

Bodnet 44.5 4.00 23 )0 

Madeley 44.5 4.00 23 21 
Gnossa1 43.0 6.02 20 21 

Oonnington 41.5 17.84 14 14 

Spearman Rank Correlation coefficient between columns 4 and 5 is R • 0.949 



calculated in this manner for each of the larger settlements, and it 

can be seen that the ranking of towns thus produced corresponds very 

closely to the rankings produced by the more sophisticated retail 

techniques in chapter 3. This index is not put forward as a 

definite or final measure of centrality, but in view of its great 

simplicity, and substantial agreement with more rigorous methods 

it can be considered a ·useful tool for the rapid assessment of.' 

.retail centrality and ranking. 

Functional Surplus and Deficit. 

A slightly different view of the centrality of a settlement 

involves an assessment of the central functions it possesses in 

excess of some theoretical figure computed on the basis 01' its 

resident population. The assumption that a central place performs 

functions for a hinterland population is fundamental to the whole 

of central place study, and many workers have tried to isolate 

this external or hinterland element. For instance Ullman 6 
suggested at an early date that centrality could be measured by 

calculating the functions which a town possessed in addition to 

those needed to meet its o~~ immediate requirements. 

In the present study an attempt has been made to comptl1;)e the 

retail and service facilities possessed by towns and villages, with 

the facilities which they could theoretically be expected to provide 

purely on the basis of their size, measured by their resident 

populations. Thus the centrality values of all retail establishments 

and of all services have been summed, and a theoretical score has 

been calculated for the retail Qnd service faoilities provided 

in the whole area per thousand of the population. This notional 
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score was 9.48 retail points and 4.58 service points per thousand. 

The actual scores for eac!:l settlement were then compared with 

those theoretically expected and a difference (i.e. a surplus or 

a deficit) established. TI1ese are listed in Table 4.2. 

Within the limits of the underlying assumption that each person 

in the area both requires and receives an identical standard of 

service provision, it is possible to suggest thatthe towns showing 

a surplus of points are providing retail and service facilitj,es 

for consumers outside of their administrative boundaries. n1e 

surplus pOints could of course be expressed also in terms of their 

equivalence to a surplus, or external population, thus $1rewsbury's 

retail surplus of 235.15 points is equivalent to an additional 

population of 24,800 (235.15/9.48L but it was thousht that the 

greatest practical value of the exercise was in establishing the 

relative positions of settlements on a scale of surpluses and 

deficits. 

At first the differences between observed and expected scores 

for each settlement were expressed as standard deviations from 

the area, but this obscured the real scale of surpluses and deficits; 

in particular small departures from the mean for large settlements 
, 7 

had their importance disguised. To avoid losing the soalealtogether 

Whilst allowing a wide range of settlements to be considered the 

score differences for each centre were transformed logarithmically. 

One constraint to be noted 1s that the.allooation of 9.48 
retail points tmd 4.58 service points per thousand of the population 

takes no account of how these points are made up. Tnus although 

the figures are partially composed of points accruing from the 

highest order funotions there is no suggestion that the smaller' 

villages should posses these. functions. Thus the expected scores 

calculated on the basis of each centre's resident population will 

be an over-estimate for the'small settlements" and an under-estimate 
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for the tOi'ffiS. 

The ftmctional surpluses and deficits of the 50 largest cen~res 

in the area have been plotted from Table 4.2 on to a g:r'aph, Figur'c 

4.). One axis represents surplus or deficit pOints on the retan scale 

and the other relates to services. The relationship between th,::; retail 

and service provision of each centre and its resident population is 

illustrated by th9 centre's position relative to the two axes, but as 

previously suggested the similarity between towns in these respects 

is of more interest than their absolute positioni3. 

Settlements have been grouped in Figure 4.3 on a simple nearest 

neigilbour basis as an approach to determining a hierarchy of cent!'al 

places. As an approximation, centres could be ranked along an axis 

running from top right to bottom left, but this is far from being a 

sImple line with a regular gradient. It is more valid in fact to 

use the figure as a means of identifying groups of' settlements with 

Similar functional surpluses and deficits. The anomalous position of 

tmdoubtedly important central places like Newcastle and Crewe, illustrates 

the limitations of equating centrality with the posseSSion by a centre 

of facilities in addition to those "required" by its immediate reSidents. 

The position of maximum centrality on the graph oocurs in the top 

right hand corner where a surplus of both retail and service points 1s 

recorded. It is in this corner that most of the old-established 

market towns are placed, but there are also many large villages suc!h as 

Eccleshall, Penkridge and Shaw bury , which for tt!e most part are 

relatively isolated centres serving as low order central places for rural 

areas of modest size. Settlements in this quarter have been grouped into 
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(1) f.1ain centres, (2) Subsidiary centres and (3) Central Villaees. 

The first group includes Shre'l'lsbury ~ Nantwich, \,lhitchurch and Market 

Drayton; all strong centres with well defined trade areas. Group 2 

comprises urban centres and large villages and group 3 contains villages 

ranging in population from 600 - 2,500. 

In the top left quarter is a group of large suburban settlements 

with retail facilities more elaborate than would be expected from 

their population size but deficient in services. The surplus of retail 

facilities is almost certainly apparent rather than real, and is due 

to an underestimate of the population of the settlements. (1) Service 

facilities in this group are invariably skeletal and the relevant 

functions are provided by adjacent towns. 

Two groups of villages are located in the lower right hand sector 

which represents retail deficit and service surplus. The difference 
," 

between the two groups is one of degree rather than type. Service 

villages I have retail facilities equal to, or slightly less than 

expectations, and a SUbstantial service surplus, whereas group II 

have a retail deficit and a modest service surplus. r.lost of these 

settlements are free standing villages providing such services as 

a primary school, a doctor, a police-house and occaSionally a bank 

for small external populations. Th:l.s is a re-statement of the point 

made elsewhere, that at lower levels in the order, centrality derives 

from service rather than retail functions. 

Finally the bottom left quadrant shows def1<?its on both retail 

and service scores and this contains many settlements. With only 

two exceptions these fall into a group which may conveniently be 

(1) The population of villages and suburban settlements for which no 
direct census data was available were estimated from their number 
of dwelling units listed in local authority rating and valuation 
lists. 
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termed 'co~~uter villages'. The ir populations range from 1,000 -8,000 
and in all respects they are closely linked to nearby tovms, which 

provide the required retail and service facilities, as well as 

employment opportunities. 

Three important towns fail to accord with the antiCipated pattern. 

Newcastle and Crewe are shown to have deficits in both retailing and 

services, and Stafford, a county tovm, has a substantial service 

deficit. The reasons for these apparent anomalies are both actual 

and methodological. Newcastle, althoug.~ an important central place 

providing a wide range of goods and services for much of rural north

west Staffordshire, owes its inferior status on Figure 4.3 to its 

position within the trade shadow of other centres. An intricate 

nesting arrangement of service areas exists whereby NJwcastle caters 

for a SUbstantial external population, but many of the to~~people 

obtain goods and services from nearby centres in the Potteries, 

and especially Hanley. 

In a similar way Crewe loses trade to Chester and also to its 

near neighbour Nantwich. Since the retail score 1s based upon the 

number of establishments, rather than turnover, Nantwich with a large 

number of relatively small shops and its specialisation at the higher 

quality end of the retail trade, gains over Crewe. In addition 

Crewe's socio-economic strullture is biased towards the lower end of 

the income scale relative to other centres in the area, so almost 

certainly the demand for goods and services is lower here than 

elsewhere. (1) If Crewe and Nentwioh are considered as complementary 

centres. their combined scores show a small service surplus and a 
large retail surplus. 

(I) 1966 Census Table 14. 

00 cJpational Crewe 
Class M.B. 

% professional/r1anagerial 
classes, I .. 2,3,4, ~3. 5.' 
% ue~~~11I1 10.6 

Oaken
gates 

U.D. 
6.6 
7·1 

Economically active and retired 
males 15 years plus 
~m:ews. 'Welling.. Newcast- stafford 
flr.B. u~B? l\1:~. M.B. 

15.' 14.4 
8.1 9.6 

16.0 
7.7 
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The apparently anomalous positi.on of Stafford is an indication 

of unintentional bias in the selection of services for consideration. 

~& services chosen favour the marlcet to'!.'ms and major villages but deflate 

the real scores of the larger centres. This could be rectified by the 

inclusion of hi~1er order services unique to the large centres~ e.g. 

lawcourts, medical consultants, technical schools. The groups of 

settlements identified in Figure 4.3 have been mapped in Figure 4.4 
It is difficult to say that this represents a truly hierarchical pattern 

of central places, for several to'\'ms which do not form part of a group 

have been omitted - e.g. Crewe, Newcastle and Stafford. The reasons 

for these anomalies have already been discussed. The largest surplus 

of both retail and service functions are shown by the free standing 

market towns, e.g. Wellington, vlhitchurch, [Ilarket Drayton and Nantwich, 

ani these together with Shrewsbury form the top tier of the hierarchy 

of functional surpluses. Suburban settlements cluster around Crewe/ 

Nantwich, and to a lesser extent around Welllngton/Oakengates, and there 

is a relative paucity of centres in the west of the area. 

With the exception of the pOSitions of the three towns of Crewe, 

Newcastle and Stafford there is some comparison between the ranking 

of settlements by their functional surplus/deficit, and that derived 

from their total functional prOVision, but there is little agreement 

between the groups identified by each method. This is understandable 

on the basis that a functional surplus/deficit approach groups settlements 

according to type, with size (measured both in terms of population and 

functions) as a secondary element. Grouping the total functional score 

places more emphasis upon actual functional size. 

A refinement to the above analysis is available in certain cases 

in that details of the retail turnover for different categories of goods 
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is aVailable from the 1961 Census of Distribution. (1) KnOi'iing the 

average family expenditure on different goods it is possible to calculate 

how many households are being provided with each kind of good by each 

town. (2) The turnover for durable goods was divided by the average 

annual family expenditure on these goods. and the number of families 

Supplied by each centre was thereby calculated. This figure was converted 

into the number of persons, and where a surplus over the town's resident 

population resulted it indicated that an external population was being 

served. 

Table 4.3 records the surplus or deficit shopping populations being 

provided with durable goods in the study area. Four towns" eret%" 

Shrewsbury, Wellington and Stafford show large surplus populations, and 

most of the small country towns are also shown to have an external trade 

area for durable goods. Again Newcastle is anomalous. This is 

undoubtedly an important central place and market town for much of North 

Staffordshire" and yet it records a deficit population of 902. The 

reasons for this apparent contradiction have already been discussed and 

point further to the limitations of regarding centrality purely in terms 

of central equipment possessed by each town. 

(1) Retail turnover figures are available only for centres classified as 
urban districts, and then only for entire local authority areqa, except 
in the case of towns over 50,000 population. where a central area is 
defined. 

(2) Household expenditure was tru<en from the Regional Tables (table 3) 
of the Family Expenditure Survey 1962. This figure was weighted 
according to the social structure of each town as suggested by 
Kantorowich in 'Regional Shopping Centres in N.W. England' University 
of Manchester 1964. A household was taken to be ,3.05 persons. Retail 
turnover data comes from Table 3 of the 1961 Census of Distribution 
and from information supplied by the Board of Trade. DUrable goods 
are here defined as all retail goods less food, confectionery and 
tobacco. 
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TABLE 4.3. 
External populations served by towns, calculated from 

Retail Turnover and Family Expenditure Data 

Town 

Shrewsbury 

Crewe 

vie 11 ingt on 

Stafford 

Newport 

Whitchurch 

Market Drayton 

Nantwich 

\vem 

Newcastle 

Stone 

Oakengates 

Surplus/Deficit population for durable goods 

53,670 
33,053 
16,000 

12,937 
6,370 

5,410 

3,975 
2,890 

16 

- 902 
-1,317 

-3,2d3 
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In sharp contrast to its position of retail deficit in Figure 

4.3 Crewe is here shown to have a substantial surplus population. This 

is due to the difference in assessing retail status as the nwnber of 

establishments or as total turnover. G~ewe has a relatively small 

number of central area shops but they are mostJjlarge efficient units 

with high individual turnovers. 

Non-retail Measures of Centrality. 

The total centrality of a settlement 1s the result of a complex 

amalgam of functions. The retaH,service and aocial functions are 

examined at length in this thesis, but at this stage it 1s proposed 

briefly to introduce two more components of the overall pattern. These 

two components are the market function, and the employment function; 

the Justification for their inclusion is partly that they indicate the 

expansive nature of the concept of centrality, but also because by their 

Unmanageable and inconclusive nature they help to explain wl~ so much 

emphasis is given elsewhere, and in this work, to retail and service 

functions. 

The existence of a livestock or produce market in a settlement was 

long the primary evidence of tov-m/country interaction, and in a rural 

area such as this it remains an undeniable expression that a tOim or 

Village is acting as a central place. The market function is not easy 

to quantify since there is much variation in size, frequency of occurrence 

and efficiency, but it is evident that a market contributes to a town's 

centrality, not only in its own right" but also in the form of the 

increased business which it generates for goods and services, 

During this century there has been extensive rationalisation of 

the market structure" and as with retailing functions, it is the smaller 

Centres which have been disadvantaged. Improvements in transport in 

particular have brought advantages to the larger, better organised 
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markets, although this in turn has meant that communication centres 

such as Crewe have developed as regional markets, thus overwhelming 

their original local centrality. 

Figure 4.5 compares market patterns :i.n 1927 and 1967. The 

most obvious change in the forty years has been the r<?duction in the 

number of market locations. In 1927 there were 21 livestock markets 

in the area, but by 1967 this had been reduced to 10 centres, the 

years between 1938 and 1946 witnessing the most severe contraction. 

The extinction of produce mar'kets has been less marked. Only two, 

those at Audlem and Oal~eng;ates mosad wi thin the time span, and 

with the exception of Penkridge this is now an entirely urban 

function. 

The periodicity of markets suggests that in some well

developed towns one can anticipate three hinterlands: -

(1) the market day hinterland embracing rural shoppers. 

(2) the restricted weekday hinterland. 

(3) the Saturday hinterland embracing particularly shoppers from 
smaller towns, suburban villages etc. 

Centrality and Place of Work. 

In many respects journey to work patterns are an nltegral 

part of central place study, although they are rarely treated as 

such: certainly they give expression to a force, or forces, 

drawing people from a contrlbutary areas to a central location 

where the need to earn can be fulfilled. A pattern of central 

places drawn up on the basis of workplace-flow would bear some 

semblance to one based upon retail or set'vice provision ,but there 

ill 
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would also be many differences. 

Only in the simplest of possible cases is the Journey to work 

movement a simple radial one, overwhelmingly inwards from a labour 

catchment area to an urban centre. There 1s in practlce often a 

considerable backflm1 of ''lorkers resident in the towns but employed 

in rural or suburban situations. The sources of employment are not 

so strongly centralised in urban locations as is the provision of 

most goods and services, so journey to work patterns are 

correspondlnglyless focused on urban centres than are journeys to 

shop or to service provision. 

Tne dominant pattern of journey to work movements in much of 

the study area is a complex pattern of inter-town and inter-district 

daily exchanges of working population. Nevertheless all towns of 

Significant employment development have a labour catchment area, 

so the journey to work is therefore in principle a factor in 

centrality. 

Figure 4. 6 shows the totals of daily influx and eflu,'t of 

workers for local authority districts in the area. There can be 

no generalisation about towns having a net daily Inflovl, and rural 

areas a net outward movement. The largest absolute inflows are 

to the urban areas of CreNe, Stafford, Shrewsbury and Newcastle, 

and to the R.D.C. areas of stone and Wellington. The urban areas 

provide a wide range of secondary and tertiary employment, and 

the rural districts are favoured by the location of four large 

employers, viz. the Royal Ordnance Depot and Joseph Sankey's 

engineering works in Wellington R.D.C., and the WedgNood factory 

and the C.E.G.B. power station in Stone R.D.C. 
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The largest gross daily outmovements are mostly from rural 

areas, especially Nantwich, Newcastle, stone and Stafford, but 

substantial eflux occurs also from Newcastle M.B., 1,rJellington 

U.D. and Oakengates U.D. The three urban areas in what is now 

the desig;nated New TOlvTI of Telford all show daily outmlgrations 

by these 1961 census figures; this is a result of the t\'10 

large employers noted above, and of a colliery located just to 

the east of the urban areas. It is within this small area that 

the most dramatio changes can be anticipated in the next few 

decades. 

T.1e attractiveness of a town as an employment centre can 

be gauged from the figur'es for the daily movements of the working 

population. For example the Simple index in table 4.4 indicates 

the employment in each urban area as a percentage of the number 

of residents in employment. These figures however give no 

indication of the size of the to\<I'ns, or the movements, and 

because they are net, they obsoure the true nature of the inward, 

central move, A more indicative, but still approximate measure 

of the employment centrality of different towns, cen therefore 

be gained from Table 4.5 which indioates the daily inmovements 

to urban areas. The correlation between tO~n1S ranked by their 

daily inflow of population, and by their total retail and service 

score is significant at the one percent level (Spearmans R =O.8l9L 

but it should be .noted that all of the towns in this area perform 

important retail and service functions for surrounding districts; 

a Similar correlation would not therefore be expected in a more 

industrial area. 

n1is chapter has illustrated the complex nature, and some of 

the many facets of the concept of centrality. Some of the 

approaches have shown themselves to be unwortl1Y of extension per se l 
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they are unsatisfactory measures of urban centrality in themselves 

but they do go some way towards an integTated presentation of the 

concept. 

Of the alternative approaches outlined here, only the 

discussion on functional surplus/deficit would seem of positive 

value in the resolution of central place relationships. By relating 

the functional equipment of settlements to their resident population 

this technique indicates the Inagnitude and direotion of the 

functional surplus or deficit, and enables the comparative positions 

of different centres to be plotted, and the subsequent isolation 

of groups of settlements with similar functional characteristics. 
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Chapter 5 -
Central Places at Lower Level~ 

Few central place studies are explicit about lower or'der 

settlements. l Of necessity much of the foregoing analysis has been 

confined to large, functionally complex centres of middle or high 

raru(, but it is felt that a substantial examination of the problems 

of central place study at lower levels is relevant in a survey of 

an area that contains so many settlements of small size and less 

than urban status. 

T;.'1e definition of a village and its distinction from a town 

is perhaps an exercise In semantlcs,for the name is applied to a 

wide variety of settlement types. The past two decades have seen 

immense changes in the structure of villages all overBri ta:i.n, and 

undoubtedly the main agents of change have been firstly the 

development of rural bus services and subsequently the spread of 

private car ownership. Tne increase in personal mobility brou~1t 

about particularly by the car has changed many villages from self

contained communities into dormitory settlelemts for nearby towns. 

Tne prestige of living in these settlements has ensured the 

contl,nuatlon of the apellation "village It , but many, like W1staston 

and flaslington are urban or suburban outliers with only a peeudo

village structure. 

~~e small settlements conSidered here are defined as those 

villages, numbering 157 in all, which fall below the fundamental 

break in Table 6.3 ; in general these are 'villages' not only in 

terms of rank-order, but also in population size. 

statistioally the correlation between resident populations 
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of these settlements, and their functional complexity (measured as 

their total score for retail, service and social f'acil:It;es) 

appears to be relatively hiGh. (r = 0.425, signicant at the 0.1 

percent confidence level). 

A regression analysis of village centrality scores upon 

population size however shOl'ls that this high degree of correlation 

is in part deceptive. (see FiGure 5.1.) Although the correlation 

is hi~1, population alone is shown to be a poor basis upon which 

to estimate a village's centrality score. The main restriction is 

that the data ls hlghly skewed, that is, it is disproporti.onately 

concentrated among villages with less than 300 people. In the light 

of this non-normal distribution the graph must be interpreted 

cautiously, and conclusions drawn from which it will relate only to 
2 

the universe immediately at hand. With these limitations in mind 

the regreSSion and correlation e,xercises are conSidered to be a 

worth'Nhlle analytical tool for our purposes. 3 

The unsuitability of using population as a basis for predicting 

a villases score, in spite of the significant correlation between the 

two factors is sl1.own :i.n Figure 5.1 by the large size of the 
(i) 

standard error. In numer:l.cal terms the standard error Sa c 3.16; 

thus for a village of population say 

estimated from the regression line as 

extremes within which the score might 

200, the score can only be 

4.05 ±. 6.32. Thus the 
, (1i) 

fall range from + 10.37 to o. 

One of the main merits of Figure 5. 1 however 1 and the one which 

justifies its inclusion, is that it does identify those villages 

whose relationship between score and population divere€s by'more 

(1) '!he calculation of the standard error Sa does. not involve the 
assumption that the data is distributed normally. 

(il) vfuere there is a 95 percent probability that a c 4.05 t 2 Sa. 
The score cannot be < 0 
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than one standard error (positive or negative) from the mean. The 

category of settlements Nhich diverge from tIle mean by more than 

one positive standard error which may therefore be consldored to 

have an e2rcess of functions in relation to population s:Lze is 

listed in Table 5. 1 . 

T.L'03L:~ 5 .1. 
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Vala/38 

Whitmore 
Ashley 

Divergence from f-Iean 
(No. of stand. Errors) 

Divergence from Iviean 
(No. of' Stand. Errors). 

High Ercall 
Binstock 
Fulford 
Che sward ine 
upton ~1agna 
~eston-under-Trent 

, Hixon 
Ed;::;mond 

4.0 Colwich 
).7 
2.8 
2.7 
2!4 
2-3 
2.0 
2.0 
1.9 
1.9 

Ou:!.ton 
Seighford 
Stanton-U-H:Lne 
Clive 

Heath 

Rodington 
Barthomley 
Weston-under-LizaTd 
Norton-in-Hales 
Ca1verhall 

1.9 
1.6 
1.3 
1.3 
1.3 
1.3 
1.2 
1.1 
1.1 
1.1 

To identify these aD truly central villages however would be hasty, 

for several such as Wistaeton and Edgmond have been cited elsewhel:'e 

as essentially suburban settlements. rllany of the villaces owe 

their position in the taole to a strong soclal component in their 

overall centrality score,and this 1s the case with quite small 

villages such as Wb.itmore and Fulford which have extremely poor 

retail and service facilities. In addition some of the small 

settlements appear in the list not because of their range of retail 

and service facilities but by virtue of their small population. 

Thus Barthomley and Stanton-U-Hine Heath both have but a slnGle small 

shop, but because their populations are less than 100 they 

consequently have a higher than average provision of retail 

facilities per head of population. 



At the other extreme is a small group of settlements ""hich 

have a score/population relationship greater than one ne~,;atJv.e 

standard error away from the mean. These are shown in Table 5.2 

TABLS 5.2. 

Vi 11 a.r;e 

Miles Green 
Baldwins Gate 
Stapeley 

Divergence from mean 
(No, of Stand. Errors) 

1. 0 (s) 
1.1 (s) 
1.1 (s) 

Prees Higher Heath 1. 2 (S) 

DiverGence from mean 
(No. of ,stand. Errors). 

Little Madeley 
Little Haywood 
Blythe Bridge 
vlalton 

1. 2 (SC) 
1. 7 (Sc) 
1.8 (3) 
2.)(S) 

Without exception these low scoring settlements may be El.Kplained 

by two reasons. Tne first and that which applies to most of the 

group is that the villages are suburban or commuter settlements of 

recent groNth (S), often w:i.th relatively high income populations and 

consequently high car-ownership ratios~ which look to nearby towns 

for even the lowest order goods and services. The remainder may be 

accounted for by their position of complementary (C) with another 

nearby or adjoining village wi1ich provides the bulk of goods and 

services for both settlements. Wl'lcther it 1s valid to clai.m high 

centrality for the villages in Table 5.1 depends upon the definition 

of the word "centrality" and the structure of the quantitative 

measures that have been used to describe it. w~at the social component 

measures in the centrality score, is the scale of social activity and 

the degree of sooial organisation within a settlement. This may 

appear to be an insecure basiS for claiming any real distinction for a 

village, but it has been shown elsewheret!'.at there is a strong 

correlation between the ranldne;s of villages on a social basis 

and rankinG by retail and service prOVision (ref. Chaptel"' 3p. 71) 

and there is a strong case· for suggesting that social vita1:lty 

presents another and important dimens10n of the centrality of small 

settlements. 
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To remove any bias which may have been caused by the use of 

this sooial component, the village scores for retail and service 

functions have been plotted against population in F'icure 5. 2. 

Again the scatter of data ani the size of the standard error show 

that in spite of a hig.J,. correlation coefficient of r == +0.62 

(significant at 0.1 percent level) it is inadvisable to expect a 

close relationship between individual village scores and their 

population sizes. For a villa80 of population 200 it is only possible 
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to state with a 95 percent probability that the score will be 1.85 i" 1.9[5, 

i.e. the range is more than twice as large as the mean predicted value. 

A;;ain the only value of this correlation and regression analysis 

lies with its identification of extreme anomalies and as vdth the 

first case it 1s possible to isolate settlements where the 

score/population ratio varies extenSively from the mean. Those 

villaces with excessively larGe scores for their populatlon are listed 

in Table 5.3. 
TABLE 5.3. 

V:t11ap;e Divergence from Nean 
(No. of Stand. L'rrors) 

Hixon 
Halmer End 
Weston-under-Lizard 
Vlrenbury 
Haughton 
S~lf9!lllerton 
Ashley 
vlrockwarcUne 
Binstock 
Loggerheads 
"Jeston (Crewe) 
Worleston 

)·9 
3.4 
2.6 
2.3 
2.2. 
2.1 
1.9 
1.9 
1.9 
1.8 
1.8 
1.8 

Weston-under-Trent 
Sandon 
()u1.ton 
Bromstead Heath 
Milford 
Whitmore 
Croxton 
Cotes Heath· 
High Ercall 
T1ttensor 
Woods eaves 
Alpraham , 
Church Eaton 

Divergence from Ivk~an 

(No. of Stand. Errors). 

1.7 
1.6 
1. 1;-

1.4 
1.4 
1.3 
1.) 
1.3 
1.2 
1.1 

·1.1, 
.1.1 
1.1 

Only one third of these villages also appear in Table 5.1, but the 
table above contains fewer .suburban/commuter settlements than Table 5.1-
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Asain we should be cautious in interpeting the settlem(mts 

in Table 5.3 as true central villages. One particular constraint 

lies in the size of shops, 1-'Thieh in villages vary widel~r. Since 

the excesses noted from the graph depend upon the number of' shops 

found in each village, we must also note that a settlement VIi th 

two, or even three small and old-fashioned general stores may 

have a smaller retail turnover, and a more restricted cho:i.ce of 

goods than a village witn one large modern store. This cautiona!'y 

note alGo applies to the villages with scores greater than one 

negative standard error ai-Jay from the mean shm..;n in Table 5.4. 

TABLE 5.~·. 
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Village Divergence from the Mean Divergence from fllean 

Milwich 
Br1ndley 
Fradwell 
Colwich 
Church Aston 
Derrington 
Qn.neley 
Admaston 

(No. of Stand. ;~~rors). 

1.1 
1.1 
1.1 
1.1 
1.2 
1.2 
1.2 
1.2 

(No. of Stand . .Errors). 

Blythe Bridge 1.2 
Gayton 1.3 
Chapel C'norlton 1.3 
Little Madeley 1.3 
Moreton Gay 1. 5 
Little Haywood 1.9 
Walton 2.7 

A comparison of Table 5.1 and 5.3 suggests that comrnu·'.;er 

villages rely f.l'fOre heavily on the $ocial component in thei.r 

centrality sores foX' the rank: assigned to them, than do more 

rural. villages. In a ~eal sense this 1s true; the only power 

to attract external populations to ITIany commuter villages1s 

their often considerable socia.l vitality# for they offer virtually 

no retail or service provision. 



The functional equipment of villages 

It has already been susgested ti~at most villates hav£~ un:jergone 

considerable functional cllanges in the past few decades. Many vl.l1a~:cs 

have declined in importance but others have adjusted. to neN role::; and 

have found continuing prosper:Lty. 

In the field of employment very few villages are now self-eontain,d, 

and many locally based jobs and crafts have vanished. In some cases t'.'lE.l 

craft has vanished almost entirely from contemporary life (e.g. the 

Wheelwright, saddler, thatcher; etc.) occasionally it has evolved into 

a different form with different loeational requirements. for' example, 

the smithy and saddler being replaced by the highway orientated garai~e/ 

filling station, but more often the villase functions have been usurped 

by nearby towns. 

Apart from the residential role of vUlages there are three. groups 

of functions ,,:hieh a. small settlement may fulfill, and which contribute 

to its centrality. Tnese can be given the general titles of l'stan" 

service anj social functions. 

Retailing in vUlages. 

Tne types of shops characterist1cally found in v:.!.llages differ 

appreciably from those in urban centres. The main difference is the 

heavy bias towards food shops and outlets for other pe,plsha.ble goods 

in the village, but table 5.5 shows this in more detail. (A full list 

is given in Appendix E.) 
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Table 5.5. 

Proportion 
of food shops 

Pr'oDortion 
of clothlng 
shops 

Proport on 
of household 
hardwa.r'E' shops 

Pl'OpOl't~: on 
of other' 
shop::; 

Urban Centres 20.5 25.9 22.0 31.6 

Non-urban centres 66.7 9·0 10.7 13.6 
(1 ) CentX'al vUlages 47.,3 14.4 18.0 20·3 

Grade A villages 

Grade B villaf:es 

Grade C villages 

Grade D villages 

55.3 11.9 11{ .,3 H3.5 

86.'{ ).6 1.2 8.5 

100.0 0 0 () 

100.0 0 0 0 

(1) derived from table 6.3. 

In all of the non-urban centres food stores comprIse exactly two-thirds 

of all retail establisr1ments; this figure is smaller for the central 

villages and Grade A villages, but increases to 100 peroent for Grades 

C and. D. Furthermore, the le.reer villages have both a greater variety 

and a wider specialisation in their range I with butcbers and greengroce:r's 

frequently occurring, in contrast to the lower grades wbere the sale l"eta:il 

representative is a general store/groear. 

ClothinG shops are but poorly represented in the villages and 

overall they form less than one-tenth of the total number of shops :in 

non-urban centres •. Int;'lose w':lich do occur, womens' and childrens' 

olothes are most com.'l1only stocked, al thougt1 many establishments provlde 

a limited range of general and working clothes for men and women. 

Household hardware stores are commonly found in the larger villages and 

although the ironmongers and electrical shops are most typical of this 

category there are many ~lhich sell a variety of household needs snri 



basic materials for the home handyman. The group of nother ll reteLl 

establisl1.ments at village level comprises mostly newsa&;ents/tobaccon~sts/ 

confectioners, althoug.11 it also includes cbemists and antJque shops. 

'E'1€l above sU[:;,:gests t::lat the self supportinl~ nature of villages 

has given way to inoreasing dominance by urban centres and we can broadly 
4 

agree ""i th Isard and W;.1i tney that the higher ranking to'.'lns and c Jtles 

tend to usurp trade from the small centres wi,thin their sphere of 

influence but that perishable soods of "corNenlence If type, espeo tally 

food, suffer leasfifn this process. 

The appearance and age of village shops varies ~~eatly. Units 

are generally small and are frequantly converted dwellJ.ng houses. 

Rarely small groups of modern purpose-built units may be seen ( e.g. 

Haughton or Sbavington) and although ehain stores or multiples do not 

occur in villages J some of tl'10 more progressive stores are assooiated 

with bulk buying organisations. 

Service facilities in the villages 

Since the range of re'ta:Ll facill ties in villages 1$, frequently., 

very restricted, these settlements gain much ot' their f\u'lctional 

status from their provision of services. Typically the establishrn~mts 

from which services are offered tend to be small and to OC(,upy non

central premj,ses within the settlements. This .. to6ether Vlith .the lack 

of census or any other systemmatic data makes the measurement and 

analysis of services less easy than that for the retail seotor. 

AlthouGh the services chosen for exammationwere destf:ned partly 

to bring the smaller settlements into the t'unctj onal speC'tr'urn, they 

(i) or last. 
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were found to be strongly concentrated in the urban area!3. '1'a ble 

5.6. illustrates this concentration among the professional and 

financial services. 

Post offlce 
Bank 
Doctor 
Dentist 
Optician 
Solicitor 
Accountant 
Auctioneer 
Vetinary Surgeon 

Table. 5.6. 

No. of €latahl is{unents 
in urban areas (%) 

6.0 
73.6 
67.7 
9'7.4 
96.2 
95.2 

100.0 
90·3 
93·7' 

No. of' establishments 
in nOl1-uphan areas un 

94.0 
26.4 
32.3 
2.6 
).8 
4.8 

o 
9·7 
6.3 

It was lmpossible to follow B®rry and Garrison (41.1. )to calculate 

a meaningful tr.reshold of population size which a settlement had to 

reach before a given function appeared,for many wide Variations were 

found to exist. For example, a single doctor was found in settlements 

as disparate in size as Y..nj,ghton (pop. "" 120) and Bhavington(pop.=3,300). 

On the other hand three doctol~S were found in Hodnet (pop. := 584) I and fione 

at all in Bignall End (pop. == 2,060). In short the rela,tionship of 

"service" provision to population size in villages is non .. l1near, and 

seems indeed to be non-systematic. 

'rhe distribution of nine professional/financial services namel1 

above is summarised in Table 5.7-
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(1 ) % of villages possessing 

Post Office 
Bank 
Doctor 
Dentist 
Optician 
Solicitor 
Accountant 
Auctioneer 
Vetinary Surgeon 

named service 

(i) non-urban centres 

85.1+ 
9·9 

19.2 
0.5 
1.0 
3.1 

o 
).0 
3.0 

Personal service as a component of centrality are also b:l.ased 

towards an urban location and it is dlfficult to identify any of 

these which are important at village level. Of the four chosen .. 

travel agents are e::clusively urban-based, dry cleaners and turf 

accountants were each represented in only 1+ percent of the villaCt"3s 

and although ladies ha:i.rdressers are rather mOJ;~e l'l'1despread, being 

found in 17 percent of villages, their pr'esenee tends to reflect 

individual enterprise more than village size. Table 5.8 provides 

a swnmary of the distribution. 

Ladles hairdresser 
Dry cleaners 
turf accountant· 
travel agent 

Table 5.8 
--~-...--

% of establisbm'fmts 
in urban areas 

69.7 
85.2 
72.0 

100.0 

% of est,ablishm0nts 
in non-urban areas 

30.3 
14.8 
28.0 

o 

Betall, professional and other service provision in the vlllagce 

reveals little tendency towards aggregation. Although an ordar or 
central villages 1s distinguished (see chapter 6), service and 

retail prOVision in the countryside is'often dispersed. Thus onc 

village will ha.ve a butcher-g· shop, . another a bank: and another 
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a doctor. A group of adjacent villages may. between ther;], lJ,We 

a fairly full ranse of servl.cGs J but dispersed not fo:;W.3C)cl. A 

principle of complementarity at lev'ler levels in the hierarchy 

contrasts ,<[:l.th the competit;:.on at higher levels. 

Since rural dwellings are l~ated in much the same as urban 

houses, the rating authorities have an obligation to provide a 

comparable standard of services in both areas. For th.ls reason 

the local authority services (here called county servi.~es for 

convenience) contribute much to the centrality of rural settlements. 

Like most other facets of t.lle overall service patter1n, the provision 

of county services has been greatly affected by improved transport 

facilities. vJhile this has broue;ht about increased c;entra11satlon. 

of the bases from which the services are provided, i t ~las also 

allowed a more 'ddespread distrlbution of the services themselves. 

For example the mobile library service has led to the closure of the 

s maIler branches, but the sel.1 vice is now available to many more 

people. A similar rationallsation has affected t:le organIsation of' 

the police force. 

The contribution which county servi.ces make to the centrality of 

villages is a deCisive one; moreover t:1rough the Count;y- Development 

Plan the status of indiVidual villages can be altered appreciably. 

"'rhe pattern of settlement for the countryside should involve the 

concentratIon of development in a number of strategic points, and 
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the creation or expansion at these points of villages that are of 

optimum size in the context of physical 01" other relevant circumstan()es!l~5). 
In this way county a.uthor:!. ties make use of 1 or create a hierarcby 

. of villa3GS each having a obarac .teristic minimum service provision. 

Figure 5.3 illustrates the villa;;::;Gs so deSignated ",het'e expa,n.sion 

of population and/or facilities is planned or in progress. Because 

of the rational basis upon which their provision is decldeil, county 

services are looated not only as a direct correlate of population 

SUG, but also with due re2ard to an adequate spatial distribution 
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across the authorIty's area, in such a \'.ray that tbere is an att~;lnpt 

to minimise the distances which consumers \"i11 be caused to travel.. 

In the long term this policy .. rill doubtless g;ulde tbe dlst.rtbutlon 

of all retail and service facll:i.ties, but for the moment the effect; 

of conscious planning is seen mostly cleal~ly in the statutory serv,;,ces. 

The distribution of the five representative county services 

in urban and non-urban areas is outlined in Tables 5.9 and 5.10. 

~b~.!:..2.:2 
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% of service establ~shments 
in urban al"t';as 

% of St'!rVlGf~ estab
lishments in non-urban 

s,reas 

Primary school 
Secondary school 
District nurse 
Brandl library 
Nobile library 
Police house 
Police station 

Primary school 
Secondary school 
District nUl'se 
Branch library 
Mobile 1 lbrary 
Police house 
Police station 

49.2 
62.6 
58.9 

100.0 
5·5 

15.0 
100.0 

!a~le3.:JO 

% of villages possessing 
named service 

59.0 
6.7 

18.7 
o 

79.8 
31.6 

o 

50.8 
1'7. 1{ 

In.l 

The associations between the more commonly ocoU!'l"ingv1l1age funct10ns 

are summarised in Table 5.11. The only legitimate way to :read· this 

table is across the rows; thus of' all settlements with a general 

store, 10.5 percent also possess other retail establishments, and 

88.6 percent also r..ave a post office eta. 
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Table 5.11 

~ 

'" ..-I Q) Q) • - Q .., ..-I 
'- ..-I c:: 0 '- ..... 
0 .... Q) Q) ..c: ::> .0 - <0 e u u ;;:e:: 0 en _..c: 4: en :t: 

Q) '" 
..... 

..-I c:::: .... '+- .... <.) .... 
1'0 ..-I 0 '- S- .c:: '- Q) 
S- L ..0 0 '" 0;; <.) 
Q) Q) 0;; - +' 15 ...... '- .... 
c:: :i5ii; .., u . c:: '" ..0 ....... 
Q) <:> <:> is ..... 0 
~ 0 ..... CL. C CL. -J CL. 

General Store 100 10.5 S.8~~ 13.2 60.5, 12.3 ,2,0.3 28.9 

Other Retail Establishment 100 100 90.9 27.3 54.5 9.1 8l.B 63.6 

Post Office 79.t 7.8 100 10.9 .§l.1 12.4 ]9._,1 28.7 

Doctor 100 20.0 100 100 86.7 46.7 93.3 40.0 

Primary School 12,,], 6.6 86.8 10.9 100 14.3 ru 24.2 

District Nurse 83.3 5.6 88.9 11.1 72.2 100 88.9 55.6 

library (Mobile) .19.2 6.9 88.? 10,8 jlJ. 11.5 100 26.9 

Police 84.6 17.9 94.8 15.4 56.4 25.6 89.7 100 



The strone;est tendency to\\'ards ai3greg3.t~.on among these fun(!t.,L;ms 

are E:xhibited by the figures underli.ned. TheSe refer to gener'al st-:;r8G, 

post offices, primary s.::hools and the mobHe libral'Y I a1 tLouch 1t s;coulc. 

be noted that these functlons a:ce in any case tl·,e mOist widely distr.LbuLe1. 

TI'1ere is no suggestIon tL.at tr.ese relations:1:l.ps are directly causal, 

except in that the larger, mor'e functionally complex villaGes have a 

higher chance of containing the rarer functIons in additJ.on to tnose 

i'Jhich are more widespread. Thvs the marginally Lig:ner order funct:ions, 

such as doctors, and D:strlct Nurses assorHate strongly with the more 

common general stores and post office, but, tile :('everse does not occur I 

nor would it be expected. 

Social facill ties were the ti:lird funJtional group lnvElstigated ~ln 

the vills.ges,and the survey of voluntary social provlsLon was tmdertaken 

jo:Lntly by tne author and tile Rural Community Councils of Staffordshire, 

Shropshire and Cheshire. Questionnaires, deaiened to estabHsh W~tat 

boclies and social organisations met regularly in each village $ were 

despatched to the se(;retaries of the village hall comm.:lttees, or to 

other contacts nominated by the Rural Community Cotmclls. Al th.ough 

initially a simple list, the organisat:Lons were subsequently grouped. 

into (i) Church based (2) Women« s (:5) Young Peoples t (4) Sports 

(5) tJIisc.ellaneous. Tile response rate was 87.59 for vl11ages in the 

overall study area. 6. . 

It has been seen (cl1apter .3 p. 71.) that there :is a strongpaoitive 

correlation between the raru<:i.ng of villages by their social functions 

and that based on retail and service criteria. Tne classiffcation and 

survey of social ox'ganisati.ons and the:Lr occurrence in differentvlllag:t:3s 

presents many problem.s. B'oT' j,nstance it is pOSSible to state in general 

terms that tbe larger a village is, tne more clubs, associa.tions and 
. . 

other activities it is able to support. Ttotble 5.12. endorses thiS, 

but population size is only one of'many factors. F'rf;quently tbelooatlon 
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of the v .. cllage in respect oi' larce towns. the structure of t.\:~} v .. 118,:~e 

populatl.on anJ. individual enterp:cise are also im;;ortant fato:cs in 

determinIng tj1G ranse o~' so<::1al faoUl tles and cL;tivi ty ava:dablo. 

Population ot' village 

o - leO 

100 - )00 

)00 - 700 

700 - 1,500 

1,500 plus 

No. of clubs and Or[:;Dn:t scrt.c.ons 
per v.Lllage 

4·3 
6.8 

10.lt 

14.1 

16.7 

It is a.lso interesting to note how tte kinds of clubs vary ac,or'ding 

to the size of the villages in questIon. In brlef trlis amounts to the 

fad that in small villages the majority ot' clubs tend to be spt1cifically 

cturch or women's organisations, but that further up the scale these 

become relatively less important, and that sporting and miscellaneouJ 

clubs are more strongly represented. SU1~prisingly. pernaps, youth 

clubs form rrruch the same proportion of the total in villages of all 

sizes. The table shO"JS how t:.1e composition of clubs varies wt th 

village size. (T'ne figures in each case have been rounded to U~e 

nearest whole percent). 

Table 2. 12 
Size of % Church y; Women's d Younr' 5~ SpQrts >~ N:i.scellan(~ou8 IT) ~ 

village based people's 

0 - 100 36 1"( 13 10 24 
100 - 300 28 15 17 14 25 
300 - 700 26 13 15 11 34 
700 - 1,500 23 10 17 15 35 

This kind of division can also be seen in t:-e organisation ofst}(;ial 

life when villages are grouped according to whether they are ga1ningol~· 

losing populaUon. To SOIDe extent the two features are linked; in the 

study area it tends to be the le.rzer parlSneSl'lhlch at'a gaining· population, 

for these are the commuter pax'ishes clcse to the largertol-\'ns. .A hJ.£:;her 
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proportion of sports and m':'5cellaneous clubs in these P[U'iS.188 :t'€J.1ec·ts 

their different population struoture. and especially tLej:c 

t ''(: 1 r1 t' . t:' fher . propor lon 0;.' younger peop e an... cose J.n~socl0-ec;onom::.c grout)s. 

smallel' percentage of' church-based clubs ;,;an in part be explaJ.neci oy 

a higher membership. for those clubs which do exist, but, 1 t also tend:;; 

to suggest that the (;hUrc:l has li.mited influence in tlh;i~G I ne\.\1"';[, I 

areas. 

Vlllages have been grouped ac(;ording to the total number of 
can 

clubs and organisations they posse~3s (Table 5.14). Itf. b!~ 1S0en that 

the top group:1s compr:i.sed of largr" v~~llages whieh have suff':ic:lent 

shops and other services to dOll\i.nate their own small area of 

countryside. The possession of a wIde range of twenty or 010:(,0 dubs 

is further eVidence of their centrality. Ashley is the only village 

which does not fit this pattern. It is not a well-developed servioe 

centre and it is rather less compact than the others, but. it does 

contain some 800 people and it has experienced considerable expansIon 

in recent years. ~le second group contains many different types of 

village offering a range of btatween fifteen and twenty clubs. A:~ain. 

some of the villages are focal po:Lnts for' a comparatively wide area 

of countryside (eg. Hodnet and Bunbury), but in this group there are 

also suburban communities such as Barlaston and Shavington which are 

able to support a wide range of clubs by virtue of their lavge 

populations. A few villages, such as t·J11itmore (and Ches\'iardlne in a 

lower group) appear to be able to support a large number of organisations 

in spite of their relatively modest population sIzes and lack of 

obvious centrality, and here the reasons must be ooncerned tilth the 

. readineSS of local people to form olubs and the availability of 

suitable organisers. 

The third group of villa.ges, those with between ten and fifteen 

clubs is stIll composed mostly of large vil1ages"althouct;h hel'e again 

with such examples asvJoore and Audlem oentra.lity is obviously important. 

Many of the villages in this group have a poorly developed structure 

of sooial aotivity in relation to their population s1zesand. two ... 

reasons can be suggested. Firstlyl' of 



villages have very close lin1~s with nearby towns; thetowns Lavt: 

a wide range of social attract:::'ons and therefore tend to upsurp 

some of the village functions. Secondly. many villages in tLjs 

category contain large elements of nev.Jly settled population whIch 

have not yet bad a chance to become fully integ1~ated with the rest 

of the village. In these cases there will naturally be a time lag 

before full social equilibrium is established. 

Por smaller villages there is great variety in both the 

number of clubs and the populat:Lon available to support them, and within 

this lower group there seems little point in distInguishing between 

the various villages, some of which may have five clubs and. others 

four. 

The growing mobility of rural populations, which arlscls from 

increased car ownership rates, means that people are becoming less 

tied to their own village. This has a dual e£'fect in that social 

activities for the individual can now take place over a greater 

geographical range, but it also means that a village organisation 

'can attract members from neighbouring villages. At present, most 

Journeys are of fairly small distances and Villages far from towns 

tend to have more organised clubs per hundred of their popula:t:!.on 

than·do villages close to tONns. 

Summarising then, there are five main factors whioh affeot 

the number and range of social organisations in the villages of 

Staffordshire, north Shropshire and south Cheshlre. 

1. Population. Larger villages were found to have more clubs 

overall although less per hundred of their population than small· 

villages. The types of clubs also vary with village size,. smaller 

villages being more dependent upon the church and purely women's 

organisations. 

2. Village Hall. The presenoe or absence of a village hall is 

an important factor in stimulating and maintaining a wide range 

clubs and activities. . In the same way other physical faoilities 
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such as playing fields are important. 

3. Centrality. The centrality of a village both affects and :;'13 

in some part determined by its number of social organi.sations. 

Certain large size villages whose shops serve an area of foU:t' or 

five miles roundabout also contain a wide range of clubs and 

societies serving the surrounding area. 

4. Leaders. The presence of SUitable leaders or organisers maJ\e 

a great difference to village social life. In this context it is 

useful to refer to the booklet on Village ik>adership produoed 

by the Staffordshire Community Council. 7-

5. Village social life is organised by amfor tile people of the 

community - with them lies the responsibility for its success. 

The variation !n the social structure of villages is ultimately 

determined by their population structure and the way in which 

the interests of' the villagers are combined for organised social 

activites. 

'fable 5.1~. 

VILLAGES v,lIUCH REPLIED TO 'l'IlE QUESTIONNAL~ 
Grouped aecording to their total number of clubs and societies 

More than 20 organisations: 

Ashley, Gnosa11 , Penkrldge, Shifnal. 

15-19 1 

Bar1aston, Bunbury, Haslington, High breall, Hodnet, Shavington, 

Shawbury, ~Jhi tmore • 

10 - 14: 

Audlem, Audley I Betley, Bickerton/Broxton, Cheswardine, C'-o1wlch, 

Eccleshall, E::i.gmond, Fulford Hinstock, tapley/Wheaton Aston, Hadeley, 

Upton ~~gna, Weston, Wistaston, Woore. 

5 - 9: 
Atcham .. Barthomley, Basford/Chorl ton/Hough~ Blymh:lll,·· Brocton, 

Calverhall, Church Aston, Clive, Cotes ijeath, Derrington~ Great Br1dgford, 

Great Haywood .. Grinsh:lll, Hadnall, H1lderstone, HiXon. Lilleshall, 

Maer, Norton-in-Hales, Culton, Redington, Sambrook, Seighford .. Standon, 

stanton-upon-H1ne Heath, Stoke ... upon ... Tern, Tibberton .. Wistanw1ck.·· 
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Less than 5: 
Acton Trussel. Aston (by P:i.pesatc) Berkswtch, Blakenhall 

Brindley/Padd~_ley, Chapel Charlton, CLu:cch Eaton, C~lu)."~:h L:: n;:;Lull, 

Hales, Hanchurch, High Hatton, No:-cbur;:{, Onneley, Banton, S-:~()\\"?

by-Chartley, ~\'ettenhall, Heston-under-Lizard, Weston-Hedcastle, 

Yarnfield. 
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Chapter 6 -

Hierarchies and tLe problem of hierarchical groupine;s. 

One of the fundamental tenets in attempting to group a raruc::;d 

array of settlements into discrete hierarchical tiers, or subsets, 

is that the resulting grouping is determined largely by the CtlOUen 

method of produ;:;i.ng it. Two problems confront the researcher. F'.1.:r'stly 

a method must be devised for ranking trlc settlements, and this has 

been described in preceding chapters. Secondly a techn1.que must be 

derived, €lithel' for identifying the most reaUstic and consistent 

breaks in the rank list, or for measur:t.ng the loss of accuracy ot 

description involved at each stage of a grouping procedure. 

In discussing the reco/?')1ition of hierarChical tiel~S in both 

1.., d 1 1 H . + 1. II i' I '" 1 Human an physica geograp1Y a<?;ge.... suggests,The bas 0 d:..Lticu ty 

both such studies face :is their definition of breaks in the sequence, 

whether of function or terrain. In praotice more or less arbitrar'y 

breaks have to be ma.de." Unfortunately I altl.oug;h a hierarchical 

coneept of the distribution of ranl: among central pla.ces is frGCfu2ntly 

accepted a prIori" and has often been demonstrated to exist t1mplrically 

in the literature, a specification of the hierarchy itself is all too 

often missing. 

Until the early 1960$ the most Htdespread methods of chaos tnt:; 

grades \>Jlthin a hierarchy of central places appear to havt~ had an 

intuitive basis: breaks were enos en at seemingly ar>bitrary or 

subjectively decided levels at the t'best" or flmost obvious tf positJons 

along the scale of functional complexity. The f'esultlng group.s '\Iwre 

labelled major cities, minor cities,· to\yns, villages etc'$ (i) 0);' 

wc);'e given grades labelled by letters 0);' numbers. The search for' 

Ilnatural breaks ll was Given further stimulus by the more objective 

(i) Examples of the techniques and results of such treatment ar'e 

given in chapter 1 and 2 pages. 
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approach of Clarke and Evans 2 who proposed that every member oi.' a 

group should be closer to some other memb€l:' of the group than to any 

otber members of the ranked system. This definlt:Lon was consolldatcd 
"J: 

in its use for central place study by Berry a.11d Garrison"/ in 
J.j 

Snohomish County" Washinb"ton, and by Dav les in South Africa. 

t~lore recently the problems of groupi141 and numerical clasGifieatlon 

have received attention from a wide range of disciplines, including 

geography. At present there is no technique which can be unIversally 

aocepted, even tentatively, as a "best method" for e;roup,lng central 

places. Often in the past hierax'chical breaks have been identj f;;.ccl 

within an array of scores that seek to quantify the totality of a 

settlement's functional provision •. Trle X"eplacement of a complex:L ty 

of functional differences by a single numerical score involves 

conSiderable generalisation, but :i.n an attempt - likEl the present 

one - to break away from single facet measures of centrality (e.g. 

retail equipment) a single numerical score based upon location 

coefficients does allow the addition and comparison of unlike at'tributes. 

In order to escape this possible crit1cisIn of overt generalisation, 

the literature of techniqUes has been searched for alternative approaches 

to the problem of grouping centres. Several different method.s ax'e 

briefly outlined below so far as they are relevant to the present study" 

but reference should be made to Appendix C where a more comprebensj.ve 

bibliography of ranking techniques is included. 

An lmplicitfeature of the hierarohy of central places is that 

the higher members of the scale should possess the functions of the 

lower members. but not vice versa. Thus for a hierarohy based upon 

functional provision.. settlements at each level should provJ.de all of 
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the functions possessed by centres in groups lower than them!3el vo;, J 

in addition to their own characteristic and distinctive provisIon. 

Nost of the teotniques outlined here are based upon an itcrat::.vc 

grouping procedure wh:Lch progresses from complete specialisation, 

where n settlements occupy n groups, th:cough intermediate steps '\(ler(~by 

hierarchically adjacel,1t settlements are progressively combined on th,," 
\ 

basis of mea.sured sim;'tlarities, to a final posit:Lon of complete 

generalisation where all settlements have been combined into a 

single group. The techniques clearly d:l.stlnguish not a single 

definite hierarchy, but give many possible statements of the hierarchy. 

It 1s only the increasingly widespread use of' high speed computers 

in the past decade v':hich has made the development of this type o:t 

grouping method feasible. 

Cluster analysiS is a grouping mothod of this kind, and although 

it has not been extensively used by geographers "Berry ~ use,j it to 

group a number of regions into a smaller nuulber 01' subsets, and it 

was one of the teohniques used by Nayfield 6 to identify a f'unctionnl 

hierarchy of set"t~lements in N. India. No method ·of grouping dcv1.$od 

to date will identify the presence or absence of natural groups or 

associ.atlons of individuals 1 but cluster analysls 1 like the other 

procedures discussed. will produce a h:terarchical set oi' groups if 

the researcher is looking for one. 

A range of other multivariate methods to produce a serles of' 

groups with ma..'l:imum j.nt.ernal homogeneity and between-groups dissimIlarity 

has also been used in a central place context. Complex matrices of 

settlements "lith measured functional varJables have been reduced to 

more Simple forms and examined for eV:.l.dence ot' group1n~ tendencie$. 
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For example Berry and Barnum7 used both prlnci.pal components 

analysis and factor analysis in a study of the settlement pattern or 

southwest Iowa. They came to the conclusion that a continuum of: 

settlements existed in aggregate,but that a hierarchy could be 

identified at a more local level. 8 

Further discussion on methods of deriving multifactor uniform 

groups which have relevance to the problem of identifying hiei'archj{~s, 
. 9 or groups of central places, is provided by Pocock and Wishart. 

They examine two fusion methods whereby a list of units is reduced 

stepwise to a sj.ngle group by the systemrilatic amalgamation of si-milar 

sample$. When tl1'O or more samples are fused into a subset, that 

subset is considered as a 81n£;le unit located at the centroid of 

its constftuent members. 

Pocock and Wishart termed their. preferred solution the Dense 

Space method. Points were located in a space according to their 

measured characteristics, and the space was searched for dense 

spheres representing important concentrations of uniform units. 

Distinct regions Were then formed by l1n.king any spheres "'In! eh 

intersected. TNO disadvantages restrict the usefulness of thIs 

method as a tool for central place study. It is quite possible 

for individual pOints to be om:Ltted from the groups thus formed, 

and secondly the importance of each group Is·dependent upon the 

nwnber of points which it contains. 

It is clear that any central place hierarchy should inolude 

all the members submitted for grouping" al'idthe eseence of the 

hierarohy is that the higher groups sbouldcontaina smaller 

number of member3 than lower groups" so reflecting the pyramId 

of functions, but the upper groups should not be considered less 
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important thereby. 

A method of g;rouping which appeal's to have considerable 

objective appeal and one which has found some use by geograp}wl'::; 

is that derived by Ward. 10. By ~'Jard I IS method an initial list 01' 

n exclusive subsets each with a single nWHerical index is comb~~ned 

step by step eventually into a s1n:;le group. At each stage tb.0 

union of all possible subsets into pairs is cons1.dered in Elw::h a 

manner that the two most similar subsets are chosen for comb:lnat:Lon. 

Similarity in thiS context is measured in terms of the Error Sum of 

Squares (E.3S) ",here 

&SS~ tx~-~('Zx.f 
l;;.1 l::\ 

x * the score of 
the ;!.th IncLLvidual 

This grouping procedure was chosen from the range of possiblo 

procedures reviewed as one likely to be particularly useful, and it 

was applied to all of the settlements in the study area. Each 

settlement had a single numerical score based upon its functional 

complexity, and calculated as the sum of centrality values j.n Table 

3.1. It has already been suggested in this chapter that this expression 

of the settlementts functional totality as a single soore involves 

extensive generalisation, but this weakness (.Lt' indeed it be a 

weakness) is outweighed by the method's advantages. .' By summi!l[:!: the 

centres unlike attributes in the format' a single seor'e, the full 

range of settlements down to the small and fUnctionally rudimentary 

centres, can be considered for hierarchical diVision, and this g:Lves 

a breadth of 0pc'l."ation not possible wi til Illany alternatlve technique3. 

Furthermore the procedure utllised here produces not only a logical 

statement of the hierarohy divided to the limits of meaningful 

classification, but also a measure of confidence or accuracy in 

making each inter-group distinotion. Thus .severalalternat1ve 

statements of tJ:le hierarchy are prOVided,. .which the reader 011 use):" 

can select for his specific purposeS J depending upon the level o~ 

confidence he requires. 
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Ward!~s e:;rouping method was reprogrammed :tor processIng on tile 

University of Keele's computer, ani the revised program. is Yen 

in Appendlx D. 'file mechanics of tri.€ opel'ation are briefly as follows:-

Commence with N subsets t>r:ilere each subset Is the f'unct .I.onal 
score of a single settlement, and N~ 200. 

Step L Amalgamate all settlements t-Jith equal scores lnto o.n 
appropriate number of groups. rfhe result is n groups where 
n < N. 

step 2. Select two subsets such that when grouped together 
they cause the least loss of detail, 1. e. such that ESS is 
m:i.nimised. Resul t is (n - 1) subsets. 

Step 3. Examine the (n - 1 ) subsets to determine the next 
grouping which will bring about the smallest ';'ncrease :in 
ESS. This may be (a) by join:In;3; two individuals :Lnto a pa::r, 
(b) JOining an individual '1ith a mult:i.ple subset formed at 
an earlier stage .. or (0) Joining two multiple subset.s. 

Step 4. Hepeat step 3 until all subsets are members of one 
larBe group at which point a pOSition of complete gGllECral:isation 
will obtain. 

A crucial point~ as with many ,V;"oup~nL'; procedur'es .. is that this 

method \!Jill not divide a. list of settlements :into a. sIngle defin:tte 

plttern of hierarchical groups. vJhat it does achieve however is the 

identification of the relative s:tgnificanoe of the gaps b',.'itween 

adjacent settlements in the list; 200 settlements can be divided into 

anything between 1 and 200 groups. Tile ·1'1nal choice ot' a particular 

statement of grouping as the best for the hierarc1lY under review .. i.e. 

how many breaks are necessar'y and at what stage to ar:rest .the g!'ou9:ing 

prooedure is still a decision that must be made empirically. 

In some respect then this met!lOd is an illustration of the 

dictum that a h1erarchymay always be tOurK1 amongst· a set of data 

if such a hierarohy is being sought. 

The final 20 cyoles of the pri.nt ou·c oftheg;rou;)1ngprocefiu;r'e. 

1s shown in Table 6.1 .. From left to ri£ht this indicates tbe cycle 

number" an identifier for one of' thegt'oups ebout to be amalgaraated 



Table 6.1 rinal twenty cycles of the Grouping Procedure. 
Numerical Scores. ' " 

Cycle I set Number J set Nt4!nber Error 
Number reference of items reference of items Sum 

number i-"l I set number in J set Squares 

170 264 3 271 32 143.217146 
171 17 2 16 2 188.644739 
172 23 5 45 6 258.951962 
173 9 "I 5 1 418.978009 
174 264 35 115 122 582.053495 
175.~· 26 2 18 1 "" 814.308307 
175 4 1 8 1 1085.054769 
177 6 1 9 2 1687.256785 
178 15 5 23 11 2403.174191 
179 12 1 . 2 1 3231~O12238 
180 3 1 10 1 4370.566039 
181 26 3 17 4 6083.286153 
182 15 16 264 157 10628.522130 
183 12 2 6 3 18824.096212 
184 1 1 3 2 33028.923482 
185 26 T 15 173 64998.010382 
186 7 1 4 2 102133.397217 
187 1 3 12 5 196311.422738 

····188 7 3 1 8 726391.317813 
189 7 11 26 180 2758720.500560 
END 

.-

f-J 
~ 
\.0 
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Table 6.1 (continued) final twenty cycles of the Crouping Procedure. 
log. Scores. 

Cycle I set Number J set Number 
Number . reference of items reference of items 

number in I set number in J set 

170 III 14- 66 18 
171 3 2 12 2 
172 58 9 121 21 
173 69 19 246 18 
174 23 5 45 6 
175 26 3 17 4 
176 264 3 271 8 
177 108 8 175 2 
178 3 4- 6 3 
179 69 37 61 17 
180 264 11 252 20 
181 15 5 23 II 
182 58 30 111 32 
163 7 4 3 7 
184 69 54 108 10 
185 26 7 15 16 
186 264 31 58 62 
187 264 93 69 64 
_188 7 II 26 23 
189 7 34 264 157 
(NO·· 

Error 
Sum 
Squares 

0.181264 
0.207340 
0.241815 
0.276916 
0.333503 
0.391940 
0.462689 
0.546213 
0.639042 
0.805844 
1.036857 
1.334263 
1.670911 
2.153635 
2.900976 
4.545052 
6.276889 

1l.632760 
21.301882 
88.979537 

..... 
\.-"1 
0 
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Tae.~_,h1-J~J_ 

7 Shrewsbury 63 Bunoury 259 tJhitmora 

4 Newcastle 195 Preas 58 Brodon 

8 Stafford 264 Wistaston 82 Clive 

1 Crewe 135 Hixon 8'1 Cotes Heath 

3 Nantwich 122 Halmer End 92 Croxton 

10 Well I ngton 271 Wren bury 115 Great Sri dooford 

12 Whitchurch 36 A~~ley 197 Prees Higher Heath 

2 Market Drayton 158 loggerheads 98 Dunston 

6 Oakengates lOO Edgmond 110 Gailey 

9 Stone 253 Weston-under-lilard 32 Albri ghton 

5 Newport 134 Hinstock 121 Hales 

26 Shifnal 251 Weston (Crelle) 2lJ Sai ghford 

11 Wem 126 !laugh ton 176 Mucklestono 

18 Donnington 252 Weston-under-Tront 221 Standon 

17 Hadley 268 Woodeaves 62 8ulkeley 

19 Penkrldge 2)6 Ti Hensor 139 /lop ton 

16 Eccleshall 231 Swynnerton 42 Baldliins Gate 

13 Audley 272 Wrockwardl ne 249 Waters Upton 

15 Gnossal S3 Blyth Bridge 219 Spurstowo 

22 Shavi ngton 34. Alsager Bank 161 loppfngton 

14 Bignall End 270 Worleston 256 Wetwood 

20 Audlem 171 Milford 273 Wybunbury 

25 Shaw bury 129 High Ercall 76 Cholmondley 

23 Willaston 7) Chesliardi na 226 . Stowe.by .. Chartley 

269 Moore 59 Bromstead Heath 238 Tong Norton 
; 

16) Madeley 209 Sandon 170 MUes Creen 

21 HasH ngton 245 Wal ton 232 Tarn Hill 
, , 

117 Great Haywood )) Alprapam . 166 Marbury-cum.Quolsley 

45 Barlaston 79 Church Eaton 109 Fulford 

24 Hodnet 267 Wood lane 37 Ash ~1agna 

257 Wheaton Aston 189 Oul ton . 145 ,KnlghUey ... 

48 Betley 13) Hllderstone 111 Gallan try Bank 



262 Winterley 218 Sound 77 Chorley 

206 Rodington 125 Hatherton 116 Gran t Cha tlle11 

184 Norton-in-Hales 55 Bradley 172 Milwleh 

233 Ii bberton 83 Cold Hatton 50 Bishops Offley 

120 Radnall 154 little Haywood 61 Suedon 
" 

52 Blymhi 11 30 Adderley 164 ~laer 

235 Tilstock 225 Stoke-upon. Tern 78 Church Aston 

80 Church Minshull 205 Ranton 54 Bradfield Gree:" 

74 Childs Ercall 247 Warmingham 31 Adm2ston ;~ 

," t, 
200 Preston Weald Moors 114 Great Bolas 102 Ellenhall 

;':. 
;, 

~ 
" 
, 

27 Acton 124 Ilankeloll 104 Eylon-upon.the.Weald Moori~ 
r~ 

174 Moreton Corbet 40 Aston 148 Kynner~ley 
ii'; 

261 Whhall 199 Preston Brotkhurst 173 Morldershall " 

,~~ Burleydam 29 Adhas ton 240 Uffi ngton 

146 Kni ghton (MiI8r) 215 Sherr! ~ha1es 260 Whitgreave 

IH Grinshi 11 227 Stretton 266 WoHerion 

96 Derrington In High Offley 147 Knighton 

222 Sfanton-upon-Hine.Heath 223 Stape1ey 101 Ellard! no Heath 

153 l t lleshall 246 Wardle 64 Bunbury Ilea th 

214 Yarnfleld 263 Wistanwlck 84 C01111 ch 

41 Aston {Maer} 254 Weston-under.Redcastle 208 Sambrook 

182 Norbury {Staffs} 28 'Acton Trussel 108 fradswell 

14~ Keele 46 Barthomley lSl lee Breckhurst 

105 F addiley 185 Nor,ton Brl dge 194 Peynton Green 

72 Chebsey 265 Withington 181 Onneley. 

" 241 Upton Magna 211 SlI ndon ' 224 . Steel Hllath 

142 Ightfield 1)2 High Onn 123 Ilanchurch ' 

93 Crudgington ' 237 Thall '. " 56 Sri ndley 

141 Hyde lea 140 Hough' 113 Gayton 

47 Bednall 196 Preas Green 175 Moreton Bay 

156 l' ttle' Madeley 4J Bal tar1ey 11 Chapel Charlton 

69 Calverhall 193 Platt lane 



(the i set), the number of items in tl'~e i set, an identifier for tL.i; 

second group of' the palr being combined (tbe j set) and the nunib01' of 

items in the J set. The final colwun indicates the ESS at E:aCLl 

(The reference numbers to identify the settlements are the same as 

those in Table 6 .l(a) ) • Thus in the final row of Table 6.1. i. e . 

cycle 189, the iset consisting of Shrewsbury (No.7) and tll.e 33 

succeeding settlements is combined vliith a J set comprising Wistaston 

(No.264) and the other 156 settlements. 

Table 6.2lists all of the settlements which were subml.tted 

for grouping in descending order of f\me.tlonal scores, the position of 

the breaks identified and the relative importance of' each breaI<. 'r'lle 

most signlflcan"t 1;$ap, i.e. the last one whloh would. be bridc;edto 

prodUce a single class if the grouping procedure was followed throuy.l 

to its conclusion, is that between Newport and Shifna!. Tills gap 

effectively is the d::'vision between settlements which above are 'tmms', 

or at .least have urban characteristlcs, and those below wclicl1. are 

Villages. In fact below this point the smaller settlements are only 

diVided once more; :lnto a mixed group of seven large suburban and 

central villages an.1 another composed of' the other 173 settlement[~. 

Sllrewsbury" an important market, retail .. Service and CO\'"illty cent!'!;; 

is supreme in the list and is alone as a grade 1 centre, Newcastle and. 

Stafford follow as group 2 and then Cl'\:'we as a s1n[:~lf~graJe ;5 oentre. 

Judged solely by population there :I.sa big Jump from Crewe J in group 

3 .. witl1 53 .. 200 poople .. to Nant\-,dch au-Ivlellington in group !,~ tli tLl' 

populations of 10 .. 4.:xJ and 13,654, bu't they are sf;paratcl<j by a 

relatively unJ.mportant break in Table 6.2. vJhi tchurch and 1!;.arl{1;Olt D'[,e,yton 

stand, together in sroup 5 as market town;:, less fUl')ctionally C0il11)le:x. 

'and less populous than those of group4~ but due to their relative 

spatial isolation they a1'e' able to support functions \vJ.'11chraise, them 
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Table 6.2 Settlements grouped according to their functional score 
(rumerical) 

RELATIVE 
RANK IMPORTANCE 

OF BREAK 

ShrfOVabuO'. ___ 4 lolhitlllOre Gound 

2 llevcutle Brocton liatherton 
Statford Clive Ilradle), 

:3 Creve 2 Cotu Heath Cold Hatton 
antv1cn 6 Croxton Little lI~ood 

4 WelliMt°n Great Bridgetord Adderley 
Whitchurcb 3 Preea Higher Heath Stolte upon Tern 

5 Market DrNt~ Dun.ton llantoa 
Oakengates 7 Gailey lIarcingham 

6 Stone Albrighton Great Bolu 

'~rt lI&le. Hankelev 
ShirD&l Beightord Aaton 

"- Muckle.tone Pre.ton Brockburat 
Donnington Standon Adbuton 

7 B&dl.ey Bulkeley Sberri f'balea 
Penltri~ Hopton Stretton 
!ccluball Baldvinl Gate High Ortle)' 
Audl~ 5 lIater. Upton Stapeley 
Gno .. al Spurstove Wardle 
Sb&rington Loppington Wiltanvick 
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Bipall ED4 Wetwood We. ton under Redcutle 
Audlem Wrbunbury Acton Truesel 
Sbwbury Cholmondley Bartbomley 
Villuton Stove 117 Chartley liorton Brid~ 
Woon Tong lorton Withington 
Ma4eley Mil .. Or"n Slindon 
Hulington Tern Hill High OlIn 
Great BlIIYood Marbury cum Quoisley Tizall 
Barluton Fultord Bouch 
BodMt Aab Mqna Pree. Ore en 
Wheaton .... ton lCniChtley Balterle)' 
Bottley Gallantry Bank Platt Lane 
Btuibury Winterley Chorley 
Pre .. Rodington 

8 
Great Chatvell 

Vi.tuton 8 lorton in Hale. Milvich 
BiXA:nl Tibberton Bhbops Ottley 
!l&laer En4 BadDall Buerton 

a VrenbW'J BlJabill Hur 
_hler Tilltoclt Chld"Cb .... ton 
Logerbe&4a Church Minlhull Bradtield Green 
E4p0D4 Childs E1'eall Adauton 
We.ton-UDder-Lisard Preston Weald Moors Ellenhall 
Binltoclt Acton E;rt.on-upon-tbe 
Weetoll (Creve) Moreton Corbet Weald. Moore 
lauchton Whiull ~ersley 

" .. ton uD4er Trent au-l.,ua Mo4derahall 
Voo4ea ... lDiptoll (MaeI') Utrington 
'Ht·enaor Grinlhill WhitgreaTe 
~rton Derrington Wollerton 
Wl'octYlIJ'dine Stanton upoD Biae Beath Knighton 
~h Bri4ce Lill.sball Ellerdine Heath 
Alaasera Bank Yamt'iel4 llunbury Heath 
Worl .. tOlll Aston (MaeI') Colwich 
IUlt~ llcrbur7 (8tat1"e) 8811broolt 
Bip EJoeall Keele Fradavell 
Chean.rdi De Fll44iley Lee Broekburat 
Bra.tea4 H_th Chebaq f'o71Iton Green 
s-toD tiptoe Mapa Onneley 
Valtoll I#Ittield Steel Heath 
A.lpnhaa craIIcin«too llanebureh 
CNreb l&toII B;J4e Lea BriD41er 
Wood LaDe Be4JI&ll GIO"ton 
OI&ltoD LitUe Madeler Moreton8a,r 
Bll6antoDe Cal Tt!rb&ll Chapal Chorltaa 



above Oakerl,3ates, stone, and Newport in Gl"OUP 6. These latter t':t:l:'C!C; 

towns suffer greatly from competition from nearby superior centres. 

The lack of definition between settlements at the lower end of 

the scnlt! (coupled perhaps with over-divIsion at the upper eIld) i.e 

an evident fault of table 6.2. Much of the reason for this can be 

attributed to the "swamp ing II of the scores of small centres by thoso 

of large ones, so t!10 program was run a second time, but notAl wi til 

functional scores transformed logarithrllically. This was not Just.a 

mathematical deVice, it was introduced to retain the significance 

of the ratio between raw score dif2erences and the actual scores 

throughout the scale. 

ThIs time the results were as in Table 6.3. and it will be SCGn 

that the positions of the hierarohical group boundaries differ 

considerably from those in table 6.2. The fundamental discontinuity 

(Le. the last to be closed by progresslve grouping) is between 

Frees andWistaston. This represents a break in both retail and 

service prov.ision l but of these the for'mer is the more significant. 

Settlements above this break, with only minor ex(~eptions, have 

functions representing all of the categories of retail and Bervlce 

:prOVision listed in Table 3.3., i.e. food .. olothing, hardware,' . 

other retail" profession/financial services" personal services and 

county services. The functions represented in settlements belo,,, 

the break are confined almost entirely to the food shop and county 

service cateGories. Thus the log transl'ormaticm identifies a' 

crucial Treel' step in the order of centrality, between relative 

completeness and incompleteness of retail provls:ion. This is a . 

re-statement of the distinction between centres offering only·. 
, (1) 

convenience goods and those with a \,lider range of retail taciUt:tes. 

In table {S.'. the gap bet\'Ieen NtHllport and Shlfnal (v1:t'tually 

the town- subtown dlvlslon) is again a prominent one. and in contrast 

(1) Th1s was discussed in. chapter it pages 95-96~··--'-· -...;..-_ ... , .. 
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Table 6 . 3 Settlements grouped according to their functional score 
(Logarithmic) 

RANK 

Shre-v.bury 
!I-cutle 
Starford 
Creve 
Ne.ntvich 
WeUington 
Whitchurch 

2 Market Dr~ton 
Oakengates 
St.one 
If!!!])Ort 
Shifnal 
"-
Donnington 

3 Badley 
Pellkr· d.ge 
Eccleshall 
Audle,o 
o no .. &1 
Sh .... ington 

RELATIVE 
IMPORTANCE 
OF BREAK 

7 

2 

5 

WIlitmore 4 t;ound 

Brocton Eatherton 
Clive Ilradley 
Cotee Heath Cold lIat.ton 
Croxton Li t tle U-,yvood 
Great Bridgeford Adderley 
Prees Higher Heath Stoke upon Tern 
Dunston Ranton 
Gailey IlIU"tli nghB.lll 
Albrighton Great Bolas 
Hales Hankelov 
9ei gh ford Ast.on 
Mucklestone Preston Brockhurat 
Ste.ndon Adbaaton 
Bu.lJteley Sherri fhales 
Hopton Stretton 
BaldvilUl Gate High Orney 
Waters Upton Stapeley 
Spurstove Wardle 
Loppington wiatanviclt 
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Bisna.ll End Wetwood We.ton under Redcaatle 
Audlem IoI7bunbury Acton Truasel 
Bbubury Chollllondley 7 Barthomley 
Willuton Stove b)- Chartley lIorton Dridce 
Woore Tong Norton Withington 
Madeley Milea Green Slindon 

4 Hulington Tern Hill High Onn 
Gre.t B~ood Marbury cum Quoisley Tixall 
Barluton Fulrord Bougb 
Bodnet Alh Magna Pree. Creen 
Whe.~ Alton 6 lCniShtlq Balterle)' 
Betlll7 Gallantry Bank Platt Lane 
Bunbur, Winterl.". Chorley 
Pre .. Rodington Gre.t Chatvell 
btuton Borton in Bale. Milvich 

llizon Tibberton Bi.hops Ortley 
II&l.Mr EIId Ra4nall ~erton 

Vrenbury B~iU Hur 
.hler Tillitock Church Alton 
Louerheada Church MilUlhull Bradfield Green 
E4p0nd ChildJI Kreall Mauton 
We.toD-un4.r-Li~ard Pre.ton Weald Moor. Ellenhall 
HilUltoclt Acton E:Yton-upon-the 
We.ton (Cr ... e) Moreton Corbet Weald Hoor. 
lau.chton Wbiw.l KTnnerlley 
We. ton under Trent ~lll7daa Mod4erahall 
Voo4 ..... Knighton (Nur) urrington 
'fi ttelUlOT OrilUlhill Whitgrean 
Sv)r1merton Derrington WoUerton 
wroakvardine Stanton upon Bine Beath Knighton 

5 Bl1'tb Bri I!p Lill •• ball Ellerdine Heath 
A1acpra Bank Yarntie14 Bunbury Heath 
Worl •• t.OIl Alton (M8er J Colvich 
Milford llorbury (Statfa) Sambrook 6 tip £reall lteele Yra4JlveU 
Ch .. vardine rll44ilq Lee Broekhurat 
Bnastea4 B6th Chebaq Pornton Greon 
SudoD Upton Mapa OnDelq 
Valtoft I1bttield Steel Heath 
Alprabaa Cnal!ciagtoo 8 HallC:hureb 
CIlun:b £atoft Iqde Lee Brindle,' 
Voo4 Lane Bs4Dall Cqton 
Ov.ltoa Little I'.ade1t!7 __ 3 )1ofttoD SIllY 
HUderet=e CalnrbaU Chapel Chorltoa 



to table 6.2. there is more division at the lower end of the scale 

and less at the top. The groups wh:;'ch form this h:1.erarclllcal 

structure .. together with some of their charauteristics are outljn::.d 

below. (Table 6.4). The adjectives applied to each group shQuld. 0,;; 

taken for de§Xl.Ptive purposes, and not as definite titles. 

Group Description 

1 district centres 

2 market tovlnS 

3 central villages 

4 grade A villages 

5 grade B villages 

6 grade C villages 

7 grade D villages 

8 hamlets (i) 

Table 6. 1L 

NWllber of 
Members 

4 } 
7 } 7 

14 

16 } 
31 47 

62 } 
54 126 
10 

Average 
population 

56,5'7'5 

8,929 

3 .. 492 

14469 
605 

237 
175 
124 

Averai:.~G No. 
of shops. 

666 
11+8 

34.1~ 

10,ll 

2.6 

1.5 
0.8 
0.6 

Thi.s hierarohy does not accord. pCJ;"'fectly with the the fixed 

k assumption of classical central place theory, but if the d:i.visiom. 

are grouped as indicated by t!1e brackets in table 6.4 tht=re ;l.s a 

tendency to follow a bifurcation ratio of k = 3. 'l'hus, given four 

centres of hIghest order l twelve would be predIcted at the next level 

Where in fact fou:;.nteen are found. J.1\ .... om fourteen at this level, l~2 

\'lOuld be expected below, instead of the J.vr which occur" and at the 

lowest level 141 (cf 126) would be anticIpated. 

The kinds of centres which const1tuteeach of these groups differs 

considerably In trl!fir size 000. ranGe of functional provision. In o:c"Jer 

to elUCidate these differences a brief profile ot' each group is 

given below • 
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(1) 

---_______ ._._f __ .~ 
Since a minimurn functionalconstratnt was. placedupoll settlements 
i.ncluded for e;~amlnation, many of the smallest hamlets have been 
omitted. 



Group lThese are the four largest towns :1.n t:~i\::; area, i. e Ne\'JOC:lstle, 

In t.c 

central area food shops are heavily outv:e,ghed by non-food 5ho~:,s £u:r: 

many kinds of cpeciaLLsed shops, (1.) Qcpartrnsnt stores and chain UP 

multiple snops are r&presented. 'I\vo county towns are included jn 

group and with an average population of apprOXimately 56,000 eacll 

of these centres has a large shopping, serv:ice, entertainment and 

employment area. ~1\;l.ny units of each of' the listed. services are p1'(;;;;8n(; 

and frequently these towns serve as area headquarters for pr·:i..vate 

and public organisat:'ons. New retall development is extensive in all 

of the tov.1nS and it is characteristically supported by mult~-stoj.'ey 

carparking facilities. New development takes the form of both 

extensive projects (e.g. Shrewsbury's tlniversl.de" development) and :in

filling of valuable town centre sites. Invariably the outskir-c.o of 

the CBD are dominated by small, shoddy buildings .. and the CBD show 

the typical outward progression from the PLVI dominated by department 

stores, multiples and banks, through the smaller, but still tcentral' 

private and multiple stores to the small brie-a.-brae, antique, 

delicatessan, cycle shops, pet stores and. used car lots on the periphery. 
v 

Each town has an important liiestock, p:r'oduce and general merchandlse 

market and is an important district centre. In these centres small 

suburban retail nodes have developed .. typically with no more than 

half a dozen shops providing 'convenience goods' for a localised 

SUburban population. 

Group 2. A group of seven well established market tm-ms with an 

average population of nearly 9,000. .lZach has a olearly.def1ned central 

shopping area, usually at the. Junction ot' several important l'oads 

where one street dominates. Ivlany are picturesque.J and modern d(;)Velopmont 

is mostly very modest being confined to one or two new replacement un,Us 

------.----.-.-.. -.-.--~-. ----------_ .. _-.. ---
(1) In this general context 'specialised' shops are taken to mean high 

order shops providing usually a single narrow range of goods; e.g. 
photographic equipment~ office furnJt.ure" paintings and artbts' 
mater1a.ls,etc. 
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in prime s1 tes. ( The exception is Oalcengates where a modern pre j.llt:'c 

of some 30 unHs is largely stal vacant after three years). Non food 

shops still predominate over foods shops i,n the central arE~a, al L'lOUsh 

there are a few medium sized supermarl\:ets. Privately owned and r!lultJp1c 

shops selling clothes and household goods are well represented and all 

centres can boast a range of specialist shops (e.g. IXlotographic, nlHGC 

garden stores). uSuburban!f retail development is limited for-the most 

part to individual convenience shops. These towns are important centl'0S 

for farming population, and each has a market Wiliell figures prominantly 

in the local economy. Wi th only m.Lnor exceptions each town in t:ll.S 

group possesses a full range of the services listed. 

group 2 . . Two kinds of settlements comprise this grOUPJ on tree one 

hand. there are the large 'central Villages' of Shiinal, Wem, Penkr~dgel 

and Eccleshall, and on the other hand are the substantial suburban 

settlements of Donnington, Hadley and Audley. The former tend to be 

smaller .. with an average population of 2,225 and rely upon their cent.ral 

POsition for their status, whilst the latter although close to a larger 

settlement have a comparable shopping and service provision to serve 

their larger average population of 4,900. In the oentral village group 

non food shops predominate over food shops, but in the suburban settlements 

the two are equally represented. In both cases the non food shops ax'€! 

mostly clothing and household goods and multiple stores are rare, as are 

Specialised shops. The central area is characteristically wealdy 

deVeloped, and 1s dominately by a single street. Services are not well 

developed although again the "central villages" do rather better than 

the suburbs. Typically a post office, bank and doctor are present as 

ere a ladies hairdresser" dry cleaner" pl"imary and secondary s choels, a 

mobile library and a police station not continuously manned. Most of 

the shop units are small and have old-fashioned frontages although somE: 

Small modern foodsupel'markets are to be found. It i,e at thIs level, 

and below, that social activities become important as ;In element of' 

centl~ality as discussed in chapter 5. In Group 3 representatives of 
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each type or activity J 1. e. church based, wOlllens! J sport~ng, YUW1ci 

peoples' and miscellaneous clubs and orGanisations oueu!' frequently. 

group 4. A group of important villages \tJhich again have prospereJ 

(in a relative sense) due either to urban prox.J.rnj.ty or a central 

Position. T:'1e average population is nearly 1,500 although this ran2;e::o 

from Bunbury (355) to Shavington (3,300). 'Tnese villages have betwe""n 

seven and 20 shops, typically about ten JW1t~1 food shops slightly bettel· 

represented than non food. Individual units are small althou~h many 

have been purpose bunt quite recently. The shops of villages of 

tllis order provide mostly everyday convenience ~oods and the typIcal 

Complement might be five general food shops providing a ran;se of' 

groceries, frozen and occasionally fresh veg;etables l om butcher, one 

confectioner/newsagent/tQbacconlst, one village draper/gem~ral clothing 

shop, one small footwear shop, one hardware shop and a small ohemist. 

SerVice provision is fairly restricted, although county services are 

widely represented. All of the villages have a post office and a primary 

SChool, more than three quarters have a doctor, a ladies hairdresser, 

a district nurse, a visit from a mobile library and a police house, 

and in descending order of importance, ban};:s, turf ac.:cQuntants, 

secondary schools and dry cleaners are also represented. Shops are 

generally small and old-fash:loned, but occaSionally where a village 

has a substantial COMnuter element, a few new units have been erected 

e.g. at lViadeley and Great Haywood. 

Qt·oup 5. The villages in this group have an average population of 

approximately 600 and the maximum number of shops 1s seven, with food 

shops always predominating. Two-thirds of the villages have no shops 

in trle non food category but the few examples which exist are tobaccon~l$t/ 

newagents, hardware and general clothing stores. rvlany of these 

settlements have experienoed .:Jona:tdera.ble recent population grmvth due 

to the increase in daily commuting to nearby towns {e,g.Ashley, Edgmond 
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Haughton). A large number of the villa[;es have grown up by virtue 0.1;' 

their central position in regard to tbe local road network, but thelp 

range of retail and service facilites l.s so limited that none of tl,en1 

are truly eentral villages today. Service faciliti'35 possessed by 

Villages in this group were found to be limited, and as with all of 

the smaller villages it is the county services which are most "(.\)ide8pread. 

With only very few exceptions vlllaJ;es in this group have a po.st oi'f1ce 

and a stopping point for the mobile l';:'brary. Ab)ut one-third poss,;;ssed 

a police house, a primary school and. a ladies hairdresser, and otl:ler 

servicES which are represented are doctors, dlstrict nurse and s6 c;ondary 

school. Pri vate and commercial services are poorly represented and. 1 t 

is rare for a settlement ln this group to possess more than one unit 

of any particular servjce. 

Qroup 6. This is a large group of small villages (average populat on 

230) Which with only minor exceptions can boast some measure of retail" 

professional and cOlmner-cial or county based services. One-third of the 

villages have more than one shop, but only one non food shop is found 

in the whole group of 62 settlements. The typical profile of a 
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Village in this STOUp therefore is of one with a population of approximately 

230, possessing one or two general food stores, a post office (incol'~orated 

in the shop), commonly a primary school and a police house and in a 

fifth of cases a district nurse. Rarely a doctor may also be fOtUKi. 

Qroup 7. Another large group of small villages (average population 

1'(5) relying for their functional status upon county provided services 

(e.g. a primary sohooll a police house or a stopping point for the 

mobile library)" and t21e possession of a village hall and. associated 

SOCial activities. Shops, where they occur, are exclusively of the 

general store type, with a heavy emphasis on food. 

QrouE 8. A 'sump' group of very small villages and hamlets, frequently 

in fact no settlement as such can be recognised, the name refers to a 

locality, perhaps just a shop at a cross roads, and a point where the 

mobile library stops. 

The population ;r'anges of settlements, and the protr,l-:essively low·eI' 



figure 6. 1 The population range of sett1ement n in 1 6~ 
each hierarchical group 
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median populat ion of lower order groups 1s ",hOlm in Flf4:Ure 6.1. It 

can be seen from this figure and from Table 6.4 tbat the average and 

median populations for' each hierarchical sroup are quite distinct 

althoueh the range of populat~ons of :'n,U.vidual members 1n each group, 

especially at lower orders Sl10WS cons~d()X'able overlap between 

functionally distinct groups. 

Figure 6.2 ShOHS the spatial d:l.st:(·~~bution of settlements at 

each of these orders. This demonstrates that the distribution of 

centres at the lower ox'ders is closely lin1:ed ,,,1 th the location of 

the higher order settlements: each hiGh order settlement is surround",d 

by a system of low order centres. Tile pattern of smaller settlements 

closely parallels the overall distributi.on of populatton,which is 

itself a response to the total econom~.c landscape. The relative paucity 

of settlements in the oentral and weste:cn parts of the area :is contrasted . 
with a greater number of towns a.l1d vIllages, and both a more cornplex 

and more complete hierarchy in the better developed eastern part • 

.E.'ven in a study area of this size different central place systems 

exist in contrasted sub-regions. The·areas containing the greatest 

number of tOrms and villages, and so the fullest development of a 

central place system., are around. the main·employment centres of 

Welllngton/Oakengates, along the Trent Valley axis between Stafford 

and Newcastle, and betvleen Crewe/Nantt'lich and Newcastle. The rnl:dnly 

agricultural areas of west Staffordshire., south "Cheshire and 

north west ~1ropshire with their less dense spread of population, 

support relatively few towns or villages and only-a baSic servlce 

network of grade 6 and "( v Hlages exists. 

This existence of contrasted sUb-syst0ms of central plaoes is 

evident from Figure 6.2., but it is further illustrated by Figure 6.3. 
'1'h1s figure indicates schematically the occurrence of settlement!). of 

each order in the areas immediately surrounding the four grade one 

centres. The towns of Crewe.. Newcastle and Stafford areillolch ShO'VlU to 
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be surrounded by a relatively dense netwOl~k of settlements rangln;:;,; 

from grade 2 towns and. increasing in number consistentlydovm the s(;alo. 

In the more sparsely settled south west tlOWever Shrewsbury is surrou,n~led 

by a much smaller number of settlements, <:md these are mostly concentrated 

in orders 6 and '7. 

The methodology outlined above has tllerefore been found to worl\: 

successfully, in that it has indicated the position and relative 
t 

importance of disconinui·tles in a list of settlements ranked accordin:::; 

to their functional provision. We were looking for an objectively 

determined hierarchy of settlements, and one was found, but we must 

note that the groups found here would not necessarily accord with thone 

ir'i,entified elsewhere by the same method, 011 by other methods in our 

area. Either by moving, or extending ti'le area of investigation, other' 

centres might be foun.1 which would change the position of the group 

boundaries, or even slot into place between the gaps which have been 

established, and so change the entire system. 

Is there then any justification in seekill6 hierarchies of central 

places on anytl1ing less than a national scale? In addition it would be 

a mistake to think that any groups which have been Id.entlfied are 

necessarily static; the work of Smith 11 in Wales is but one example 

of the movement of central places from one group into a higher or lower 

level with the passage of time, and thIs inevitably creates a blurrinG; 

of inter-group boundaries. 

One weakness of the above method for the identification of 

hierarchical groups is that it does not ta..~e into a{~cou..'1t the spread 

of retail and service proviSion in each centre, but only the nat result 

expressed as a numerical score. Althoueh this score is itself an :tndex 

derived from a centrals total mix of functions it is theoretically 

possible for two centres with quite dissimilar functional attributes 

to have an identical score. In practise tovlUS and. villages of oomparable 
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size were found to LavG broadly si~;1i1ar tw).ct':"onal profile::;;, but; a 

detailed comparison of these profiles ,\,,':Juld prov:i.C!.e a Bens i ti vo m(~a;':i\.lJ',~; 

of hierarchical simlla:cities. Such a r;J:::'GliOQ for establi,,,h1ng ,:;1.'oup::; 

of settlements has been used by W .K. .,(':8 
12 

in South "'Jales, and 

more recently by 0' l"a;{'rell 13 :in 11:'e1<.:n:i. Central places wen:: ri:'.nl..cd 

according to their tots.l score COlilpU1:C. 1
. f:'~"-');l tbe fWJ.ctJon1.l.1 uatl'J.2{, 

raw scores in eacb coluun of fun(~tional type VJsre convertej into n:~n.k:::; 

and adjacent pa:Lrs of settlements i'l2r2 cOliipared in respect of tne i r 

overall functional provision by means of Spearman coefficients of 

association. 

This approach to an urban hierarc;1Y by dLstjngui1hing inter ... ~:~roup 

differences and v'lith:Ln sroup sim:.Iarities is demonstrated in Table 6.5. 
Five groups have been dj.stlnZUished but it can be seen that the des()1:'iptlon 

at. the lower end of the scale is poor .. end that below the village of 

Haslington all settlements are included in a single group. The utility 

of grouping centres in this fashion is thus seen to be limited to 

relatively large and functionally comple:c settlel!JentSj at lower levels 

the method 1s not statistically sound and small settlements "lith 

Simple functional arrays oannot be differentiated. 

In Table 6.5. Srlrewsbury, Stafford" Newcastle and Crewe emerge in 

group I and these may be described as district centres. Group 2 is 

a fairly straight forward group of market ·t.owns, but group 3 is a 

miXture of small towns central villages and suburban settlements. 

Group 4 comprises moetly large commuter villaees and group 5 is all 

other settlements. 

A:ihering strictly to the lin.1<ages indicated by Spearman Ran;'{ 

Correlation Coefficients there should be further breaks asindi()e~ed 

by asterisks 1.n Table 6.5, however by testing; extreme members of 

groups for similarity these breaks were fOlli1d to be illogical. ~~us 

Oakengates was found to be more like Donnington than it was lU::e~ Weffi .. 

so the breaks were omitted. 
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Table 6.5 Hierarchical Grouping of Settlements : ~'ethod 2 (After W K Davies) 

Settlement Rank Correlation Settlement Rank Correlati on 
Coefficient between Coefficient between 
adjacent centres adjacent centres , 

.720 , 
Shrewsbury l Penkrldg' 

.303 .714 
Newcastle Eccleshall 

1 .271 --------- .467 
Stafford Audley 

.246 .750 
Crewe Gnosall 
.------- - .055 .809 
Nantwich Shavington 

.165 .538 ~ 

2 
Wellington Bignall End 

.281 .565 
Wh1 tchurch It Audlem 

.258 .780 
Market Drayton Shawbury 
------- ~D25 • 742 .. 

Oakengates Willaston 
.125 .753 

stone ~Ioore 

.393 .856 
Newport Madeley 

.502 .704 
Shifnal Hasl1ngton 

3 
.499 ------- .608 

Wem Great Haywood 
,265 t .771 

Donnington Barlaston 
.569 .799 

Hadley S Hodnet 
.720 ............. - - -

...... - ~ - ..... 
I ,------
I , 



Figure 6.4 The centrality values of settlements in each 
hierarchical group 
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Tne centrality values of each of these flve groups have been 

averaged and plotted in Figure 6.4. 'rl-:e obvious inter-group contrasts 

are a greater number of functional types rep:cesented in the higher [;rOUI's, 

and larger median centrality values, dUe boti1 to the provision of 

specialised functions and a greater nwnber of establishments in the 

larger centres. It is instructive to compare· the results of the two 

methods of grouping discussed above, and to examine tneir relatlve 

merits. The starting point for both methods was the same, i.e. a 

list of 191 settlements ranked on the basis of a. score derived from 

their total provision of retail and service functions. By the fJ.rst 

method (and the one adopted substantively) this list was$canned 

and the two settlements with the most Similar scores were amalgamated 

into one group; the pro:edure was repeated untu all settlements had 

been Joined into one large group. (i) It was decided empirically that 

a division into eight groups, Table 6.3, was a realistic description 

of the differences in functional stat1w. 

The second method considered the detailed array of functions 

and their relative importance in each ~ettlemnnt. In this way ;five Gl'OUpS 

were formed, Table 6.5, but with the dlfferentiation confined to the 

upper end of the scale of settlement size. For this reason the second 

method is inappropriate to the present ;:;tudy. A comparison of tables 

6.3 and 6.5 shows that the only discontInuity upon which the two methods· 

are agreed 1s the breCLJ.c between Crewe and Nentwich. A more direct 

comparison however is afforded by arresting the progressive grouping 

of method 1 at cycle 185, such that it too provides five groups -Table 6.6. 

With this unrealistic constraint of havIng to produce five groups, ltlC'thod 

1 is clearly unsuitable for it groups together all towns from Shre'l-1SbuT"J, 

an important centre for much of Shropshire and. the vJelsh borders, to 

Newport, a town of less than 5,000 people and with only local impo:t'tanoe. 

(1) In practice a variant, using log scores. was adopted. 
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Table 6 . 6 A comparison of two methods of grouping settlements 

METHOD METHOD 

Shrev.bury 
lCevcutlc 
St.rrord 
Cr_e 
Wantvich 
Wellington 
Whitchurch 

2 

2 
Market Drc,yton 
Ouell8ate:::s"------
Stone 
If~rt 

---sbI fn:&:l 
Va 
Donninston 
Hadle!)' 
PeN:ri~ 
Ecclesball 

3 

Audlq ----
Gno .. al 
Sbaringt.on 
Bisnall Eod 
Audln 

2 Bbawbury 
Willuton 
Woore 
Ma4elq 

4 

Hul1ngton 
Gre.t B yv-:::.,.ood-:----
BarlutJn 
Hodnet 
Wheaton Aaton 
Betlq 
Bunbul7 
~ 
iltuton 

BiltOll 
K&laer End 
IlJoenbUl')' 
Alhler 
Louerbea41 
Edpood 
WeetoD-under-Li,ard 
Hillltoclt 
We.ton (Crr.,.) 
laugbton 
We. ton under Trent 
\1004 ....... 
Titt.near 

3 Sv)-1merton 
Vl'oCIkvardine 
Bl7th !ridge 
Al • ...,na BuIlt 
Worl •• t.OIl 
Milford 
High Ercall 
th.lverdin. 
~te&4 Heath 
S~ 
Waltoft 
AlpNh 
Church t&t.oII 
Wood x..z:e 
OI&lton 
Hildentone 

5 

~nitmo 
Ilrocton 
Clive 
Cote. lleath 
Croxton 
Great Bridgeford 
Prees Higher Heath 
nunstOll 
Gailey 
Albrighton 
Hale. 
geighrord 
Mllckleatone 
Stand~n 

Bu.liele), 
Hopton 
Baldwinl Gate 
W.t.ers Upt.on 
Spurltowe 
Loppin«ton 
Wetwood 
w"bllllbury 
Chollllondley 
Stove by Chartlq 
TOIl8 Horton 
Miles Green 
Tern Hill 
Marbury CI.IIII Quo! ale)' 
Fulford 
Alb Mqn. 
lCnigh tlq 
Gallant1'7 Bank 

4 Winterlt!7 5 
Rodington 
Iforton in Hales 
Tibber-on 
Badnall 
Bl,ymhiU 
'l'illtock 
Chureh Minahull 
Childs Ercall 
Pre.ton Weald Moor. 
Acton 
Moreton Corbet 
Vhiull 

le)"du 
lIIighton (Naf!r) 
GriubiU 
Derrington 
Stanton upoII HiDe Be.t.b 
LiU.lball 
Yarnf'ield 
Alton (Maer) 
Corblar7 (St.rrl) 
Keele 
rad4iler 
Cbebeer 
Upton ~ 
IFtrield 
CrII4ciDgton 
IQ"4e Lea 
BedDall 
Little Kadelt!7. 
Calnrhall 

5 

Loonc 
l!at'lerton 
Dradle), 
Cold Hatton 
Little U..,vood 
Adderle), 
Stolte upon Tern 
Ranten 
wa.rc.i Il8h am 
Great Bolas 
Hankelov 
Aaton 
Prelton Brockhurat 
Adbaston 
Sherrirbalea 
Stretton 
High Ofrley 
St.apele)' 
Wardle 
Wiatanvick 
Welton under Redealtle 
Acton Trunel 
Barthomler 
lIorton Drid.ee 
Withington 
Slindon 
High Onn 
Tixall 
Bough 
Pree. Green 
Balterley 
Platt Lane 
Chorley 5 
Great Chatvell 
Milwich 
Bilbop. Ortle), 
lQerton 
Ha.er 
Church Alton 
Bradfield Green 
Adaut.on 
Ellenhall 
~n-upon-tbe 

Weald Moor. 
K',ynnereley 
Mo4cI.erahall 
Uttington 
Whitcre· ... e 
WoUerton 
Knighton 
Ellerdine He.th 
Bunbury He.th 
Colwich 
BUlbrook 
FradawU 
Lee Brockhurat 
Pornton Green 
Onneler 
Steel Heath 
Banehurcb 
BriD4le)' 
01li7toD 
MoretonS..,. 
Chapel Chorlton 



It is also evi.dent that the two different mct:tods of distingul.shini:S 

hierarchical groups of settlements have, In this case ~ identifi.ed 

two quite different systems of groups: a chol ce between the two ll1UiZ t 

depend upon human judeement alone. 

It can be suggested that too much functional dlffel'entiation serves 
14 

to confuse rather than to clarify the issue of centrality. A.E. Sma:i.1es 

bas identified trait complexes, or collecti.ons of functions whi(~11 

characterise towns at d:1.fferent levels of the hierarchy, but as one 

moves through the spectrum of functions to"mrcis more specialised types, 

it is to be expected that there will be less regularity in the occurr'cnoe 

of specific establishments. Difficulty w::.11 therefore be experienced 

in trying to establish the comparability" or relative "central'l 

importance/ot, say, a pet shop and a delicatessan, or a toy shop and 

a store selling only electronic eqUipment, and indeed the desirabllity 

of the exercise itself is brought into qUestion. 

For these reasons, therefore, and because of superior diffc;:rentiution 

at lower levels l andgreater flexibility tt,J;'oughout the scale, method 1 

(progressive STouping wi th Jvleas'UJ'ed~"'rror Sum Squares at each stage) 

is here preferred for identifying the discontinuities in a ranked list 

of settlements. To claim that a defhxltlvehierarchy of settlements has 

been established by this method woUld clearly be unrealistic. At best 

we can say that E:ettlements in this area can be div:lded into group,s 

\lvhich exhibit Ii hierarchical structure on the basis of their provision 

of service and retail facilities. 

The spatial pattern 0:':' central places 

One of the cornerstones upon which classical Central Place Theory 

rests is that each centre has its own trade area, and that these trade 

areas interlock and overlap in a hexagonal ne'tv-lOl:'k - Figure 1.1. The 

rigid requirement ot' a completely homogeneous plain upon which the centr€s 
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must be located, and t>l€ perfect operation of set economic lattJf3 

regardlng the location of outlets and the behavi.our of consumer's 

are hypothetical concli tions which do not exist. It is therefore 

not surprising that the existence of a h:i.8:ca:cchi.oal neti<rork of 

hexagonal trade areaG can rarely be demonstrated for any area 

empirically studied. Skinner 15 ShON3 L~at tr'ade areas approidlnatc 

to a hexagonal network ';,n parts of C~LLna, but all too often t;}8 

spacing of the settlcl11ents and centre-h:~nterland relationships are 

taci tly ic;nored in central place stU:HSS. 

An implication o~" the system of ho.:::aL;ons :ls that settlement.'5 

should be re.s;ularly an'1 uniformly spaced w':."Ch respect to tbeir 

neiSh.bours. Several studies r:.ave shovm that even though a pattern 

of settlements may not fit perfectly, 01" even with close approximati.on 

into this framewor:{~ certain tenJencies awa;y" from a pu:cely random 

distrIbution, and t01';ards a coherent spat.Lal system, can be observed. 

In a revealing study of the settlc,ncnt pattern of certain 
16 

American States L.J. King applied a method of quantifying point 
1'( 

distributions developed by the plant ecolo[.:;ists Clark and Evans. 

Thus quantified" the settlement pattern could be comparedwitl1 

completely agglomerated, perfectly random, or uniform (hexagonal) 

distributions of the same density. In none of the states tested 

did King find a uniform distribution of central places, but he was 

able to arrange the states along a scale .. enabling comparisons to 

be made between states)from Utah with the most agelornerated pattern, 

to Ninnesota and l\'iissouri with distribut:Lons most closely approacbing 

uniform. 

Nearest neigl1bour analysis is applied below, but unlike King's 

comparison of different areas, it has been used in this case to 

analyse the spacinG of settlements at different orders of the supposed 

hierarchy (1) 1n one area. 'Ihe hierarchical concept of central places 

(1) Taken here as the hierarchy described by Table 6.}. 
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TABLE 6.7 

Grade of No. of (1 ) Density of I,lean observed Expected 41ean dist. Nearest 
Settlement Settlements Settlements distance to nearest in distribution of neighbour 

(Sq. miles) neighbour the same density statistic 
( =~) rA 

rA 2"JP rE R=-
rE 

1 4 0.001.+7 12.60 7.33 1. 718 (ii) 

2 11 0.0128 6.04 4.Lr2 1.365 

3 18 0.0209 l.r·.8l 3 lL/" • ,0 1.390 

4 34 0.0395 3.17 2.52 1.258 

5 65 0.0756 2.32 1.82 1.276 

6 127 0.1460 1.59 1.31 1.216 

7 181 0.2100 1.34- 1.09 1.22'7 

(i) T.ne number of settle~ents in each gToup is derived from table 6.4 by adding to the nu~ber of 
settlements j.n each group, the number in the group above it, i'or these supperior centres 
also perform as central places at the inferior level. 

(ii) Although R has been calculated for grade 1 centres its usefulness is diminished by tilere 
only beir..g four settlements in the l::X'ouP. 

I-' 
-.J 
.f::>. 



implies that each centre performs the fUJ'lcL.ons peculiar to its own 

order, plus all those of lower orders. Thus for the purposes of tIlts 

exercise, centres were plotted at each level both in their own rlC71t, 

and where their functional level was r€presented by settlements of 

higher orderl~. Straightline measures were tal{en between each settletllent 

and its nearest neighbour of the same or higher status. ~~here a 

nearest neighbour lay outside of the study area, a measurement to tllat 

settlement was made, but no distance from it was measured. 

The nearest nei[::-;!lbour stastistic H j.s a comparison, or ratio 

between the mean observed distance to nearest neighbours in the given 

distribution (rA), and the expected mean distance in a random 
18 

distribution (rE). Clarl'i: and E.vans S~10W that the value of H. 

varies from zero, for a completely asclo:ilerated population, through 

H == 1. 0 for a random distribut ion to a ma..:dmwn value of n ;= 2.15 

indicating a uniform (hexagonal) spacinJ;. 

Table 6. '{ shows thatl at each level, the observed mean distances 

diverge significantly from those which would be expected in a random 

distribution l and that in all cases the nearest neighbour statistic 

R indicates a pattern approaching uniform. This however is only a 

tendency, and in no case could the observed pattern be considered 

truly uniform. 

The centres of each order have been mapped, and an examination 

of Figures 6.5 to 6.11 shows that at all but the lowest order the 

denSity of settlements is greater in the east of the area, along a 

broad belt from Crewe/Nantwlch - Pottc:i."ies - Stafford. 

Correspondingly there is a relative sparsity" even of villages, 

in a large western area bounded by Shrewsbury, iVlarket Drayton and 
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Figure 6.5 The distribution of grade 1 centr~s 
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figure 6.6 The distribution of grade 2 centres 
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figure 6.9 The dlstribution of grade 5 centres 17J 
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Nantwich. 

The contrast between the dens:l.ty of settlements of all hierarchIcal 

orders, and the complexity of the central place systems in the north and 

east of the area and those of the south and west, can largely be explainei 

by the effects of industrial gro,~h and population agglomeration in 

disturbing the ideal patterns which ~iOuld be expected on an isotropic 

surface. The area is insuffiCiently differentiated in physical or 

agricultural respects (i) for this greatly to affect the settlement 

patterns, so we can suggest that firstly economic, and secondly planning 

factors are most important in determining location and patterns of 

present day central places at each order. 

Many settlements owe their present day existence and prosperitJr to 

the employment opportunities of nearby towns and Figures 6.3, 6.5 to 

6.11 reveal the way in which villages tend to cluster around the main 

employment centres. The effect which dormitory settlements have upon 

the overall pattern of settlement spacing can be further examined by 

a comparison of Table 6.7 with Table 6.8. For the purpose of 

constructing the latter, all suburban and commuter (li) villages have 

been removed from consideration l and the nearest nei&1bour statistic 

R was calculated for the remaining centres. Order 1 and 2 are not 

affected since they do not contain any purely commuter settlements, 

but for the other orders the pattern of settlements, where suburban 

villages are excluded, approaches slightly closer to auntform state 

than that for all settlements. 

This alternative presented by the Table 6.8 represents largely 

the pattern of older settlements which would have developed originally 

as pure servioe centres on aunit41rm agricul tural background which was 

more similar to C}-1.ristaller 1 s ideal state than are today t s cond. it ions • 

(1) see introduction to the area in the preface. 

(11) These were identified from fir.st hand knowledge~ but in a more elaborate 
exercise an objective method would naturally be preferred. A list 
of the settlements abstracted at each order 1s appended to Table 6.8 



Table 6.8 

Grade of 
Settlements 

1 

2 

3-

4** 

5*** 

6**** 

7****-

* 
** 

*** 

-*.-
***** 

The Nearest Neighbour Statistic (Excluding Suburban Settlements) 

No. of Density of Mean observed Expected mean 
Settlements Settlements dlst. to nrst. dist. in random 

per sq. mI. nei gh bour di stri buH on 
rA of Sflme density 

rE 

4 0.0047 12.60 7.33 

11 0.0128 6.04 4.42 

16 0.0186 5.40 3.68 

25 0.0291 3.97 2.93 

47 0.0546 2.804 2.14 

101 0,1170 1.839 1.459 

151 0.176 1.482 1.192 

Excluding Donnington and Hadley 

Excluding above plus Wi11aston, Hasllngton, Bignall End, Barlaston, 
Wheaton Aston, Shavington and Great Haywood 

Excluding above plus W1staston, Halmer End, loggerheads, Edgmond, 
Alsagers Bank, Haughton, Walton, Milford, Blythe Bridge 

Excluding above plus Seighford, Hopton, Miles Green, Brocton, Acton. 
Derrington, Wybunbury, Hyde Lea 

Excluding above plus Church Aston, Colwich, Stapeley and Warmingham 

Nearest 
neighbour 
statistic 
R 

1.718 

1.365 

1.469 

1.353 

1.309 

1.260 

1.243 
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Qonclusion to Section I 

Several alternative methods for measuring the centrality of 

settlements have been outlined, although in this first section of tl18 

study all these have depended upon an analy.sis and assessment of the 

functions represented :Ln different centres. I'lost prev:lous studies haVe 

concentrated upon measuring rank in relat_ion to retail facili.ties. but 

in the foregol.ng discussion it is suggested that both the services and 

social opportunities provided by a settlement are equally important 

factors in centrality. This is especially true at the lO'\.'Jer end of 

the scale of settlement size. Other functions have been Intt'od.uced 

as measures of centrality, e. g. employment J but. these seem tob~~ 

less crucial indicators and pose severe problems of measurement and 

comparability. Their usefulness in tilis context 1s ttet'efore limited. 

The methods outlin':=d fall into t\tJO main groups. Tl'1€ first involves 

an overall assessment of the total functlonai equipment in each centx'e J 

together 'Id th a subseqUent detailed analysts. The second relates tLe 

number of funotions posses3ed by a centre to othEr measures 0.:' 

settlem;;;nt size., such as population, in an attempt to distinif;uish 

.:::entres which have functions surplus to their ot-in requIrements. 

As migiyt be expected different measures of centrality give 

different rankings to the settlements and suggest ,!ontrasted hierarc(ll·'l:ll 

groups. In part, these varying results reflect the contrasting 

definitions of \' centrality" J and the various techniqUeS illustrate that 

there are many aspects of the concept. In short no absolute statemimt 

of the urban hierat'.:::hy emerges; there are a.lmost as many hierarchies 

as tbere are tecLn1cal approaches. 

The settlements in the area range from large to\';'l1,s. such as 

Newcastle-under-Lyrne and Shre l'IS bury ~ down to a multitude of ,small 

villages. Comparisons between the possible ways in "Ji1ich these 

settlements may be classified, or gr'ouped into a hierarc}::lY are explored. 
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Thougn some settlE:mE'nts are cons:i3tently rank'3d J:lil~l and others 10\'1, 

many settlements move up or dovm the hierarchy or orders d8pencLni:., 

upon the tedm:I.ques applied. For example, teL:miques for establ.~ sUng 

oentrali ty on tIle basis of a total functional count, and those based 

upon a functional surplus/deficit are quite dissimilar, and close 

comparisons should not be SOugl1t amonest U"e results. 

The choi;:;e of tecbniques for determlning centrality, and for 

establishing hierarchi;~al groups depends upon the final use to w(li(;1:1 

the results are to be put, and the time and resour::es available. Greater 

depth of analysis and improved accuracy can be achieved by tl1~ most 

detailed and consequently laborious investigations. A rapid scileme 

for ranking settlements is t!:H;; rudimentary Index of Retail Centrality 

(Table 1+.1), but this is intended purely as a simple guide, and only 

a more sophisticated approach wlll combine accura{;y with consistency. 

The preferred solution here i.s to ran-1( settlements by t~1e1r overall 

fun~;tional scores, end to identify orders of centres by J:.'l'ogress:;'ve 

grouping with a measured "Error Sum of Squares lt at each stage. '1'1:.e 

advantages of thIs method have been arf'.;ued in previous pages, but 

briefly they are as follows:-

(1) The total functional score ',based upon location coefficients, largely 
eliminates tte problem of ('ompa,ring un-like funetions. 

(2) The flexibility of the scheme allows either a complete or a 
selective range of fun,;tions to be considered. 

(3) Settlements of \'lidely diSSimilar size can be ranked and grouped 
in one list. 

(4) It is an obJect.i.ve and quantified grouping procedure which produces 
alternative statements of the hierarchy w:th a measured 10's'$ of 
detail in each case. 

This section (chapters 3 ... 6) has been concerned with several 

alternative apPY'oacLes to the measurer:jcnt of urban ';)entrali.ty, and the 
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question of ranking settlements into a functional hierarchy. 

Although different techniques have been explored, they all involve 

an assessment of the number of functlons possessed by centres, and 

the mixture of such functions with1n settlements, or the measurement 

of functions against other variables such as population. As SU0:~1 

these studies focus upon the settlements themselves and take no 

account of the reciprocal relationships beti':een centres and their 

service areas. The town-hinterland relationship is an essential 

and inherent part of the con,:;ept of ,entrali ty, and it is towards 

this question that our attention will be turned in the section 

which follows. 
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Chapter 7 The 1denti.fication of nodal systems and an .... --... 

examination of rural-urban l:Lnkages. --_..' .-.. -~ ..... ~ 

The fi.rst part of this thesis :,az been concerned with an D.nD.lys:Ls 

of the functional status of centr'al places: it has been implicit that 

these settlements galn their centrality by performing services anJ. 

provlding goods for the population of a surrounding area, but so i'a:(' 

we have made no attempt to measure the way in wn.ieh these centres are in 

:tact used. The next three chapters exami.ne the way in which rux'al 

people use central places at varlOUi3 hierarchical orders, and the 

consequent rural-u:."ban interacti.on3 which develop as part of the pattern 

cf retail and service provision. In brief it is proposed to exam:Lne 

the "use-characteristics" of settlements in order to evaluate both 

their centrality and the pattern of hinterlands which they develop. 

The linl'.::ages between rural consumers and their service centres 
1 constitute the backbone of central place study~ or as Davies SU85ests 

!Ian understanding of the dynamics of the functional and spatial 

relationships between towns, and between towns and their service 

hlnterlands, is one of the main goals tOvlt~rds which research in the 

field is dlrectedH
• 

In the absence of any published information on the shopp:,l1,S pat.terns 

and urban linkages establl$~ed by rural people a questionnaire surv(?y(i) 

was devisedfo!' the collection of data. The main aim of this survey 

was to establish t.he centres from which a·random sample of people obtained 
(il) 

a selectiVe list of goods and services, and to discover how many 

visits they had made to different urban centres during a four-week 

peri<X1. From this information~ and knot-ling the place of residence of 

each respondent a pattern of shopp:1.n,3 movements ~ with the empba:iiis on 

(i) Tnis is ,mol'efully explained in Appendix E, 
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(ii) In order to simplify the quest:tonna1re, and thus encourage a hlZJ1· 
response rate, only nine goods and serVices, believed to be typical and 

. representative" were included. 'lhese were;- Bank, Grocer" Butcher .. 
Post Office I Chemiet I Electrical good.s JI maj or i terns of clotllinG, 
Doctor'" Dentist. 



direction, d.i.stance and frequency of vis:l.ts could be constructed. 

After preliminary surVe~ii3 to test alterncrLive approaches a Io:stal 

questionnaire was sf,ni:. to 2L percent oc' ::oC:c':,;c;llold.s living in rural 

d:Lstrlcts within the study area. The rat~:ns and valuatj on lists of 

local authorities formed a..'1 up to date and complete sample frame, 

and nearly 59 percent of tlle questionnaire::; despatChed were returned, 

an unusually high return for a postal sUl'vey. 

Nodal systems 

An initial expression of the nodal structure of the study area 

can be gained by establishing which towns have been visited by rural 

consumers for shopping purposes in the month pI'ior to the survey. 

A simple line representing a linkage of th5.s nature between an indiv ldual 

consU'ner and an individual town 1s of l':"mited value. iJ),us in order to 

provide more meaningful detail about the importance of these linkazcs, 

the way in which localities, rather than individuals, are linked to 

the major nodes within the central place system has been examined. 

In particular it is valuable to measure the relative sizes and strengths 

of the linkages that have evolved, and also to show connections wlth 

centres other than the domlnant one. Individual replies to the 

qUestionnaire have therefore been aggreGated into parish totals, or 

where parishes are large, into groups of five respondents. This enables 

us to go beyond the simple statement that; an individual consumer had 

Used a particular centre during the month of' tbe survey, and we can nO'\'J 

suggest what percentage of shopping viSits from each parish are made to 

each town. 

Figure 7.2 (1) has been compiled in this way f'rom answers to the 

(1) For the sake of clarity the names of centres have been omitted from 
this series of maps, they are however shown on the location map 
Figure 7.1. 
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qUestion "which tOTtlnS have you visited for- shopping purposes in the 

last four weeks, and how many visits have you made to each? ". It .ts 

a first approach to the establishment of a nodal structure for the 

study area, and it indIcates the relative inpoy·tance ot each town fo'!" 

all of the rural loealit;~es. The sti:'ength of v~·~ interaction betNe(:sn 

a town and a rural conllTIlmi ty is quantified by the proportion of all 

urban shopping visits from each rural locality which are made to eaoh 

individual urban centre; for simplicity these are depicted by three 

classes. viz. a tot\'11 lTlay attract more than 75 percent of all v.:Lsits 

made from a 100a11 ty to urban centres I bctHG8n 50 percent and 7J/. pel'cent ~ 

or 25 to 49 percent. Linkages representing less than a quarter 0::: all 

urban visits from a rural locality have here been neglected. 

The way in which the respondents in individual localities 

distribute their shoppinC; patronage amon.::;st the towns in the central 

place systems varies, thus some parishes have established Significant 

links with two or more tOl'lnS, or others are dominated by a sine;le 

centre·. This gives rise to primary I secondary, and even tertiary 

li1!kages, and in FiiZ;Ul'e rr.2. a locallty'n primary node 1s indicated 

by its heaviest connecting line. It is hONever not necessary t;:1at this 

line should represent more than 75 peroent, or even more than 50 percent 

of all Visits, indeed many groups of respondents are so weakly liw\ed 

to an individual urbrul centre that their prl.mary l~r.J~ages represent 

only 25 to lj·9 percent of all visits to towns. 

The centres ident:tfied by Figure '7.2 are all urban nodes. and it 

is evident that some have stronger, and more extensive links with their 

surrounding rural districts than others. The four largest towns of 

Crewe. Newcastle, stafford and Shrewsbury ape well developed nodes, as 

are the larger of the market towns. The nmall tOi-'lnS of Stone and 

Oakengates however are overshadowed by superior centres and are seen to 
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be weakly developed nodal points. 

The value of establishing sue;, a nodal structure depen.Is entirely 

upon accurate maasurement of tllG llnl(s that exist between to1m and 

country, and clearly these may be quantified in different Nays. It 

has been seen above that the linl'.:aGe system may be measU1'ed in terms 

of proportions of the total nUlilber of townward trips or:Lr;j_nat:lng 1n 

each discrete locality which are directed to particular centres. 

The strength of the linl;:ages lTlay also be expressed 111 terms of 

the frequency of trips made (on average) to eacn town by residents 

in each rural locality with wbioh a link may be identified, I~lf:,ut'e 7.3, 

and a frequency of visiting value can be determ:lned. F'lgm'e"l.3 

indicates a more complex system ·than the previous one because towns 

act" weakly as nodes even thouSh they may claim only a very .;:mall 

percentage of the total trips underta.ken by any localised group of 

consurners. In order to slmplify the pattern, Figure 7.3. indicates 

only the llnks to the two centres most frequently used by respondents 

in each locality. (1) 

Three broad conclusions are 'possible from the.sa two waps :-

(1) the strongest linkages, represented both by a high f:cequency 
! 

and large proportion of visits are confined to respondents t nearest 

towns without reference to the hierarchical order of those tot'1US; 

(2) secondary li:n..ltages are invariably to towns of highe:J:1 order 

than the dominant node, and in many cases are represented by a 

frequency of visiting of less than once a month; 

(3) the frequency of visits to to\'.'ns also !'eflects the local retail

servIce provision in the rural area. ~1ere there is a good ranee of 

shops providing the more commonly required goods locally (e.g. Penkridge, 

Dennington, VJillaston) the frequency of visits to town is 10\11. 

(1) In some cases only a sinsle town was reported to bave been 
visited in the month prior to the survey. 
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Reoognising that not all 51'10ppinG trip;:; are similar, the visits 

to towns have been sub-dj.vided and mapp(>] according to the goods 

purohased. With:i.n the framework of a qu:::stionnaire it was not pOBsib]'", 

or even desirable to calculate the frequ"moy itJi th which centres were 

ilisited for each individual purohase, but it was possible to compute 

the linkages in terms of the proportion of visits from each parish 

to a particular centre for individual goods and services. The result;i.ng 

patterns" Figures ~{.l+ - 7.8 are a comment u~)on both the status of 

different centres, anel the behavioural movements of consumers in 

respect of dlfferent categories of demand for urban servIces. 

As with the two previous maps, respondents are aggregated into 

groups of five. FO"1.~ each of five types of goods and services the 

percentage of visits to each centre have been mapped in four categor:i.es, 

viz, where more than 75 percent, 50 -711- percent, 25-49 percent_ and 

15-24 percent of all trips for a specified good are to the single 

centre. The maps, and the discussion of nodal structure establ1.shed. 

by rural people purchasinG individual goods and services, which folloNs, 

illustrate the dichotomy between 'convenience' and 'competitive' patterns 

of shopping behaviour which have been outllned in earlier chapters. 

Groceries 

Food is a cornrnodity which is purchased frequently because of its 

rapid rate of consumptlon and perishable nature. For this reason it 

can be considered the typical I convenience 1 good" althougl1 as i'le shall 

see later, the pattern of shopping for groceries is one which is under

going important changes •. 

At this level of demand more centres a:r'e identified as nodes than 

for any other good, and this is consistent w:Lth the existence of food 
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stores at even ti.'le 10\>.'Gst order of t:18 cen"t.ral place system. 'l'he 

overall pattern of' movement. w11:.o11 emer;,5es in P2.Gw·e ?' ,il is dornj.nated 

by short distance JOlB:'neyz to a multitude of centres. 

pattern is still a simple one WJ~l.dl expreSS(-3S t.Le prine.; tIe 

convenience, an(.i t.::lere is little :i.ndi.cation 01' rivalry or' a div:Is1.on 

of spending between competing centres. 

The longer distance secondary lin.~ages depicted ln l"i tLur0 7.2+ 
represent at present only a small proportion of total t:nps made, but 

they do indicate the changing r'ole of larser towns in providLng groceri.es 

to hinterland populations. The Simple !!convenience' pattern of 

shopping for groceries is rnocU.f~"ed by a comp0titlve element where food 
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items form part of a multi-purpose trip to a lar:.}:: town which provldes 

greater variety and choice of e';oods of all kinds. Addl tlonally a proportion 

of consumers deliberately neglect their nearest Grocery outlet in 

favour of the urban-based supermark.ets and cash and carry establisbments 

whl.ci1 offer lower prices and a I-anga of marketinG bonuses. This process 

is perhaps selective by socio-economic class in tllat it has great 

appeal for car O~~lers. 

The severe competition 'which villages and small centr'es suffer in 

this way is emphasised by the fact that 45.9 percent of all rural 

consumers normally visit a centre other t11an tbeir nearest when purchasing 

groceries. 

Doctors 

Doctors (together w;L til baru:s) were included in order to enable an 

analysis to be made of movement patterns in relation to non-retail 

functions. Like grocers they generate a simple, short range 6 non

competitive pattern of movement of 'convenienoe type~ FIgure 7.5. 
Several of the large towns# e.g. Shrewsbury .. Hanley, are not ment';'oned 

or shot'l up very weakly, whereas small towns (e • .!!;. H'h:L tchur<:;h, f'lIarket 

Drayton) and a number of villages are identified as .. stx'ong nodes. 
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Tne relatively lar,;;e number of nodes and t,;,e sl~.ort-ran8'e of tile 

movement lines sle-,nify patronage oi' the nearest doctor I and indeed 

only 19 percent of respond€.nts stated tl',at t:1SY vis:Lted a doctor 1n a 

centre other than their nearest. There is of course an artificial 

constraint on thls pattern in that a docto!' could refuse to accept 

a potential patient if it would j,nvolve unec;essarily long journe~rs. 

The way in which centres are able to dornlnatt~ sub-areas, and tJ:.e lack 

of rivalry between centres is shown by the strenC;0'J of tt,\';l' movement 

lines and the minor importance of secondary linl~ases. (i) 

At the general practitioner level therefore, the fact of registratIon 

and the provision of a standardised service means that a relatively 

clear cut pattern of domination by Single nodes emer;];es. 

ghemists 

Fl~ure 7.6 showing the pattern of movement to chemists shops offers 

several contrasts with the previ.ous maps. but aGain the princIple of 

'convenience' can be demonstrated. As would be expected fewer nodes 

are identlfied, for cbemists establishllents are more rarely occurring 

and so are of a higher order t::-lan doctors or zrocery stores. Host 

localities do not show any secondary llru<ages in Figure 7.6, suggesting 

that single towns asswne fairly exclusive areas of dominance in 

providing the service of chemists shops. This ls supported by the 

small proportion (18.'7 percent) of consumers who v 15it centres other 

tdan their nearest one. Chemists are the lowest Ol"o.er shops to have 

an almost exclusively urban or large village locat':;on, and it can be 

seen.. given variations in hinterland population, that the suall towns 

and large villages are as stroni;<;ly repres€'nted as the larger centres. 

~---.--.-.~-'~,-,-~ .• -.. --,-
(1) Despite the exclusive nature of registrat:Lon t-lith a. single doctor. 

secondary linkages are of course possible a1flon~,!: sample groups of fIve 
respondents. 
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In particular the centrahty of the 1el'cer v.Ll1abes (e. g. Per"';<;Tldg6, 

Ecc1esha11, Aud1ey an"! Aud1em) at this level sLould ):)8 noted. 

~:l.nks. 

For this facility the 1a:cge towns are imp02tant nodes, but so 

also are the smaller towns and a few large villages (e.g. Shawbury, 

Ecc1esha11, I'enkridge and Bunbury). Although banking habits may be closely 

allied to shopping patterns, they may also be determined by employment 

location. The distances travelled, shown by F'igtr:."e '7.7, are molest, and 

secondary linkages are few. T:'1:Ls, together with t::le strength of the ties 

illustrated, and the fig'Ure of' 24.7 percent for vlslts to banl\:s other 

than the nearest, provides evidence that ::LndiviQual nodes domjnate 

their ovm area, and again a relatively simple nodal structure emert~es. 

There is of course some competition between banks (and so between small 

centres where each has only one or two branci:1es) but the service offered 

is so standardlsed that the comp6ti ti ve principle operates only feebly, 

and the pattern developed has a I convenience I c;)aracter. 

!iajor items of clothin~ 

The movement patterns represented by FlgU1;"e 7.8 ar'e more oomplex 

and confused than those of the previous maps, and it is on thls Fig'Ure 

that the princip1et of competition finds its strongest expressIon. From 

this intricate pattern however several characteristics can be distilled. 

Mure towns outside of the area have been norn:'nated as centres :in 

~Ihich respondents buy major items of clothing the-n for any other purpose 

or need. Those named most conslstently are Ch(~ster and Manchester jn 

the north, and Birmingham and Wolverhampton t., the south. Although the 

smaller towns of the study area appear to ha Ife some centrality at thi.s 

level, the five centres which dominate are all 1ar'ge towns viz, Crewe, 

Newcastle.. Hanley, Stafford and Shrew,sbuFj'. Some of the 3T:aller towns 
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such as Oakengates and stone which su:'~.eJ:' grGat competitIon from 

nearby, superior centres; do not emeru~ c,s nod.es for major items of' 

clothing. 

In Figure 7.8 the lines indicating movement of rural consumers 

to shopping centres are longer than in any other map of this series; 

this suggests that for major i terns of clothing people are p:ceparcd to 

travel further than for all other goods. The pauc i ty of heavy 1 In(?;s J 

and the abundance of secondary lin..%ages :Lndicates the j mpor-tant element 

of chOice, and of comparison and competItion in shopping for clothes. 

Again this is substantiated by the high proport:i.on (4'7.6 percent) who 

normally visited centres other than their nearest clothing outlets. 

Many respondents in fact listed as many as five or six alternative 

centres, but linlmges were only plotted where they represented at least 

15 percent. of the Journeys made by any group 0:: respondents. 

Newcastle and Hanley, only three miles apart, were found to be 

used as complementary centresj only if their r(~uirements could 

not be met in Newcastle \<lould Many conSillilet's Elo to the larger centre. 

Only Audlem emerged as a non-urban node for major items of clothing, 

but with only one clothlng store, and only one parish nominatin3 it 

as a centre, its impo:r'tance is olearly llmHed. 

These maps (Figure 7.2 - 7.8) present a series of extracts of the 

overall nodal structure of the study area, and they also indicate some 

of the characteristics of the tradinz hinterlands of the various centres 

for different types of goods and services. There are a number of general 

conclusions to be drawn, but first we should qualify our discussion by 

noting that the patterns establ:lshed by the maps represent only a partial 

View of the total linkace system of the arca. In particular a f;eneral 

linkage structure would also be required to recognise such movements as 

the Journey to work and trips for social purposes. 
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By consiclering the aggree:;ated movements from parislles, or smaller 

than parish population groups, rather than individual movements, some 

degree of areal accuracy is sacrificed. 'lh18 however is justified by 

the greater ability to assess the relative importance of linkage in 

terms of the frequency of trips, or as the proportion of trips wh:i.ch 

originate in a particular sub-area and terminates at a specified 

centre. 

The patterns identified can be arranged along a scale whi.ch 

represents the distinction between the si.mpl1city of a 'convenienee ' 
pattern and the complexity of a 'competitive' one. The most straight 

forward pattern of linkages is that for doctors, but its simplicity is 

only partially due to the large number of nodes and the predomJnance of 

short Journeys. An Equally important factor is the high proportion of 

single linkages each of great strength (represented by the thickest 

lines in Figure 7.5) for this indicates that most parishes or sub-areas 

are dominated by a single centre for visits to the doctor. A similar 

characteristic, but in lesser degree is shown by groceries. B1mcs 

and chemists generate longer range trips but still with relatively 

little complexity arising from the competitive and comparative 

principles in shopping. It is among the complex. long range movements 

of journeys to shop for ma,jor item;3 of clothing that the competitive 

principle 1s best shown. 

The strength of .the linkages measured as a percentage of all the 

urban trips from a given area which terminate at an individual. centre" 

identifies the importance in many sectors of demand, 01:"' the small market 

towns and large central villages. Each centre varies in its relat1on~ 

ship with its surrounding area, but some evidently have geographIcal 

advantages. Wellington and .Nsntwich gain from the pseudo-rural 

populations of such settlements as Donnington, Hadley .. W1l1sston and 

Wistaston, an1 Market Drayton has a..'1 advantage in its isolated locat:i.on. 

The linkage patterns illustrated also clarify the way in. \,11110h 
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individual nodes influence their trading hinterlands. At the lower 

levels of demand .. e.g. for a doctorfs services, this influence amounts 

to a relatively simple patterns of dominance. At higher levels of 

demand however, e.g. for major items of clothIng, this dominance does 

not occur and a more complex nodal structuro em~:;rges. TlH; greater 

average length of journeys ,and the preponderance of secondary linkai!;en 

1s eVidence that at this level rural areas are affected by the competj.nc 

influence of several tOlms, and are rarely dominated by a single centre. 

Consumer behaviour and the range of a Eood. 

Implicit in the foregoing arguement has been the concept of the 

f d .p 'i 1 Be 2 It t' ., . f range a a goo· .. 0 ... Wi), C ~l rry says ---- no rtLLnlmum Slze 0 

market area required for support of successively lower-order goods 

w111 be proeressively less than the hexacons for the highest order good". 

This is illustrated by Fi.gures 7.2 - 7.8 vlhioh show how th.e villae;es 

and small towns only attract consumers from modest distances, or ranges. 

In short they have a small economic reet::;h. This inability of villages 

and small towns to attract trade from a great distance is due in part·· 

to their lj.mited provision of goodS and serviceo; in particular they 

lack the higher order coods such as furniture anj major clothing outlets 

for which consumers are prepared to travel consi.derable distances in 

order to maximise their cr)oice and selection. If a village P0:SStdi;S€;I:l 

a single outlet for a partioular durable good, this will not necessarily 

attract consumers from any great distance for it "dll be in direct 

:~:ompeti tion with larger centres offer:Lng a wider ch.oice. 

In additIon to ths: variation::) in rani;<l for individual goods there 

can be a substantial difference between t:10 f ranz€s' of establisllm2.nts 

of broadly similar functional type. The village and small tm'1n 

establishments of any functional type differ from th.eir large 'to\-\'ll 
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counterparts .. and thex'ef'ore they set up dif;;'erent hinterlani pattel'nn. 

Ttl-is is largely explained by the ens..gmat~.c factor of quahty, a small 

village chemist for example is far remo',red from a main branch of ffBoot~s II, 

so the suggestion that different goods have different ranees and 

threshold requirements must also be seen in the context that different 

centres serve differ'ent levels of demand. 'l'hus the trade areas 

established by settlements lower down in the hierarchy are limited not 

only by the variety of goods and serviCeS which they can offer, but also 

by the level of quality end sophistication at ~lhich tnat provision is 

made. 

The ran;::;e of a goo.i is of course also c10;3ely allied to the 

frequency of occurrence, and se to the distribution of outlets for that 

good. Thus the empirical assessment of the range of any good or service 

will depend upon the number of centres from \'/'tlich it can be provided, 

i. e. consumer travel distances will in each case be determined by tl".e 

number of nearby centres which provide tl>"e good in question. 

One of the difficulties in reconciliIl2; theory and reality in regard 

to the range of a good is that the multi-pur'poseshoppine journey blur's 

the distinction between separate goods, and in practise the real rang0 

Of penetration of the binterland j.s proved, empirically, to be much 

the same for what should in theory be ION-range goods as it is for h::ti9"l-. 

range goods. 

TIle discussion here is centred upon specified functional types of 

establishments, e.g. Chemists, grocers, rather than upon more narro\'lly 

defined individual goods, e.g. toothpaste" breakfast cereal .. but withIn 

this limitation we can suggest that two factors determine tl1e 

economic reach, or range of etlCll functional type. The first factor is 

the nature of the function itself .. and Fi£,'Ures 7.4 .. 7 .8.sho\oJod how 
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a representative list of goods created different consumer movement 

patterns according to the principles of convenience and COtnnetit::on. 

The second factor affecting the distance which consumers travel to ma};'e 

USe of a service or retail function, is tile status, or hierarchical 

order of the centre providing it. 

These two factors are illustrated by Figure 7.9 which 1s a summary 

of Figures 7.4 - 7.8. Effectively it shows the ranges of three catecor:l.es 

of retail goods and two services as provided by centres 0:C descending 

order. Tne first point made by Figure 7.9 is the greater number of 

centres which emerS€ as nodes for lower order GOods. Thus at the 

highest functional order" 1,e. that of major items of clothing, only 

grade 1 and 2 centres (and grade 3 very weakly) are ldentified as nodes. 

At the lowest orders hOHever, e.g. groceries and doctors, the nodal 

structure is shown to have important centres in £,TOUpS 1, 2, 3, 4. and 5. 

The median quartiles, i. e. the distan,2es from which one half of thG 

trade comes" focus our attention upon t:18 cere of the linkages in Ii'igure 

7.9. Thus it can be seen that the range for a grocery store for example 

is smaller for a grade 2 centre than it is for grade 1, and it decreases 

until it 1s smallest of all for a grade 5 centre. The distances 

travelled for a particular functional type vary mer'e widely for consurners 

patronising a large centre than they do for a small centre" but the 

median quartiles, and the median itself" consistently represent £,-reater 

distances for each ind!.vidual kind of good provided by the larg0r 

centres than for comparable goods provided by lower ranking settlements. 

The variation :1.n the economlc ranGe of a good according to the l'aIik 

of th,~ centre providing it is also seen to e;{ist for maJor items of 

(;lothing. chemists, banl;s and dootors" although the standardisation of 

the service offered by doctors results :i.n only a small varlation betNeen . 

oentres of different rank. In each case the differenoes are confi,rmed 
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figure 7 . 9 The linear range of allied groups of goods and services 
provided by centres of different hierarchical orders 
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as signficant at <: l/~ level of confidence by analysis of variance. 

'l'his dual var:Lation in the ra.n.&~e or a i'u.n(.;tional type causer] both 

by the nature of the function itself', and tlw rank of the centre whl.ch 

provides it, is summarised in Table 7.1 where the median range of each 

good for each group of centres is listed. 

Order of 
Centre 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 

Major 
cloth:i.nz 

5.9 
3.6 

Table 7.1 

~1edian 11an£;e (Niles) 

Chem:tst Bank Groceries 

4.6 3·9 3.4 
3.6 3.7 3.3 
0.8 0.8 0.6 
0.7 0.8 0.7 

0.5 

Doctor 

2.8 
2.8 
1.0 

1.6 

1.0 

The table indicates a consistent decrease in the range of each 

function with decreasine; orders of centres" but it is only in eroul) 
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1 tbat a similar decrease can be seen according to the kind of function. 

The ranges of each of the functions when provided by group 2, 3, and If 

centres are remarkably similar. This table and Figure 7.9 sugsest therefore 

that at this level of enquiry the range,of a function varies very 

little compared wjth the range of the centre from which it is provided. 

The.dramatic .. but Wlvarying, reduction in the range of all good.s 

considered between grades 2 and 3 is particularly S l.gnifi cant • In the 

immediate context the division may be seen as one above which the 

principles of competHlon and comparison are valid.. but below 1iJhlch 

the convenience principle of shopping at the nearest outlet", ;ts more 

important. In the wider view however it should also be remembered that 

this was the point identified in chapter 6 as the division between 



settlements with a relatively complete funct:Lonal array .. nominally 

towns .. and those generally termed villages Hith comparatively poor 

retail and service prov~s:i_on. 

From this examination of the way in which rural people use Ul"b::m 

places of different orders for the prov i.sion of a selected range of 

Goods and services, three qualifications to tbe concept of the range 

of a good are offered. 

(1) The validity 0:[' tt.e concept may be limited to very spcclfJcally 

de fined hig.l-rer order r;oods, and so to hir):or ordor centres. On th(~ otJl;::;:c 

hand the majority of rural people snop so infreqUently for high order 

goods such as Jewellery.. furs, furniture, pl'ams etc... that to asl~ t:(]cm 

vl111ch centres they nor;i1ally use.. or last UDe;:l.. for these purpose,s 

would probabl:;- re::mlt :.n a meaningless pattern of nodes and linkat,;8s. 

(2) Journeys to SilO? cannot be resolw.d simply ~;nto sIngle 

purpose trips to the nearest centre w111011 ;::;tod<:s a requIred good. Tho 

mttl tl-purpose shopping tr:Lp blurs the dirrt:i.notion between the the'Jr<:Jtical 

range, or economic reach of various goods, and in chapter 9 fux·ther 

evidence will be forwarded to suggest that many of tile more cOJ1!ftlonly 

required goods and sGrvlceshava an identical range In practise. 

(3) Tbe variation in the range of different goods and services 

should be seen alon3side the e~'Jally slr:;,n:lficant variation in tile 

ran6€ of centres of different orders. Partly this is due to the 

greater retail and service provision of larger centres which are 

consequently able to attract people from greater distances than their 

snaller counterparts, but it is also due to the variation in the 

quality and degree of sophistication of 8otab11shm(;nts of a particular 

functional type, and individual goods, according to the status of 

the centre pl~oviding t; '.em. 
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Chapter 8 - The delim:Ltation of urban hinterlands: theOY'oti.cal ane] . _ .. _. 

It is only through a symbiotLc relationship with its surrounding 

district that a town possesses centrality~ and Berry and B~rnum 1 

suggest itA system of central places develops 1n a region to serve 

consumers living in that region with the goods and services they 

requir'e tt • Each central place has a sarv ice ar(;a (i) ovel' which it 

exerts an influence I but there are many ways of measuring that 

.. influence, and of circumscribing its boundaries. Indeed the nature 

and extent of the hinterland for a Single centre will vary not only 

according to the method of measurement used, but also with the level 

of the service specified. It will of course be determined too by 

the location and effectiveness of competing centres. 

Each group of U!'ban functions gives rise to its own character

istic hinterland, and local conditions may produce close correspondence 

or great diversity between the service areas which exist for different 

functions. The spatially most extensive hinterland will theoretically 

apply to the highest order function performed by a settlement, and 

the lowest order function will generate the most localised area of 
2 1nfluence. In a study of Welsh towns Carter gives many examples 

of different hinterlands. 

Recognising that hinterland boundaries are neither statie nor 

conclus1ve l and that they vary in extent for different functions we 
can briefly examine some of the ways in which they have been 

determined. In Britain the study of hinterlands has claimed the 

attention of geographers and town pianners l for whom it has become 

an important tool in the examination of shopping centre:::trade areas~ 

Such studies can be divided into those which rely upon mathematical 

mOdels based upon postulates, and a second group Which involves the 

(1) There is little a~Teement over the terminology of an area which 
is influenced by a town. From various sources the following 
appear to by synonymons:- urban field .. zone of influence, service 
or trade area, market area.. tributary area.. hlnterland,oatchment 
area. 
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use of empirical surveys. These two approaohes are not exclusive 

however I fur it is ideally only by the analysis and comparison ~f 

many different survey results tr..at the correct variables and 

parameters can be identified to enable a satisfactory mathematical 

technique to be evolved. 

Accessibility Hint.erlands 

A method of establishing hinterlands by an analysis of public 

transport patterns developed by F.H.W. Green 3 reached fruition in 

the 1955 Local Accessibility map produced by the Ministry of Housing 

and Local Government. A Town's hinterland was defined as that area 

which was more accessible to and from its centre than from any other. 
4 Although this approach was subsequently refined by Carruthers l both 

studies implied that hinterlands were mutually exclusive, and as with 

the majority of such investigations no attempt was made to show 

either the extent to which hinterlands overlap, or the way in which 

the strenath of a centre t s influence varies throughout its 

hinterland. Accessibility hinterlands based upon public transport 

services indicate only a situation which is possible and not the 

one which necessarily exists. In addition the validity of this 

kind of study has been progressively eroded by the increasing 

importance of private transport. 

Figure 8.1 indicates the accessibility hinterlands of centres 

in the study area as suggested by the Ministry of Housing and Local 

Government in 1955, compared with those constructed from 1967 bus 

timetable. (i) There is substantial agreement between the two 

periods with the exception of the emergence by 1967 of Oakengates, 

(i) The local accessibility for 1967 has bee~-~ai~~i~t-~d-·~si;;g·-ti1e· 
same criteria as the flJinistry of Housing and Local Government 
1955 Map. 
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Wem, Audlem and Eccleshall as centres in their own right. 

Mathematical f'/Jodels 

Gravity and potential models r~ve been applied extensively 

by geographers and economists to the investiGation of central place 

systems, and by planners to the study of market areas and the 
"

attraction of shopping centres. The recent study by Sirailes~in 
Australia provides a good example of the techniques involved. 

The basis of most gravity models is to equate some measure of 

the attraction between two locations with the friction caused by the 

distance between them, and there is a direct corollary with 

Newtonian physics. The early development of models of this kind 
6 has been comprehensively reviewed by Carruthers so further 

discussion here will be brief. The attraction (or in Newtonian 

terms the relative mass) of centres has been variously measured in 

terms of population, 7 retail stores or sales, 8 or by an index 

of interaction such as telephone calls, 9 and two kinds of 

generically similar models have evolved. 

The first, a determinastic form, is a direct development of 

Reilly's Law of Retail Gravitation 10 and it is commonly used to 

establish the break point, or the line of eq~al competition between 

adjacent centres. In mathematical terms 

Db "" 
Dab 

1 +j Pa 1 
.Po 

Db "" Distance of break point from town b 
Dab- Distance from town a to town b 
Pa - Population of town a 
Pb = Population of town b 

Figure 8.2 illustrates the hinterlands w!llch result from this 

formula for the study area. Here road distances have been converted 

t t 1 t1 i i t (1) and the weighting factors o rave me n m nu as 

(1 ) Tra';;i-ti~;~-;';e-"~~-i~~:;t;d--f;~;;"th~---f~ll~;'ing--';~;;;g;~~p~ed;:~'-'--
Unclassified roads and urban roads 2Omph. Classified A and Broads 
30 mph. Trunk roads and dual carriageways 40 mph. 
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Pa and Pb are the total centrality scores for each centre as derived 

in Chapter). All urban centres regardless of grade have been assigned 

a service hinterland which is dependant purely upon the centre's 

weighting and the distance to the next town, as if in a single or'der 

hierarchy. Towns at higher levels in the llierarchy ho~ever will 

have, for some functions, hinterlands which exceed and overlap. those 

of lower order settlements, and for this reason figure 8.) presents 

a calculation of separate hinterlands for grade 1 and 2 centres. (ii). 

In Figure 8.) it has been assumed that grade 1 centres offer all 

of the facilities of grade 2 settlements, with the addition of 

other functions which elev~te them to the superior grade. Thus in 

order to construct grade 2 hinterlands for the grade 1 centres each 

of the latter has been given a weir,hting equivalent to th.e average 

for grade 2 centres. 'Ihe theoretical hinterlands of the large towns 

as shown in Figure 8.2 are seen from Figure 8.3 to be a compromise 

between their grade 1 and 2 hinterlands. 

These two maps embodying results based upon a predictive model 

can now be compared with the empirical survey results mapped in 

Figure 8.4. There hinterlands for all urban centres have been 

constructed without reference to the order of goods be:i.ng provided j 

0):' the grade of the centre and it depicts actual movement patterns. 

Ttie boundaries shown result from an analysis of the replies of a 

random sample of rural people to the simple question "Which towns 

have you visited for shopping purposes in t21e past foU!' weeks?" 

Broad s:1mD.aritles t'li1l be noted betHGen Pig;ures 8.2, 8.) and 8.4, 
-------.-.....----,,---

(1i) These grades are as identified in Chapter 6. 
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but Figure 8.4 shows two important diverGences from the theoretical 

situation. The first difference is the irresolute nature of the 

boundaries thenselves. The stippled areas represent zones of 

interference between the influences of two or more towns. .F'rom 

these localities journeys to town are split between several centres 

with no single town claiming even 50 percent of the total. In this 

respect the zones of interference are areas which lie outside of 

the dominating influence of any individual town. 

Secondly local discrepancies between the trwee figures suggest 

that extreme caution should be attached to the use of gravity models 

for measuring the market areas of anythLryg other than large and well 

separated towns. For example the way in which the hinterlands of 

Newcastle and Stafford extend north and south at the expense of those 

of IVjarket Drayton and stone reflects the local north-south ali.gnment 

of communications along the Trent valley. Similarly the westward 

extension of Newport's catchment area can be accounted for by the 

barrier to communications originally provided by the Weald Moor area 

to the north of Oakengates and "fellington. EVen by turning distance 

into travel time for calculating the t model' statement of Figur'cs 

8.2 and 8.,3, the geographical idiosyncracies are not truly 

reflected. 

r,1ore sophls1cated and flexible models have been developed by 
11 12 

Huff, and Lakshma..."'lan and Hansen who diverge from previous 

deterministic techniques to produce. probablistic and non-unique 

solutions. :Briefly these concepts allow a consumer to isolate a 

subset of alternative shopping; centres, to calculate their r'elative. 

utility and then to distribute his partona~e spatially in a 

probablistlc fashion and not necessarily to a single centre. 
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Expressed in model form this becomes, 

P(CiJ) ... 

Sj 

TiJ1\ 
where 
P(Cij) = ProbabU:.ty tllat shoppers 

in zone 1 go to centre j . 

Sj = 

Tij =: 

Floorspace for particular 
product in centre j. 

Travel time from i ~,> J. 

Travel time exponent 
(empirically estimated). 

Hinterlands of shopping alleglance can thus be expressed by 

probability contours surrounding a centre; these wi.ll overlapi'or 

competing centres and give a more realistic identification of trade 

areas than a single 1 exclusive hinterland line. 1he repl'esenta.tlon 

of a townts zone of influence by a single boundary line contains 

several impl:led fallicies. The first of these is the implication 

that hinterlands are exclusive and that a clean division, usually 

taken as the 50 percent break pOint, exists between the catchment 

areas of competing towns. Secondly, a single line suggests that a 

hinterland is a relatively uniform area, all parts of it bcinu; linked 

with equal strength and frequency of contact to the centre. The first 

of these questions properly belongs here, but the discu.'3sion of the 

structural complexity within the hinterland will be explored more 

fully in the following chapter. 

OVerlap of hinterlands. 

It has already been shown in FIgure 8.4 that zones of interference .. 

or multiple competition exist w11ere no single centre dominates rural 

allegiance by claimin.q; even 50 percent of all Journeys to town. but 

in addition the pattern of influence is far from simple. even where 

the hinterlands of only two towns impinge. To represent a hinter .. 

land boundary by a s 1n:;le 1:i.ne drawn where the influenc:e of town A 

becom€s greater than that of tOlm B is to 19nore the posSibility'. 

that the two hinterlands overlap deeply. 
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Within this zone of overlap between two centres of tLe same 

hierarchical order. the consumer is faced with a multiple cJ::oice 

situation, and the questionnaire survey revealed that from either 

side of the half way line slloppJng journeys were made to both centres, 

altho~1. for the individual, one town (not necessarily the nearest) 

remained overwhelmingly dominant. 

The strength of this allegiance to one centre decreases \"rhere 

towns of comparable rank are close together. For example, l'vithin a 

six mile zone straddling the boundaries of the hinterlands of 

Newcastle, Stafford and Shrewsbury (average distance apart 24.2 

miles), less than 5 percent of the respondents to the qU6otionnaire 

had visited two of the centres during the month prior to tLe survey. 

Between Nawcastle and Crewe however, (distance apart;::: 10.6 miles) 

16 percent of respondents in a similar zone had split their visits 

between the two towns. 

From this evidence it could be sug;j;ested that the sharpness of 

hinterland separation 15 ltself a function of distance, alttou~':1 in 

this case the distance being considered is that between competing 

towns. The dec:l.sion to use one tm'ffi hab1.tually, or a number in 

rotation does not appear to depend greatly upon the order of the goods 

being purchased. With tile exception of oocasional visits to towns 

outside the area, COnSUll1erS were found to use one town as consistently 

for high order goods as they did for low order ones. 

At the junction of the hinterlands of the smaller towns the 

situation is more complex, and there are many cross currents. 

within a six mile zone astride the hinterland boundaries of grade 

2 tOi'lns, approximately one fifth of respondents divided their 

shopping trips between two centres. This 1s not an equal diVision, 

and for the individual, one of the centrEos invariably clalmed many 

more visits than the other. This relatively-high propol"'tlonof 
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I float:i.ng conSUJn8I'S I at tl-;.e boundar'les between tbe competing 

influences of small towns 1s partly accounted for by the smaller 

distances of separation than for the grade 1 centres, but it is 

also a reflection on the fact that small centres cannot dominate 

a hinterland, even one proportional to tneir size, so strongly as 

can the larger towns. 

Further analysiS of the movement patterns of rural shoppers 

indicates that although there is substantial spatial overlap between 

the zones of influence of adjacent centres of similar rruL~4 in 

behaVioural terms the overlap is more illusory than real. Spatial 

overlap of the zones of influence of adjacent towns can be 

ronceived as the ability of one town to attract customers from 

within what 1s properly considered another town's hinterland. (i). 
J3E;havioural overlap on the other hand is concerned with the way 

in which individual consumers distribute their patronage between 

competing centres, and particularly whether they visit two or more 

towns of the same order. Thus in the study area, spatial overlap 

was found to be commonplace" and indeed ineVitable" but behavioural 

overlap could rarely be demonstrated since only a very small 

proportion of individual consumers used two centres of the same 

rank alternately and indifferently. Thus there is a clear pattern 

of individual loyalty to a particular town but no clear pattern of 

territorial allegiance. 

In Table 8.1 the way j.n which respondents had used towns, 

s:i.nglyor multiply I for shopping purposes is tabulated. It shows 

that approximately 43 percent of all respondents had visited only 

one town in the month prior to the survey, but 50.4 of those 
-'~~~--4---"--

(1) i.e. where the second to~m's influence is greater but stIll does 
not amount to complete dominance. 
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questioned had visited more than one. 'riLLs is certainly suggestive of 

an overlap ln the zones of influenCe of the various tm·~ns. but l.t should 

be noted that the multiple use of centres indicated here is more 

complementary than competitive. Ii'or example, a f'urtll(:)r breakdown of' 

the fig;ures reveals tLat only 5.'"( percent of all respondents bad v,;nted 

more than one grade 1 town, and that only 7.6 percent had split their 

visits between compet:ing grade 2 centres. 

Table 8.1 

Proportion of respondents who had visited 0 to\,!I1S 6 8" .. 'j'.J 

Proportion of respondents who had visited 1 to\'!U 42.25,& 
Proportion of respondents who had vis:ited 2 towns 32.3~:~ 
Proportion of responicnts who had visited 3 to'ltms 1.3·75$ 
ProportIon of respondents \'~ho had visited more than .3 towns lL5% 

A more mi;aningful measure of t:1e l,ray in ~IJhich a single centre 

dominates indiVidual consumer movement 113 gained. from an analysis of 

the destination of shop!~:i.ng trips, and by calculating the proportlon 

of all shopping journeys \'{hich are made to :l.ndividual specified t01'lDS. 

In this instance the strength of the tias between a consumer and his/her 

single, dominant town js substantiated by the fact that nearly 80;; 0:1:' all 

shopping journeys racor-ded ~'ere made to the consumer f 5 premier, or fir'st 

choice to1tm - Table 8.2. 

Table 8.2. 

Proportion of all s':;.opping Journeys which were made to 
consumer's premier torm 79.0," 

Proportion of all shopping journeys "Jhieh were made to 
consumer's secondary town 16.0;0 

Proportion of all shopping Journeys whl.ch \·;er'e made to 
consumer's tertIary tOrm 3. 

Proportion of all shopping Journeys whid1 were made to 
other towns 
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Thus althou~;h a half of all consumers had visited more than one tOvJD t 

the proportion of a.ll shopping visits to to~ms other than the premier 

centre i'laS relatively small. (1) Ot visits to seoond 

(i) Even among respondents who had visited mo:ce tha.n one totro, and who could 
therefore be cons1dered a more mobile elemE:'nt of the overall samlle, 
71.4 percent of all vls1 ts were mode to the premier town, 26 per'cent 
were to second choice tOvms and 2.6 perqf;:nt to 3rci. and, 4th 0.1:101,16: ("entres. 



choice towns# nearly three quarters were made to centres lar.::;er 

than the respondent's premier town. These included many towns 

outside of the area such as Manchester, Birmingham and London thus 

reinforcing the earlier contention that the use of different 

centres ia complementary rather than competitive. In summary, 

the pattern which emerges is one in which a single town is strongly 

dominant for each rural person, and although one person in two 

had visited alternative shoppil1[~ centres during the survey month, 

such visits accounted for only one-fifth of all shoppinG Journeys. 

In the identification of the nodal structure of the area we 

saw how a town's zone of influence could vary according to the 

nature of the good or service being considered. The fixing of the 

boundary of this influence on the basis of use characteristics has 

now revealed further variation. In particular the suggestion that 

suchalboundary can be represented by a single line is questioned. 

Town hinterlands are not exclUSive and they do overlap spatially. 

The existence of areas of interference indicates that the study area 

cannot be divided completely into sub areas each dominated by a 

single town. In contrast, behavioural patterns illustrate 110W, 

for the provision of shopping and service facilities, indiVidual 

consumers are dominated by a single town. 
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Chanter 9 - H5.nterlands of rural-urban l!!~eractioni 
_ 4 ... • _ ... 

the structure 

It has been demonstrated that the statement of a townls 

hinterland boundary as a single line is a gross oversimplification. 

In addition it can be noted that most hinterland studies fail to 

describe the nature of the zones of influence Which t!1ey identify, 

in particular they make no attempt to describe or explain the 

variations of strength and intenSity Witt1 which different parts 

of a rural hinterland are linked to the urban centre. This 

chapter has two closely linked functions. Firstly, it explains 

the distance-decay function in urban-rural influence and examines 

the structural components of hinterlands, ruld secondly it discusses 

and draws contrasts between the decay of influence with distance 

at varying levels in the hierarchy of centres. 

The affiliation between town and hinterland is frequently 

found to follow a simple exponential distance-decay function, 
1 similar to that noted by Clark in 1951 and subsequently refined 

by l>1uth 
2 

and Berry, Simmons and Tenant,:; but in other cases it is 

far less regular. 

It is usually accepted that a servee centre exerts some degree 

of influence, which may amount to dominance, over its hinterland, 

but the precise nature and strencth of this dominance is rarely 

explored. Some attention has been paid to the problem previously 
4 5 6 7-by Anderson and Collier, Martin, Stoeckel and EeegJe .• and Bogue, 

but such works are few. 

Since the concept of dominance is clearly a cr~cial aspect of 

central place study it must be briery discussed in general before 

proceeding to the detailed empirical study. For the present the 

term dominance is taken to imply the authority of town over country. 

but it is important to note that this is not entirely a one-sided 
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relationship; the recreat:;'onal hinterland of a town and tte provision 

of agricultural products are obverse measures whic:h show that there is 

a relationship of interdependence of town and eountry. Tl1eor€tically~ 

dominance decays most rapidly with distance for lowel~ order goods and 

services, for such goods are provided by a lar3e number of major and 

minor centres. Conversely, for higher order urban functions where 

the central town has little or no compet1tion from minor servJce 

centres, the influence can be exerted over a far greater area, and the 

distance decay function is more gentle. 

It is not however true in every sense that the dominance of a town 

decreases with distance. For example, if, within a town's hinterland 

a consumer requires a good or service that can only be provided by 

the central town, then the dominance of this town, at that particular 

level is equallYPervasive throughout its hinterland. Frequently this 

results in a marginally lower 

level and frequency of demand 

functions by rural people who 

standard of living, expressed as a lower 

for the more sophisticated urban 

live at a substantial distance from a 
of 

large town. The degree of dorninanceAany place can therefore become 

measurable in terms of the frequency 'Vlith which it is used by people 

living at varying distances from it. 

General nature of the urban influence 

It was hypotheSised that the spatial organisation and behaviour 

of a rural population could be seen in terms of a series of gradlents,in 

which the distance away from a central place was the main independent 

variable. The evidence discussed below shows that in soma instances 

this is a valid assumption, and the gradients of influence frequently 

have a negative exponent1al form described in general terms by the 
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equation 

Y "" Ae - bx 

Y ,., the dependent variable, i.e. some measure 
of the strength of affiliation of a rural 
population to an urban centr'e 

x =: distance from that centre 

A)= coefficents determined empirically 
b) 

Rural Population density and distance 

In order to achieve some point of contact with previous work .. the 

first characteristic to be examined was the distance decay effect in 

rural population density. As in the other examples which follow only the 

population of rural districts was conSidered .. and its decreas:ini; dens:!.ty . 

with increasing distance away from the major towns is a corollary to 

the decreased found by Berry, Simmons and Tenant 8 in suburban areas. 

This decline of population density in rural areas in many respects 

represents a natural extension of towns past their artif'idal 

administrative boundaries, and it is of course an expression of 

population mobility. The fact that this gradient could only be 

ident:i.fied and measured around. the gt"ade 1 centres in the study area 
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Shows that the smaller centres do not have sufficient status,or influence, 

or provide a sufficiently large employment centre to shape the 

surrounding population distribution in a centripetal pattern. 

The population density of the rural areas waS calculated on a 

parish basis, but where these units were areally large they were 

subdivided into enumeration districts. Parishes were then allocated 

to towns according to hinterland boundaries drawn equidistant from 

centres of the same oroer, and distances were measured between the 

t owns and the centre of population gravity of each parish by the 

shortest practicable road mileage. 



The population density at increasing distances from the four grade 

1 towns was plotted l and the results are shown in Figure 9.1. Tnis is 

a composite graph, but none of the individual centres have distance 

decay relationships which vary appreciably from this overall line. 

The reason for aggregating the figures and plotting the towns 

together is that here l as elsewhere in the chapter, the emphasis is 

not upon individual, and perhaps ano~lous cases, but upon the trends 

and characteristics shown by r.;roups of centres at different levels of 

the urban hierarchy. When measured against distance from e;l"adel towns 

the rural population density is seen to decline with increaslng 

dlstance l and although there are minor aberrations of the pattern caused 

by occasional large parishes, the overall trend is one of exponential 

decline. 

The y-axis of Figure 9.1 gives the natural logal"ithm of population 

density (in hundreds per square mile) and the abscissa shows distanoe 

from the town centre in miles. Extrapolation of the gl"adient gives 

the coefficient A a value of 6.7. This figure nominally represents 

the population density in the town centres,i.e. where distance 1s 

zero, But it is not legitimate to use the gradient fol" making 

predictions outside of the range within which the original data 

was compiled. For this reason there is no meaningful advantage to 

be gained by attempting to convert the coefficient of 6.7 into an 

actual population density figure. Similarly there is no purpose in 

extending the line past 14 miles on the x-axis. The coefficient b, 

which is a measure of the rate of decline of population density, 15-

given by the gradient of the line; here b - 0.24. The correlation 

between population densltyand the distance from a grade I centre 

was found to be r --0.95. 

Rural Population trends and distance. 

The influence of first order towns upon rural population chanze 

was found to be fundamental, but it was not of a measUl~able 
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exponential form. The relationship between population change and 

distance from a town is not a regular one, but initially we can 

identify three concentric zones around the towns of this area. These 

zones are not constant. and it is possible to show that ttley have 

changed in their extent and location over the past few decades. At 

the present point in time they are identifiable as follows:-

1. Up to a distance of four miles from the centre of towns there 

has been considerable housing development which has both created and 

catered for short range commuters. This relatively recent extension 

of the towns outside of their administrative boundaries is in response 

to both 'push' and 'pull' factors. The shortage of sufficient cheap 

building land within the towns has tended to push development out 

into the immediate rural areas, but this has also been supplemented 
" . 

by the positive choice of many people to live in villages and out of 

town estates where they gain not only social prestige 6 but also an 

improvement in physical living conditions. The common factor which 

has made both of these processes possible is the growth of public, 

and more particularly. private transport. Within this inner belt 

there was a 22 percent increase in !rural' population in the 

decade 1951-1961, and 80 percent of the parishes showed gains. 

2. Between four and nine miles frum the main urban centres there 1s 

a belt of limited growth where 40 percent of all par'ishes had 

increased :in population. The growth in this band has been fatrly 

modest but again it is in response to demands by commuters for out 

of town homes. Partly it has been encouraGed by county planning 

authoritleswho have nominated certain villages for expansion l but 

it also takes the form of the development .. or reconstruction of 

individual sites and bul1din6s by private persons. During the 

decade 1951-1961 the pattern of growth was more irregular ruld 

scattered than in the inner band l but the overall population 
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increase was 5.6 percent. 

3. At a distance greater than nine miles from major towns very few 

parishes showed any population increase in tLe years 1951-l96l~ and 

there was an overall decrease of 10.4 percent. These areas are almost 

purely agricultural; the demand for farmworkers is declining, very 

few new employment opportunities are being created, and the towns are 

too far away for convenient daily commuting, so here in microcosm 

is an example of the kind of rural population decline wh:i.ch affects 

much of the north and west of Britain. 

The olose association between parish population chanees in 

the decade 1951-1961 and distance from the main urban centres is 

shown by a correlation coefficient of -- 0.89 (significant at the 

0.1 percent level). This deeree of correlation" together with the 

evidence discussed above suggests that proximity to a major town is 

a strong determinant of rural population change, it also serves as 

an indication of the attraotive power of first order towns as 
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employment and service centres for their surrounding 'rural' populations. 

This brief examination of population growth contributes to the 

overall study in that it looks at another component in the complex 

pattern of town hinterlands. It also has a practical value in that 

it describes an aspect of the changing distribution of purchasing 

power which is being increasingly concentrated in the areas adjacent 

to urban centres. 

Distance-Decay and the retail function 

There are many factors l'lhich influence the frequency of an 

ind1vidual's shopping visits to any particular town., for oxample the 

rank and size of the town, the adequacy of local shops aM services 

within the countryside, the level of personal mobility of.the rural 



population and its purchasinG power, but it was postulated that 

distance from the town would be a major determining factor. (1 ) 

In order to explore this relationship.lsochrones of travel time 

by car were drawn around each to~n, and the frequency of visits by 

rural people to each centre was graphed against their travel tin1es. (ii) 

To emphasise the different use characteristics of towns of different 

rank the centres were divided into two groups as detailed in table 

6.3. Group 1 included Newcastle, Crewe, Stafford and Shrewsbury with 

a population range of 76,000 - 48,000, and group 2 comprised seven 

other towns ranging from a population of 13,650 - 4,~lO. 

In each case an exponential line of the general form Y == Ae -bx 

provided a good fit to the data and the individual freqUency/distance 

relationships are shown in Figure 9.2. Among grade 1 centres, 

Shrewsbury's influence declines rather more gently than the rest due 

to its more isolated westerly location, in an area of generally low 

population density .. but there is marked Similarity in all the 

relationships. Similarly .. grade 2 towns are very much alike with the 

possible exception of Nantwich, which is not only slig..h.tly larger 

than other grade 2 centres but also has the advantage of many 'quality' 

shops. 

In the search for any more general relationships which might lie 

behind individual distance decay tUnctions and their possible 

idiosyncracies and anomolies, figure 9.3 was prepared. Thls figure ,--,-.,.,-............... ,-.----------~-, 

(i) "The spatial distribution of human actiVity reflects an ordered 
adjustment to the factor of distance". Garner B.J. in Chorley 
R.J. and Hagget P (Eds.) Socio-Economic Models in GeographYf 
Methuen 1969# p. 304. 

(11) These were calculated according to the average speeds recommended 
in HTl:le Haydock Study~ Regional Shopping Centres in N.W. England. 
University of t-1anchester 1964. viz. Trunk roads 40m.p.h. ~ main 
roads 3Orn.p.h. ~ urban and minor country roads 20m.p.l:. 73 percent 
of respondents had access to a car for shopping purposes. 
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represents the aggregated distance decay functions of shopping 

frequency for the two groups of towns, and it emphasises the 

difference between the use characteristics of grade 1 and 2 centres 

which was implicit in Figure 9.2. The contrasting nature of the 

influence of the two groups of centres, and of their rural-urban 

linkages, is quantified by the slope of lines, i.e. the b coefficient. 

Grade 1 centres, with the smaller b coefficient (b= -0.080) have a 

relatively gentle gradient of distance decay, to a maximum range of 

45 minutes, at which point the frequency of visiting was about once 

in four months. The influence of grade 2 centres however declined 

more rapidly, as evidenced by a gradient of b = -0.185, and a 

maximum range of 22.5 minutes travel time. At this extremity visits 

per respondent averaged approximately one in five months. 

These gradients should be seen as a postulated basic relationship, 

an.' attempt to quantify and explain the general pattern of urban 

domination of rural areas, and as an illustration of the distinction 

between centres of different orders within a particular urban system. 

In chapter 6 the decision to separate these towns into two groups 

was ta~en upon the basis of their functional provision. ~lis 

division 1s now substantlated~ and shown to be a realistic one by 

the evidence of the differences in the influence which the two groups 

of towns exert over their surrounding rural hinterlands. In this 

way the study of distance decay functions has a valid role to play 

in the identification of central place relationships and the 

subsequent resolution of hierarchical groups. 

It should not be concluded that grade 1 centres are situated 

90 minutes travel time apart, and grade 2 centres 45 minutes apart, 

for the basiC relationship conceals the fact·that there is considerable 

overlap between the fields of influence of adjacent centres. In 

particular cases too the local road network can compress or extend 
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the fields of influence. Thus t(~e towns o.C Stone and Oakengates are 

both weak grade 2 centres due to competit~on from Newcastle and Stafford 

in the former case and Wellington and Nel'f;;ort :i.n the latter. 

The distance decay function 1s a general statement of urban 

influence, but it con::;eals many of the irregularitIes in the shape and 

extent of individual hinterlands. Figure 9.4 shows the shopping 

hinterlands of Grade 1 towns, and considerable variati.on is evident 

in the nature of the areas which are dorn:i.nated by €laoh centre. The 

broken line in figure 9.4., here called the 50 percent urban field, :;5 

the break point, where adjacent towns are equal in attraction. It 

encloses the area from which at least 50 percentof locally gen~rated 

shopping trips are made to the central tot>VU, and it is an example of 

the over-simplified concept that an urban hinterland may be seen as 

a single boundary line. It is a convenient illustration of the 

general extent of urban hinterlands, but it involves considerable 

arbitrary generalisations and in effe,Jt it conceals as much of the 

truth as it reveals. 

That a single boundary line obscures the variations in intensity 

with which different parts of a hinterland are linked to a town is 

shown in figure 9.4 by the construction of further isopleths enolosing 

the areas within which (say) 70 percent and 90 percent of shopping 

journeys are made to the centre being examined. The construction of 

these lsopleths represents a change of emphasis from the previous 

discussion of distance decay functions; here the rural-urban linkage 

is being measured not by the frequency of visits to each town, but by 

the proportion of all g;rade 1 shopping visits from each area which 

are made to each of the four grade 1 centres being conSidered. In 

this case the intensity of the interactj.on does not depend purely 

upon distance; the zones within which 90 percent, 70 percent and 50 

percent of journeys are n~de to one centre, unlike the zones of 

frequency are not concentric, but 
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dependi ng upon t he al ignment of local transport net works and the 

degree of compet ition from othe r centres, the t hree isopleths can 

run toget her for short distances . 

A large hinterland enclosed by the 90 percent i soplet h, as i n 

the case of Shrewsbury i ndi cates a large area of domi nat i on where 

the town is not seriously challenged as a grade I centre . A small 90 

percent urban fie l d however , as shown for Newcastle suggests t hat 

the town can dominate only a small area, and t hat i t suffers severe 

competition from other, nearby centres . 

Figure 9.5 illustrates that similar i sopleths showing the 

intensity of rural-urban interaction may also be constructad at 

a finer level of enqu'ry (here grade 2 centres are also included). 

This figure is far less straightforward t han t he prev i ous one and 

it should be compared wi t h Figure 8. 4 from which i t i s a natw'al 

development . The areas of interf erence which l i e outs i de 0 any 

simply defi ned hinterland pattern are again seen to be i mportant. 

and the 90 percent and 70 percent urban fields are all cons iderably 

more restricted than in figure 9.4 . 

Thus t he exponential distance decay function provi des an 

adequate measure of a town ' s influence over its surroundi ng r ural 

district 1 whel"e that influence i s determined by t he frequency w:tth 

which rural people visit the centre . This however is but one 

dimension of the problem, and if t he interaction is measured as 

a proportion of all rurally generated shopping tri ps attracted 

to the to\'Jn. its i ntensity i s seen from figures 9.4 and 9.5 to 

vary i n strength and extent throughout the hinterland. TO consid r 

a hinterland boundary as a single l i ne is artif ci al, for not 

only does it obscure var i at i ons i n the i ntens i ty of hinterland 

affiliati on, but i t also conceals areas where no i ndiv idual town 

is dominant . 
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Structural components of the urban hinterland 

It has alreadY been sU2~t:ested t:b.at a town I s hinterland is 

not spatially homogenous. and that in general terms the strength 

of the rural-urban intera.ction decays with distance. We can 

further suggest, along with Oolledge 9 that three components 

of a town's tributary area can be recognised. These are shown 

in stylised form in figure 9.6. 

% of consumers 
visiting centre 

Fl,?;ure 9.6. 

Intensive: E::xtensive zone 
zone 

I 

Distance from centre 

.Fringe 

Q,uite naturallY,.indlvidual town hinterlands differ from one 

another due to a variety of local circumstances, but in the 

discussion below the towns have again been aggregated into groups 

1 and 2 in order to permit the identification of common and general 

patterns. This also places the emphasis upon the order of the town 

and the level of different goods or services rather thru1 upon 

individual towns. 

Figure 9.7. indicates the proportion of people within five 

minute distance bands from each centre, who used grade 1 and 2 

towns for each of a selective range of eight goods and serVices. 

For the construction of this figure, concentric 1sochrones of 

travel time were drawn around 'each centre, from the questionnaire 

it was possible to calculate the percentage of respondents in each 

distance band who nomiated each town as their normal centre for 

the purchase of each good or service. The three zonal components 
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of the hinterland are defined sir:1ply by the two largest 

discontinuities in the histocram. By this method it would be 

possible to distinguish a large number of small zones, but 

inspection reveals a consistency in the occurence of two major 

breaks, so on this evinence, and upon the precedents set by 
10 11 Golledge and Bracey three zones were identified. These 

zones are as follows :-

1. The intensive zone of hinterland affiliation, where the 

influence of the central town was dominant. nle extent and 

intensity of this zone variedJmore for grade 1 centres tl1aU 

for grade 2" according to the order of good or service beins 

considered. For grade 1 towns the maximum extent varied from 

the 10 minute isochrone for gToceries to the 20 minute isochrone 

for banking services, and although the zone characteristically 

attracted more than 50 percent of consumers there is competition 

from suburban and village centres for the lower order goods. and 

from towns outside of the hinterland area for more sophisticated 

requirements. ~us for doctors the proportion of rural people 

attracted to grade 1 centres from this zone was less than 50 

percent. 

the 
The boundary ofAintensive zone for grade 2 towns was for 

all goods and services,with the exception of groceries,a travel 

time of 7.5 minutes. ~e smaller intensive zone recorded for 

groceries is no doubt a reflection upon the provision of grocery 

and food shops in suburban and village locations. 

2. The extensive zone. A zone \1here the influence of a town over 

its surrounding rural d:tstrict is strongly challenged. As figure 

9.7. 8hows 1 in the present case the outer edge of this zone for 
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all goods and services eXamined is invariably at a time distance 

of 17.5 minutes for grade 2 to~ms, but it ranges from 25-35 
minutes for grade 1 centres according to the good or service 

considered. Similarly the intensity of a town's influence, and 

its rate of decline with distance varied within this zone; 39 
percent of consumers were normally attracted to the central grade 

1 town for major items of clothIng, but less than 10 percent for 

visits to the doctor. For grade 2 towns there is only relatively 

weak rural-urban interaction within this zone and the proportion 

of "tied" consumers did not exceed one third. 

3. The fringe zone is a narrow band at the outer limits of a 

town's area of influence. It is a zone wher'e although the influence 

of a second town is dominant l a small proportion (usually less than 

5 percent) of consumers continue to use the first town. This zone 

illustrates the imperfect operation of set economic laws. It was 

found that a small proportion of respondents consistently patronised 

shops, or shopping centres other than their nearest one. In some 

cases this behaviour can be ascribed to habits resulting from social 

contacts, or in connection with the consumer's place of employment, 

but in others it depends upon differences in individuals' perception 

of alternative centres.' 

We see therefore that the hinterland of" urban influence exbibits 

much ,structural complexity. Even "lhen only, a single good or service 

is beiU3 considered the intensity of a town's influence 1s fOW1d 

to vary throughout its hinterland, and components of this variation 

can be recognised. Althouzh, as a town centre is approached the 

proportion of rural people using .it for each good or service grows, 

the pOSition of absolute dominanoe where the town attracts all of 
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the consumers from a given locality is rarely achieved, for some 

degree of competition from adjacent centres is exerted at all 

points. 

This second section of the thesis has presented the results 

of a case study of rural urban interaction as measured by the way 

in which central places of different orders influence their 

surrounding districts. More specifically it has e£amined the way 

in which rural people use urban shopping centres, as such it is 

a study of consumer behaviour patterns in space,and it does not 

pretend to lay down general lawscf spatial behaviour. Vario~s 

postulates on the nature and measurement of urban hinterlands have 

been examined, and whilst it is not suggested that the detailed 

exponents and values would be the same in a totally different 

rural-urban system, there is a strong likelihood that the general 

findings would be duplicated elsewhere. 

The general conclusions to this section may thus be silInmarised. 

The areas of influence of each urban place can be given a boundary, 

however its depiction by a sinGle line will be a compromise. Not 

only will it obscure the differine intensities with whioh different 

parts of the hinterland are linked to the centre.. it also conceals 

these localities, here termed zones of interference which are not 

dominated by any single town. For the purposes of establish1ne; 

retail centrality the most realistic single boundary~ and a 

comrnonly used one, is that line within which at least 50 percent of 

locally generated shopping journeys, regardless of purpose .. are 

made to the central town (e.g. fieure 8.4). It is important however 

that this kind of statement should be further qualified \-,'lth rer.;ard 

to the hierarch:1cal grade of the centres under consideration. 
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Tne exponential distance decay function provides a useful 

and valid generalisation of the hinterland .. but far from "nesting" 

together in a regular and mutually exclusive pattern, hinterlands .. 

even those of towns of equivalent hierarchical order .. overlap 

extensively. The way in which the characteristics of the dlstan(;e

decay function varies for towns of different hierarchical order 

suggests that this exercise mi&~t be reversed, thus u..~ing ti18 

distance decay function as a means of identifying hierarcbical 

grades. An examination of more towns .. and more variables (e.g. 

Journey to work) would give the lrethodology and conclUSions the 

firmer foundations which they would require if distanoe decay 

functions were to be used in this fashion. 

The concept that different soods and services have different 

ranges was examined. vJhilst it could be shown ( figures 9.7 7.4 
to 7.8) that for some groups of allied goods a town commanded a 

greater hinterland than for others.. in many cases I and espectally 

for lower order central places, the tX'ade areas had a similar 

extent for many different functions. Equally significant is the 
• 

fact that the range of a good, or of a functlon# also varies with 

the level of demand; in other "lOrds it varies according to the 

rank of the centre from which it is provided. It is suggested 

too that the concept of the range of a good 1s weakened in practise 

by the multi-purpose shopplng Journey. 

The hinterland of a town is not a uniform space; some pa.rts 

of it are linl<ed more strongly with the centre than others. It 

1s suggested that the structural complexity of the hinterland oan 

be resolved into three zones, here termed the intensive zone, the 

extensive zone and the fringe. 
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Most rural people identify stronsly with a single town. 

Althou&~ increasing personal mobility had enabled half of the people 

surveyed to visit more than one town in the four weeks prior to 

the studYI four fifths of all shopping journeys were made to the 

respondent's first choice, or premier town. This town was either 

a grade 1 or a erade 2 centre, but second choice towns were commonly 

centres of higher order than the first choice. Tue suggest allegiance 

of rural people to a single town is confirmed. 

This section has been concerned with the identification and 

measurement of rural-urban relationships. Without such attempts 

to explain and quantify the relationships the nature of urban 

influence must remain as obscure in details as it is obvious ::1.n 

general. 
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Conclusion to Section II 

In the first part of this study J (chapters ") -6) we exam:i.n<:;d 

the functional bases of central pJ.aces and investigated techni,ques 

for identifying a functional hierarchy of settlements. The se;lond 

part has concentrated upon the hinterlands of these settlements. 

In particular we have investigated the catchment areas, or zonos 

of influence established by the central places, and have scrutinized 

the rural-urban linkages which have been established by consumers 

using the tm'll1s. As with the first part, specifiC findings are 

presented in each cha,ter. but a few more general conclusions can 

also be made. 

A questionnaire survey enabled the nodal structure of the 

l~egion to be identified, and it also served to separate those 

settlements which were actually providing goods and services for 

a hinterland population, I.e. the trw:; central pla.ces, from those 

whose retail'and service facilities served only their own resident 

populations. The pattern of linkages thus established helps to 

clarify both the nature and degree of·the influence of Central 

places, and it also points to the complex system of interaction 

between rural consumers and the towns in the area. Different 

hinterlands and patterns ot' movement were seen to exist for different 

kinds of goods and service, but jn practise it appears that the 

concept of the range of a good is no more significant than 

variations in the geographical ranges of different centres providing 

these goods. 

The problem of delimitIng urban hinterlands was examined, and 

both theoretical and empirical approaches have been applied. 

Although the shape and extent of hinterlands vary according to 

the funotions consldered,there is seen to be considerable similarity 

between shopping hinterlands der:i.ved from a simple gravity model 
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and those established empirically. There are however also important 

differences. Lines of communication and the relative tradinG sUC('€SS 

of closely adjacent towns distort the theore~ical formulations, but, 

more importantly for our comparlson, the empJrcally determined 

hinterlands shm~ that (in the current situation) certain areas 

exist where the influence of no single tOIATn dominates. These 

are termed zones of interference. 

The elusive nature of a tmm' s hinterland boundary l.s illustrated 

by the overlapping of the areas influenced by different centres. 

Closer inspection however reveals that despite the overlap of areas 

of influence, individual consutnGrs are strlJngly domlnated by a s:lnele 

town. The streng'th of this dom.ination is s!lO\·m by the fact that to 
per cent of all shopping Journeys recorded were made to the sonwnser' s 

respective premier,. or fir'st choice tovms. Three quarters oi:' the 

remaining trips viere directed to',vards centres of hi:.:;her order the.n 

the conswnar's premier town; a pattern of movement which sugGests 

that the t01·,ns are bei.ng use1. by rural people in a complementary. 

rather t!-Hln a directly cOr.1petitive fash:ton. 

This hiSh degree of allegiance to a stngle centre 1s not 

altogether unexpected. In a rur'al area such as this the comSUlJl€"rs 

do not have the range of choice of alternative shopping centres 

which are cornwonly . found 1n more densely populated urhan areas 

and we would expect them to be relatively conservative in behavJour, 

Once rural customers $1ave chosen their premier town and built Ul) 

a habitual pattern o.f shopjJlng there are strong forces acting to 

preserve the status quo. For example, thelr allegianee to the 

shops of a particular town ,,'111 tend to be consolidated, and 

perpetuated, a loyalty which stems i'rom the hael tual use of eervices 

such as a banl{,an agricultural merchant, a particular livestoc:k 

market or perhaps a school. 
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The final chapter is concerned with tl1e structure of urban 

hinterlands, an aspect of central place study which has previously 

been almost completely neglected. 'l':,le vray in v.rhi(;h the influence 

of a town declines with distance is shown to be ex-potential, but 

the different values for this mathematical function for towns o~' 

different status suggests that it may also be a useful diagnostic 

tool for identifying the ranks :1n a hierarchy of settlements. The 

distance-decay function is only a ceneralisati.on of the natU:."'e oi' 

a town's influence, but oth(Jr factors presented in thJs chapter 

confirm that an ux'ban hinterland is not a uniform space, rather 

it is an area \'il1J.ch is strw::tura11y complex, and ciifferent partc 

of it are linl:ed to the central to;'Jl1 l/rl th varying degrees of 

intensity. 

This study of the 'use characteX'istics t of central places 

1s essentla11y coml')lementary to the precedins assessment of urban 

functional provision, which in itself presents an incomplete 

picture of settlement centrality. The possession of a particular 

function, or group of functions by a settlement does no·t 

necessarily p:eove that the settlement is acting as a central 

place for a surl .... ounding area. T11is thesis therefore exam:i.nes 

centres within their regional, or sub-regional contexts 1 and 

describes the linkages which the~r have t.,rith their service areas 

in addition to measuring their :Lu.Y).ct:tona1 provision. It is only 

by considering the two aspects together that a comprehensive 

:i.nterpretation of a system of central places can be attempted. 
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Appendix A 

The following table indicates the number of retail and service 
establishments in each settlement within the study area, as well as 
details of their population and social organisation. The source of 
each item of information is given below, but it should also be noted 
that in many cases it was possible to cross check data from two or 
more sources. 

COLumN 

1) The population figures for the urban areas are drawn from 
2) the 1961 census volumes. Village populations were computed 

by multiplying the number of private dwellings (as listed 
in the Rating and Valuation Lists of local authorities) by 
an occupancy ratio of 3.03 persons per dwelling. 

3-50 field Survey 

51 midlands Region G.P.O. Headquarters 

52 field Survey and telephone directories 

53 County medical Executive Council Lists 

54 County medical Executive Council Lists 

55 opticians register 1967 

56 The Law List 1967 

57 Institute of Chartered Accountants Year Book 1967 

58 Classified Telephone Directory 

59 Classified Telephone Directory 

60 Rating and Valuation Lists and field Survey 

61-63 field Survey 

64 County Education Committees 

65 County Education Committees 

66 Telephone directory 

67 County Librarians lists 

68 Telephone directory 

69 County branches of the Council of Social Service 

70-75 Information relating to the number of social organisations 
in each settlement was gathered only for non-urban centres 
because it was felt that in towns such organisations are 
mainly suburban functions which do not add to the 
settlement's centrality. Details recorded in these columns 
were gathered from a questionnaire administered by the 
county branches of the Council of· Social Service. 
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,
_ ... _-

Function 
f 

Greengrocer/Fruit/Flowers 

Butcher 

Baker 

Other food 

food Total 

Confectfonery/Newsagent/ 
Tobacconist 

Mens/Boys Clothes 

Womens/Childrens Clothes 

General Clothing/Draper 

footwear 

Lluthing Tohl 

lronmonglirs/flardware 

Electrical/Radio/T.V. 

Gas/E] edd city 

Cycles/Car Accessories 

Central villages are equivalent to Grade 3 settlements in table 6.3 

Appendix B 

Grade A villages. Grade 4 settlements Grade B villages. Grade 5 settlements 
Grade C villages. Grade 6 settlements Grade 0 villages. Grade 7 settlements 
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Appendix C 
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A note concerning methods of classification 
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Statistical tests of value in grouping 
geographical phenomena 
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Grouping and Regionalising : An approach to 
the problem using multivariate analysis 

Lund Symposium 

5. BOESCH H 1952 Central functions as a basis for a systematic 
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CLARK P J 1955 
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APPENDIX 0 

&JOB ; GER006 ; HIERARCHICAl GROUPING 
swop 

&FORTRAN ; 

&LI ST i 

1* C 
2* C HIERARCHICAL GROUPING PROGRAM P.KIVEll. AFG MAY 1970 
3* C 
4* VIMENSION X(200) t MARK (200), MNITEH (200) • SUMSQ (200) I SUM (200) t 

5* IMNAME (5,200) 
6' TOl •• 5E·8 
7' READ (7,10) NSET, IFlOG 
8' 10 FORMAT (215) 
9' IFlOG • 'FLOG t 1 

lU' WRITE (2,15) NSET 
11' 15 FORMAT (lBO, 40X, 29 HHIERARCHICAl GROUPING PROGRAM /I 4DX,22HIHI TlA 
12* lL NO OF SUBJECTS, 18 II 30X, 4HNAME, laX, 5HSCORE) 
13* GO TO (20,17), IFLOG 
14* 17 WRITE (2,19) 
15* 19 FORMAT (Ill., 69X, 12HlOG OF SCORE) 
16* 20 DO 30 ISET • 1, NSET 
17* READ (7,22) (MNAME (!WORD,ISET), !WORD • 1,5), X(ISET) 
IS' 22 FORMAT (5A4, fIO.O) 
19' WRIT~(2.24) (MNAME (IWORD,ISET), IWORD • 1,5), X(ISET) 
20' 24 fORMAT{20X,5A4,5X,f15.6) . 
21' GO TO (30,26),IFlOG 
22' 26 X(ISET) • AlOGIO(X(ISET)) 
23* WR I T£(2,28) X( I SET) 
24' 28 FORMAT(lU., 66X,fl5.8} 
25* 30 CONTINUE 
26* C 
27', NSETMI. NSET • 1 
2a' C 
29' WRITE(2,35) 
30* 35 fORMAT(lHl, 48X, 5HNO OF, 40X, SflNO OFI 49X, 5HIT[MS, 40X, 
31' 15HITEMS/ lOX, 9HCYCL£ NO, , 7X, 4HISr.T, laX,7HIN ISET,17X, 
)2' 24HJSET, 17X. 71HN JSET,12X, 7HMIN [SS /I) 
33* C 
34' 
35-
36' 
31· 
)8* 

DO 40 ISET • I,NSEl 
MNITEH(ISET} .1 
SUHSQ(ISET) • X(ISET)"2 
SUH(IS£T) • x(lSET) 
MARK(ISfT} • ISET 
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39* 40 
40· 
41* 42 
42* 
43* 
44* C 

CeNTI NUE 
ICYCLE • 0 
ESS • 9000000.0 
MARKI • 0 
MARKJ • 0 

45* 00 100 ISET. l,NSETMl 
46* IF (~ARK(ISET)) 100, 100, 45 
47* 45 ISETP1. ISET 
48* 46 ISETPI. ISETPI • 1 
49* IF ( ISET?l .GT. NSET ) GO TO 100 
50* 48 IF (MARK(IS£TP1))46, 46, 50 
51* 50 TESS. SUMSQ(ISET) + SUMSQ(ISETPl). ((Sm',(ISET) + SUM (ISE1Pl)) 
52* 1 **2! (MNITEM(ISET) + MNITEM(ISETPl))) 
53* 00 52 KSET • I,NSET 
54* IF (KSET .EQ. ISET .OR. KSET .EO.ISETPl ,OR. MARK(KSET) ,[0. 0) 
55* 1 GO TO 52 
56* TESS. TESS. SUMSQ{KSET) • ((SUM{KSET))**2! MNITEM(KSET)) 
57* 52 CVhTINUE 
58* IF (TESS. [55) 55, 100, 100 
59* 55 [SS. TESS 
60* M~RKJ • ISETPI 
61* MARKI • ISET 
62* IF (ESS • TOl) 110, lID, 100 
63* 100 CONW:UE 
64* C 
65* 110 WRITE (2,120) ICYCLE, (MNAM[(IWORO,MARK1), I WORD .1,5), . 
66* IMNITEM(MARKI),(MNAME(IWORO,MARKJ), IWORD • 1,5), MNITEM(MARKJ), 
67* 2ESS 
68* 120 fORMAT( lOX, 15, 8X,5A4, ax, 14.15X.~A4. 8X 14, 3X, F15.6) 
69* MARK( MARKJ) • 0 . 
70* SUMSO(MARKI) • SUMSQ(MARKI) + SUMSQ(MARKJ) 
71* SUM(MARKI) • SUM{MARKI) + SUM(MARKJ) 
72* ICYCLE • ICYCLE • 1 
73* MNITEM(MARK1} • MNITEM(MARKI) + MNITEM(~~~~J) 
74* IF( ICYCLE • NSET + 2 ) 42,42, 200 
75* 200 STOP 
76* END 

(Notation: I. Capital letter i 
1 • Numeral one. ) 
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APPENDIX E The QuestLonnaire 

In order to establish tte pattern of s£lOpping frequencies and 

destinations of rural consumers in t4e study area~ a questionnaire 

approach was adopted. To select the best method of establishing 

these patterns a small scale pilot survey was conducted in Newcastle 

R.D.C. in 1968. Tnis enabled a comparison to be made between 

different sample frames, different survey techniques and particula:cly 

the merits of postal questionnaires versu;s face to face interviews. 

s.nd it also helped to distinguish the problems of time, expense and 

manpower which would be involved in c.ollectlng the data. 

The aims of the survey, as with any such.. "Jere to minlmise the 

inspectory effort and fieldwork required to gatlcer the necessary 

information. This information formed three categories :-

(1) the identification of the towns and villages where rural people 

obtain a selected range of goods and services. In order to mru,lmise 

the reply rate, this list was as short as possible and comprised nino 

commonly required goods and services. 

(2) To ascertain the frequency with v1h10h respondents visited different 

centres, and the relationship of this frequency to such factors as 

distance. 

(3) An indication of the ~Jay in which tOi'ms exert an influence over 

their surrounding rm"al districts as measured by the allegiance of 

rural people to one or several centres. 

The pilot survey indicated that within the limits of available 

time and money a postal questionnaire would best achieve these aims, 

and on this basis a full scale survey was mounted. 

It was decided that the household t-10uld be the basic u.'1it for 

questioning, partly to avoid the bias wh:i.ch might be introduced by 

variations in place of work, and partly to achieve consistency 

throughout the area. ~JO and a half percent of all households in 

rural areas were questioned, a figure limited by the funds 
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available but adequate to give complete geogra.phical covel"age. 

The choice of sample frames was very limited, but the valuation 

lists of local rating authorities provided a suitable base. n1e 

advantage of this sample frame are :-

(1) it gives a complete coverage of all households, including those 

where the nominal head of the household 1s under 21 

(2) it is constantly amended and is therefore always up to date 

(3) it is easily available at a limited number of central locations, 

i.e. the offices of the rating authority 

(4) the rateable value of each domestic dwelling proVides a ready 

check on the socio-economic status of respondents and non-respondents 

alike. 

An interval sample of 1/40 provided the required address list. 

and although the arrangement of dwellings by location in the valuation 

lists causes this to be not a purely random selection, it is quasi

random and sufficiently accurate to remove any unintentional bias. 

The introductory letter and the questionnaire itself are 

reproduced in figure E.l. In order to maintain the interest of 

the respondents both letter ar~ question form were kept as short and 

simple as possible, and although this restricted the nature and 

number of questions which could be posed, it has been justified by 

a favourable response rate. Since this was purely a fact gathering 

survey, and not one deSigned to test attitudes or opinions, the 

questions were open-ended but deSigned to elliott a one word answer. 

An index number on each questionnaire enabled the location of the 

respondent to be plotted. 
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The results of the postal questionnaire were most satisfactory, 
although as with all such surveys there was a large number of people 

who did not reply through choice, infirmity or absence from home. 

The useable response rate is detailed in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 
No. Percent 

Questionnaires despatched 1185 

Returned complete 695 58.6 
Returned incomplete 7 0.6 
Spoilt papers 5 0.4 

Thus 58.6 percent of those questioned returned fully useable 

replies, and an additional 0.6 percent were suitable for partial 

analysis. 

A )( 2 test revealed that there was no significant difference 

between the rateable value of the dwellings of non-respondents and 

those of the total sample. 
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?'igure .!i..l. 265 

UNIVERSITY OF KEELE 
Geography Department 

Professor and Head 0/ Department: 

Professor S. H. BEAVER M' P 0.5 P • • ..... 
ro/essor 0/ Social Geography: 

II. B. RODGERS. M.A. 

KEELE, NEWCASTLE, 

STAFFORDSHIRE. ST5 SBG 
Telephone : Keele Park J71 

STD Code 0782 • 7 J 37 J 

Dear Sir/Nadam, 

As part of an examination of the tovms and villages of this area I 

am conducting a survey on the importance of the dlfferent shopping centres. 

Obviously it is impossible to ask everybody where they go to do their 

shopping and your name has been selected at random from the Rating List. 

The survey is entirely confidential throughout. 

The attached questions should only take a few minutes and I Nould 

be gTateful if sometime during the next week you could oomplete the 

answers and return the form to me. A stamped addressed envelope is 

enclosed for this purpose and it should be left unsealed. In order 

to make this survey accurate it is important that as many people a3 

Possible should reply. 

Tnank you for your co-operation. 

Yours faithfully, 

(P.T. Kivell). 



Figure E.l. 

1. \<,lhich town or village do you normally vis1 t for the follow:"nc'[ 

Grocer 

Butcher 

Post O:':~ice 

C'nemist 

Zlectrical Goods 

Major items of clothing 

Doctor 

Dentist 

2. Do you have tb.e use of a Car? 

Is it available for shopping trips 

· ................... . 
· ...... ,. ...... , ..... . 
· ................... . 
• •••••• ~ •••• l' ........ . 

· ................... . 
· ................... ., 
· ................... . 
· ................... . 
· .................... . 

Yes ••••••• ,No ••••. ., ... 

a. Always? 

b. Only at weekends? 

c. Occasionally? 

3. Which towns have you visited !2r Sil0ppinl3 purposes in the last 

four weeks, and how many visits t.ave you made to each? 

(for example Narket Drayton 2). 
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